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Our Vision
Inspiring excellence

Our Purpose
Prince Alfred College develops young men who will 
engage in the world with confidence and compassion.

We are a community that seeks to challenge and inspire 
students and maximise every boy’s potential.

Our Values

and achievement.

teamwork and an appreciation of Christian principles.

and a sense of citizenship.

emotional and spiritual capabilities.

Princes.
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2013 has been another significant year in the life of 
Prince Alfred College. The College has been a leader 
in the education of boys since 1869 and we remain 
committed to the development of the Princes Man 

and able to contribute to his community and the 
world. 

implementation of its Strategic Plan 2013–2015 
titled Boys First. The Strategic Plan identified areas 
for continuous improvement and new initiatives 
in our goal to sustain and improve the College for 
the benefit of the boys and the College community. 
Six priorities for our development to 2015 were 
determined after a six month consultative process 

Purpose and Values and project the College forward 
to sustain a culture of achievement and wellbeing. 
Our six strategic priorities are in the key areas of 

supported by a number of specific actions which 
project us into the future. Each action is sponsored 

considerable progress in the implementation of the 
Strategic Plan during the year. 

During the year I was privileged to attend two 
international conferences of significance to 
our Vision and Purpose here at Prince Alfred 
College. The International Boys’ Schools Coalition 
Conference titled Brother to Brother — Looking 

The major focus of the keynote addresses and the 
workshops was on the importance of wellbeing 
in a boy’s education. Character development was 

is not only character development in young men 

in a school. It is ultimately the school’s reputation 
which is the strongest determinant of an effective 
school. I was particularly impressed with a 
number of presentations on innovative models of 
schooling. These reinforced the initiatives included 
in our current Strategic Plan. The importance of 
internationalism was identified as an important 
trend for schooling. 

was held in early October and focused on the 

Century education needs to have the right mix of 

of both skills and character. A keynote speaker 
of great significance was Alan November who 

Learning? He reinforced the shifting of the control 
of learning to the student and the recalibration of 

Learning in this century also needs to consider 

disciplinary projects effectively and ensure that 
collaboration is the norm. 

On 30 April the whole school and some three 
hundred special guests gathered for the official 
opening of our new $15 million RED Centre. This 
magnificent facility was opened by old scholars 

Headmaster’s Report

Kevin Tutt with Rhodes Scholar Mahesh Umapathysivam
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is the most significant building project in the 
history of the College since the completion of the 

pleased to open the Old Collegians and Cooper 
Family Sporting Hall of Fame which features more 
than 500 State and National sporting heroes of 
our College. The Arrowcrest Aquatic Centre is now 

initiative for Prince Alfred College. 

A significant initiative in 2013 has been the 
development of a Wellbeing Framework for our 
College. The Framework is based around our vision 
for Inspiring Excellence and the notion of the 

teaching and learning and wellbeing. Teaching and 
learning at Prince Alfred College is an interactive 
process in which teachers engage with students in 
an ongoing quest for understanding that with effort 

long learning. Hand in hand with our commitment 

importance of wellbeing programs which support 

spiritual development of boys. A strong sense 
of wellbeing fosters a love of learning and the 

Our Wellbeing Framework identifies six traits of the 

the Framework will be implemented across the 

and old scholars. I express my sincere thanks to 
Mr Sean Watt and members of the Wellbeing 
Directorate who have worked throughout the 
year to develop the Wellbeing Framework. Mr 
Watt is to be congratulated on his involvement 
in the International Boys’ Schools Coalition 
Action Research Project which is investigating 

his development of a Wellbeing Workshop for the 
International Baccalaureate Organisation. 

The Directorate of Teaching and Learning has been 
strengthened in 2013 under the strong leadership 

The work of the Directorate this year has seen 
further development of the teaching and learning 
leadership model which seeks to support the 
curriculum and teaching and learning needs of 

The Directorate has also translated our model of 

boys. Six elements of learning are now established 

to support our boys in our vision for Inspired 

potential. 

The Year 12s of 2012 achieved highly commendable 
results which saw over 6% represented in the top 

and Shashank Murali in the South Australian 
Certificate of Education. Each of these young men 
achieved the maximum possible ATAR of 99.95 and 
a minimum of five subject merits. The E.B. Colton 
Prize for Proxime Accessit was awarded to Daniel 
Foo who achieved an ATAR of 99.90 and three 
subject merits. Shashank Murali was one of only 
25 students in the State selected for the Governor 
of South Australia SACE Award. 39 students were 
welcomed into our Over 95 Club for their success 
in achieving in the top 5% of the State. There were 
27 merit scores achieved by students who studied 
the SACE and 23 for those who completed the 
International Baccalaureate Diploma. 

were granted places in tertiary institutions across 
the nation. Nicholas Broadbridge won an Officer 
Training Scholarship to the Australian Defence 

Burford and Kong Kea Phon were both awarded 
scholarships at Le Cordon Bleu Australia. We 

being offered places at international universities. 
Corey accepted a Tennis Scholarship to Winthrop 

prestigious New York University School of Film and 

and Columbia Universities and has accepted an 
Academic and Rowing Scholarship to Harvard 
University. We also congratulate Jonathan Colak 

to Bond University on the Gold Coast. 

has been tested across the school. In the RACI 

Hank Ly and Henry Bui were the highest achieving 

Year 11. Seven Year 11s achieved Distinctions and 

Geyer and Hrishikesh Rajaram gained Distinctions. 
There was similar success in the Australian 

Henry Bui who received a Distinction in the 
Australian Mathematical Olympiad Senior Contest 
which is a selective competition for 100 senior 

in the top 1% of the Australian Mathematics 
Competition and four other boys received High 
Distinctions finishing in the top 3%. In the South 

Bui came equal fourth and William Cheng equal 
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seventh. In the Australian History Competition 

High Distinctions. Eddie Han in Year 9 was First in 
the State in the Intermediate Division of the State 
Mathematics Competition. Prince Alfred College 
students have continued to display their academic 

Preparatory School boys achieved our best result 
ever in the IPSHA Poetry Recital Competition with 
Edmund Black and Elias Raptis taking out first 
prize in the Year 5 and 6 Competition. Preshaan 
Thavarajah received a prize for the second year 
running in the Australian Mathematics Competition 
with the school achieving two High Distinctions 
and 20 Distinctions in the Primary Competition. 
Of the 42 boys who entered the ICAS Science 

won first place in the Year 6/7 category of the 
Oliphant Science Award and Joshua Fedele was 
awarded the Australian Society of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology Prize for Science Writing. 

In September we were thrilled to hear that old 

had been awarded the South Australian Rhodes 

will study a Masters of Evidence Based Health Care 
at Oxford University. He will take an internship 
at Queen Elizabeth Hospital next year before 
travelling to the UK where he will study at the 

Metabolism. Mahesh is our eighteenth Rhodes 
scholar. 

2013 has seen considerable success in Public 

Division of the King’s Speech Competition for the 

in the Rostrum Voice of Youth and Plain English 

Nguyen represented the State in the National 
United Nations Youth Conference and also made 
the State Finals in the UN Youth Evatt Trophy 
Competition. Blake Cranna won the King’s Speech 

Johnson won the Lodge Short Talk Competition. I 
express my sincere thanks to Mr Mark Bailey for 
once again coordinating our annual King’s Speech 

Our concept of one College and Three Schools has 
been strengthened throughout the year. I express 
my thanks to the Preparatory School leadership 

in the Middle School Mr Peter Karamoshos and Mr 

de Dear and Mr Mark Dell’Oro. From the beginning 

Deputy Headmaster/Head of Schools in support 
of our one College approach. We extend our best 
wishes to Mr de Dear who leaves the College at 
the end of this year to take up the role of Head 
of Senior School at Caulfield Grammar School in 
Melbourne. Mr Peter Karamoshos concludes his 
term as Head of Middle School and will move to 
Pedare College to be Assistant Head of Senior 
School next year. We thank him sincerely for his 
contribution to the first five years of development 
of a Middle School at Prince Alfred College. There 
is now a strong sense of identity amongst the 

school level which seeks to cater specifically for the 

This year we were pleased to welcome Mr Darren 
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Roylett as Head of Boarding. Darren was previously 
the Head of Boys Boarding at Westminster School 
and prior to this was involved in boarding at 
Canberra Grammar School. The Boarding House 
has been full this year with boys from across the 

a full account of the activities and achievements 
of our boarding community. I express thanks to Mr 

Boarders Parents Consultative Committee this year. 

Our academic program is balanced by a 

allowed our boys another opportunity for success 
and to grow and develop their confidence and 
competence. 2013 is perhaps our most successful 
year for Music. At the Generations in Jazz National 

Bands were placed fifth and seventh respectively. 
Big Band Four which comprised boys attending 

creditable 14th out of 24. The highest individual 
award possible is the Future Finalist which is 
only given to the top six or seven students of the 
nearly 3000 students who attend the festival. 

and Trevor Adelson were selected for this honour 

also to Brandon Reynolds who was selected for the 
Division Two Superband. Congratulations also to 
the Jazz Choir who performed at the festival for the 
second time.

Prince Alfred College bands performed strongly at 

Our Strings Ensemble gained a Silver award and Big 
Band Three a Bronze award. Big Band One was the 
best band from an independent school in South 

schools. The annual All That Jazz concert was held 
at the end of Term Three to a full crowd of parents 

perform at their absolute best. Our success in 
Music is attributed to the passion and dedication 

Peterson.

Our sporting highlights for the year include 
winning the First VIII of the Head of the River 

Intercollegiate Tennis Cup for the seventh year 

SSSSA Knockout Football Cup. The Prince Alfred 
College Tennis team won the National Tennis 
Team Championship and represented Australia in 
the School Sport Australia International Tennis 

our First VIII was awarded the Champion Schoolboy 
Crew of 2013 and the PAC Rowing Club won the 
Rowing SA Schoolboy Super Series Premiership for 
the second year in a row. Our First XI Cricket team 

Final and were quarter finalists in the Messenger 
Press T/20 Competition. The First XI Hockey team 

following up from their championship win in 2012. 

Football at Princes continued to be a highly 
successful sport which saw us losing to Sacred 

season. Prince Alfred College lost the Intercollegiate 
Football Cup to St Peter’s in a hard fought contest 
under extremely difficult and wet conditions. 
Interest in Rugby has grown and our Under 16 

coaches award. PAC lost the Soccer Intercollegiate 
3–1. In Squash we proved to be the strongest 
schoolboy team in the State. PAC fielded two teams 

respectively. The 9A team and Year 7/8 team won 
their grand finals. 

Our Intercollegiate matches with St Peter’s College 

16 matches and St Peter’s College 16 matches. 
Both schools express their sincere thanks to all 
players and coaches for their commitment to the 
high standard of sporting prowess evident in the 
Intercollegiate games. These matches are a great 
source of school pride. 

There were many individual sporting achievements 
of great note. Tyson Beauchamp and Nicholas 
Parletta were outstanding rowers and contributed 
to our success on the water this year. Tyson was 
selected in the Australian Junior Development 

Youth Olympic Squad. Both were presented with 
Honours Colours for Rowing. Three of our Tennis 
players gained State and National success. James 
Ma was awarded the Independent Schools Sports 
Association Player of the Year for most wins in 
the season at number one. Li Tu and Kurtis Willson 
competed in the Mildura Open with Li winning 
the singles and the doubles with Kurtis. Kurtis 
also won the doubles of the Gallipoli Youth Tennis 

Honours Colours and were selected in the South 
Australian Under 18 Football side which won the 
overall competition. Our two best hockey players 
for the season were Simon Brown and Dalton Casey 
who were selected for the State Under 18 team. 
Dalton was also a member of the State Under 21 
Hockey team. Other State representatives in sport 

who was named the Male Coxswain of the Year. 
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Angus Marshall and Joshua Benn played in the 

Harrison Cerchez were all represented in the East 
Adelaide SAPSASA Hockey side. 

The Prince Alfred College Chess team followed 
on from a highly successful season in 2012 with 

Both the Senior and Junior teams will represent 
South Australia in the National finals to be held 
in December. The overall success of the teams has 
much to do with the combined efforts of Mr Peter 
Serwan and Mr Richard Thorne who deserve our 
heartiest thanks.

PAC fielded ten Debating squads in the Senior 
section of Debating SA in 2013. Our 42 speakers 
came from across the Middle and Senior Schools 
— from Junior 6/7s to our talented Year 11s who 
formed the Senior team. Warm thanks must go 

Mr Greg Zheng have been dedicated guides to 
our students and a marvellous support to the 

seen inspired excellence in the form of Shades 

performances such as the Year 7 play of Robin Hood 
and His Merry Men. This year saw the 69th edition 

publication of student writing and research. 

Prince Alfred College is blessed with excellent 
outdoor education facilities at Morgan on the River 
Murray and Point Turton on the Yorke Peninsula. The 

opportunities for our students from Years 4 to 8 
and also leadership development training for our 

Year 11 students. The Extended Stay experience 
at Wambana is an exceptional program catering 

intellectual development of adolescent boys. Mr 
Dale Hobbs and his team are once again to be 
congratulated for their work in this area. 

This year there were a number of overseas 
excursions including a Father and Son trek in 

An Outdoor Education trip to New Zealand and a 
Basketball Tour to the United States will be held 
in December. I thank the staff involved in these 
programs which are an important component of 

Community Service activities have become an 
important feature of the educational experience 
at Princes. In support of Year 7 student Hamish 

Leukemia Foundation through the World’s Greatest 

as part of the Clipsal 500. The Year 10 Community 
Service program in Terms One and Three saw our 
boys working with charity groups and agencies 
from which they gained a better understanding 

society. The fathers and sons involved in the Nepal 

Education Foundation which was founded by old 
scholars Mr Duncan Chessell and Mr Greg Perks. 
The Preparatory School boys continued with their 
mighty contribution to Community Service through 
activities such as Walk a Mile in My Boots for the 
Hutt Street Centre and Relay for Life. Over our 
three years of participating in the Cancer Council 

The boys also supported the Uniting Church with 
the NSW Bushfire appeal.

Student leadership across the College has 
continued to meet the high expectations set 
by predecessors. Simon Brown has been an 

Prefects. The Wellbeing Wall developed as a Prefect 
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strong leadership and represented the Middle 
School effectively in all public events and been an 
important conduit for student voice throughout 

closely with Mr Andary and Mr Watt on many 
diverse projects. The Boarding House Prefects and 
House Captains have made an equally important 
contribution to the College.

An exciting initiative in 2013 has been the 
Nation2Nation project. Chaise Eade and Shae 

dream to visit the United States of America and 
visit the nation’s capitol as well as work with 
the National Congress of American Indians. This 
indigenous leadership program has been strongly 

Monica Magann. 

Prince Alfred College is a highly diverse educational 

School Operations staff in support of our teaching 
and learning program. The College community is 

number of other events to raise both friends and 
funds in support of the boys. The PAOCA has been 

of old scholars have been held throughout the 

Old Scholars Dinner in New York saw 30 former 

Honourable Alexander Downer was the guest at 
the Annual Dinner where over 400 Old Reds were 

Old Boys Assembly was this year held in the RED 
Centre to accommodate the growing number of 
old boys who began at the College sixty and more 
years ago to join with the whole school from Early 
Learning to Year 12. The Prince Alfred College 
Foundation contributed $3.5 million to the cost of 
the RED Centre and I express sincere thanks to the 

There is no question that the effectiveness of 
Prince Alfred College is dependent on one major 

employee for their commitment to our vision 
of Inspiring Excellence and their dedication to 

Mrs Mon Saunders and Ms Patricia Cook we extend 
our sincere thanks and best wishes for the future. 

The College has been governed well this year 

tirelessly in the best interests of the College. I 
thank all members of Council for their commitment 

Rev Rob Williams and Ms Karen Tierney. At the 
November meeting we welcomed Dr Deidre Palmer 
who has recently been appointed as Moderator 
of the Uniting Church Synod of South Australia. I 

down as Chair at the end of this year and also to 
Mrs Margaret Gleaves who has undertaken the 
demanding role of Minute Secretary for Council and 
its Committees throughout the year. 2013 saw the 
establishment of the Prince Alfred College Advisory 
Committee under the leadership of Mr David 

procedures initiated by a new Constitution which 
has operated since the start of this year. 

Learmonth. In recent years the College has adopted 
a model of distributive leadership which has been 
demonstrated competently by the Executive and 
members of the Senior Management team. 

2013 has been a highly successful year at Prince 
Alfred College and we look forward to the year 
ahead as we continue our mission to develop the 
Princes Man. In October I was thrilled to receive an 

mandate to exemplify to the world the values of 
what it means to be a Princes Man. A Princes Man 

driven by a robust heart. He has a keen analytical 
eye and yet is able to show compassion and 
empathy. He continually questions things around 

creed. He comes from all walks of life and holds 
insignificant wealth or social status. He is able 
to connect with all people on their level; he is an 

thinker and solves problems with an acute sense of 

forever building a better world for his fellow human 
beings. Fac fortia et patere — do brave deeds and 

think of a better measure of our standing as a great 
school. With best wishes to you all for a Happy 
Christmas and successful New Year.

Kevin Tutt
Headmaster
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Inspiring excellence: a phrase that epitomises Prince 
Alfred College. Princes is a school that stimulates 

academics or the arts. It is not simply a school 

are given opportunities to develop and grow to 
their full potential. As Princes men leave the gates 

the challenges that life throws at them.

As we near the completion of another year at 

became of 2013.This has been a year to remember 
at PAC. It has been a year full of new challenges 

achievements and academic success. 

outstanding event that will be cherished in the 
College’s history. This state of the art facility 
provides the students with fantastic opportunities 
to be able to grow and learn in the best possible 
environment. 

senior students was the formal. The 007 themed 

after a busy first term and also to support the 
cause of violence against women through the white 
ribbon foundation. 

Our sporting teams have continued to achieve 
excellence throughout this year. The 1st VIII rowers 
enjoyed a much deserved second consecutive 
Head of the River win. Our 1st XVIII football team 
enjoyed much success throughout the regular 

to Sacred Heart and suffering defeat in the Intercol 
against counterparts Saint Peters College. 

The 1st XI hockey team continued in their winning 

School. 

Our music department has continued to thrive 

Generations in Jazz Festival at Mount Gambier. 
Playing in division 1 against the likes of renowned 
music schools such as Marryatville and Wesley 

fantastic achievement. This result is a credit to the 
dedication from both the boys and director Mr 
Andrew Newhouse. 

The school has continued to support the 
community through events such as Relay for 
Life and has remained involved with the annual 
trip to Cambodia and fundraising for Habitat for 
Humanity. This gives students the opportunity 
to help those who may be less fortunate and is 
something we can be proud of as we move through 
our schooling.

I would like to thank the other 17 prefects for what 
has been a fantastic year. There is no doubt that 
through our team work and commitment to each 

school and wider community. I would also like to 

been a pleasure to work with him throughout the 
year and his support and has been outstanding. I 
have been lucky to share this role with such a great 
mate and I have really appreciated his constant 
hard work this year. 

and Mr de Dear for their mentoring and advice 
throughout the year. It has been a privilege to 
be able to learn from their leadership and is an 
experience I will value for the rest of my life. This 
year has given me the chance to give back to a 
school which has given so much to me and for that 
I am very thankful.

Prince Alfred College has been such an important 
part of my life and with the support of students 
and staff I can take pride in walking out of the 

Princes man. There is no doubt that Princes is a 
school which allows its students to prosper and I 
have been privileged to be able to attend a school 
of this quality. I wish the best of luck to all of the 
students for the remainder of this year and the 
future. I have witnessed first hand the hard work 
the year twelves have put into their studies this 
year and I’m sure this will pay off in their exams in 
the coming weeks. 

Simon Brown
College Captain

School Captain’s Report
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Patricia Cook
Throughout the nine years 
that Trish has worked at 

changes within the way the 
Operations team perform to 
deal with events and day to 
day requests. Trish has truly 
been a front line soldier in 

the development of our strong team. Many times 

that events run smoothly and always strives to show 
the College in a good light to our guests. 

We speak for the entire College when we say we will 

you have made a difference to Princes and that our 

first commenced here. We wish you all the best in 
your retirement and we are sure that whatever you 

Nicholas de Dear
After five years we say 
farewell to Nicholas de Dear 
as he returns to his native 
Victoria and takes up his 
new position as Head of 
Senior School at Caulfield 

was the co architect of a 
number of initiatives in a reconstituted senior school 
model within a three school structure. 

instrumental in the introduction of a revitalized 
culture which led to a rapid improvement in student 
academic achievement at Prince Alfred College. He 
is an astute man whose insights to education and 
the development of adolescent boys and young men 
set him aside at Prince Alfred College. His thoughts 
regarding educational issues were clearly expressed 

the perspective of what was best for the boys. 

always clearly present his views and opinion with 
professional courtesy and diplomacy. 

On behalf of the school we would like to thank Nick 
for not only his professional leadership and guidance 
but also for his wonderful sense of humour and 
patience. As a passionate Richmond supporter he 
will need every bit of it!

Andrew Randell
There are many people 
at Princes that make this 
school a special place for 
not only the boys but the 
whole community. This 
year we farewell one of 
those people as Dr Andrew 
Randell leaves the College 
after four and a half years 

of dedication and service. Andrew joined us in 
July 2009 as the Director of Rowing and brought 
with him a veritable boat load of experience and 
enthusiasm for which the PAC Boat Shed is truly 
thankful. 

flourished. This is evidenced not only by record 

focused solely on the major prize but worked hard 
to foster a sense of pride and camaraderie in all 
teams which bred further success in many junior 
crews. Not only an outstanding role model for 

improvements to the rowing programme including 

the GAP student programme and introducing Year 
7s to rowing. Andrew’s skills extend beyond the 

Centre he has helped develop all aspects of health 

The rowers may not have always appreciated the 

always liven up their blurry eyes with his classic 

new role at the ACT Academy of Sport and we are 
confident that his legacy will live on in the many 
students he has inspired in our community. 

Shane Reidy
Shane Reidy commenced 
his employment at Prince 

joining Philip McLaughlin 
and Richard Bauman in the 
Technology faculty. Shane 
was employed due to the 

who taught at the College for 20 years.

Shane predominantly taught Year 12 Woodwork 
and introduced Photography at Years 8 to 10 in his 
early years. Throughout his career he has taught 
in all Technology areas and has served as the 

Senior School Teaching and Learning Leader. Shane 
was also the Oldham Housemaster in 2003 and 
then became the Head of Taylor in 2004–2007.

an instant connection with the boarding house 
and its boarders. He tutored in Rushton House for 
over 10 years and also ran Friday night Boarders 
Technology classes for his entire 23 years at the 
College.

Shane’s contribution to the Technology faculty and 
wider school community has been exceptional and 
will be sorely missed by his colleagues.

their retirement. 
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After more than a decade 
of service to Prince Alfred 
College we bid farewell to 
Peter Karamoshos. Peter 
has been an inspirational 

colleague during his time at 
Princes.

Peter started at Prince Alfred College in 2002 as a 
Teacher of Mathematics. Very quickly his ability 
was recognised and the following year he was 

he served in until 2006 when he took a leave of 

Australian International School in Singapore.

Peter returned to Prince Alfred College in 2009 as 
the foundation Head of the newly formed Middle 
School. He has been the driving force behind 

tirelessly to establish an identity and sense 
of community. Peter has been instrumental in 
initiating such successful Middle School Programs 

eduKART and eduCOOK. These programs will 
continue in the years to come and are a shining 
example of his creativity and leadership.

Peter is a man of integrity and commitment. He is 
been an outstanding role model for the young men 
of the Middle School as well as the teaching staff.

On behalf of the whole school community I would 
like to thank Peter for his many years of service to 

of humour and collegiality will be missed. We wish 
him well for the future.

Alex Crawford
Alex was appointed to 
the position of College 
Printer in 1996. He came 
to Princes from the 
Government Printer where 
he had accumulated many 
years of knowledge. Alex 
has provided loyal and 

dedicated service to the school and members of the 
wider community. His expertise has been greatly 
appreciated and the myriad of material he has 
produced over the years is astounding.

machinery breakdowns in the middle of important 

comments have been made about his beloved 

particularly his warm friendship during that time. 

Princes’.

Graham Baird
Graham Baird spent 
17 years dedicating his 
professional life to the 
students and staff of Prince 
Alfred College. Graham (or 
more affectionately known 

a significant impact on 

taught Physical Education and Biology and after a 
few years took on the Head of Department role in 
Physical Education.

His love of Basketball saw him take over the 
coordination of the sport. He spent ten years in 
charge and during this time he enjoyed taking a 
team of boys away to the USA on two occasions 
to represent the College. Graham spent eight years 
as the Coordinator of Swimming and five years as 
the 2XII Cricket coach. He was a Year 8 Tutor for 
ten years and during this time enjoyed the annual 
camps at Scotts Creek and Goolwa. One of his 
greatest highlights was coordinating the Outreach 

support children with disabilities. But his greatest 
achievement and contribution has been his time 
spent at Wambana.

His last five years were dedicated to working with 

social and emotional challenges of the Wambana 
Program. A man of high integrity and strong 

the highest level of professional standards. We will 
miss Graham’s selflessness and compassion and 

enjoying his grandchildren and travelling the world. 

(Mon) Saunders

Saunders joined Prince 
Alfred College in October 
2005 to take up the 
position of Marketing 
and Communications 
Officer. Mon’s background 

was in marketing and public relations and she 
brought to PAC skills in media relations and print 
publications. She was instrumental in the success 
of the Clipsal 500 project which involved students 
enjoying the excitement of contact with the racing 
drivers through visits to Pit Straight. Mon’s focus 

with journalists and media personalities. Mon has 
moved to Seymour College as Director of Marketing 
and Communications.
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It has been said community is something we all 
long for. We long to be a part of something bigger 

Weekly chapel services in the Preparatory School 
continue to provide a basis for exploring what it 
means to be a community. Friendships don’t just 
happen; they have to be worked at and nurtured. 

chapel has invited reflection on themes such as 

I live?’ Throughout the year each class has had 
the opportunity to lead the chapel service on two 

the theme. 

the old scholar community. This has included 

It was a pleasure to represent the Headmaster at 
the PAOCA annual dinner in Canberra this year. I 
continue to note the depth of the friendships and 
networks that have been established amongst 

College as a student. This is particularly evident 

Scholars Dinner; events that I have the privilege of 
attending. 

54) sharing about his work in Tanzania and his 
ministry. Other special occasion services this year 

pleased to host for the last 14 years. 

Reverend Mark Dickens
College Chaplain

From the Chaplain
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Emeritus Awards
Benjamin Andary PJ Gray Memorial Prize for Material 

Products
College Prize for Mathematical 
Applications
Over 95

Blake Anderson College Prize for Chinese B SL

Ross Anderson Over 95

Nicholas Braund Kenneth Harley Prize for English 
Communications
Over 95

Nicholas Broadbridge Over 95

Thomas Burton Over 95

Timothy Carlier College Prize for Media Studies

Chi Kit Chan Over 95

Hin (Nicholas) Chu College Prize for Chinese B HL

Jonathan Colak College Prize for German B HL
Over 95

Samuel Cox Over 95

Angus Crawford College Prize for Visual Arts — 
Design
Over 95

William Curyer ASH Gifford Prize for Economics
Over 95

Carl Dorsch Over 95

Samuel Duffield College Prize for Communication 
Products 
Over 95

Matthew Favell Over 95

Ryan Favell Over 95

Nicholas Fitzgerald Over 95

Cameron Graetz College Prize for Physical Education
Over 95

Thomas Gray Over 95

Christopher 
Hannemann

Over 95

Junran (Peter) Hu College Prize for Chinese 
Background Speakers
College Prize for Mathematical 
Methods

Christos Karageorgos Smith Prize for Modern History
Over 95

Nicholas Karalis College Prize for Research Project

James Keeves Jack de Vidas Prize for Biology HL
College Prize for Mathematical 
Studies SL
Over 95

Francis Kette Over 95

Anthony Lai College Prize for Environmental 
Systems and Societies SL

Sebastian Lau Over 95

Jong Min (John) Lee Over 95

Jock Lovell College Prize for Music Individual 
Study

Hank Ly College Prize for Mathematics SL

Loganathan Mahadeva College Prize for Research Project
Over 95

Alex Mansell College Prize for History HL
Over 95

Digby McNeil College Prize for Workplace 
Practices

Gavin Meredith Over 95

Over 95

Matthew O’Brien College Prize for Music Ensemble 
Performance

Angus Parkinson Over 95

Harry Poulter Over 95

Callum Powell Hobbs Prize for Biology
Over 95

Thomas Russell College Prize for Theory of 
Knowledge
Over 95

Paul Russo College Prize for Music Ensemble 
Performance
College Prize for Music Solo 
Performance

Chen Shen College Prize for Mathematics HL

Isaac Taylor Over 95

Oskar Thiele Over 95

Man Yin (Jason) Tse College Prize for Music Technology

Ben Watson College Prize French B SL
College Prize for Visual Arts SL
Over 95

Jason Wright Leo Buring Prize for Chemistry SL
College Prize for Italian ab initio
Over 95

Sean Nunan George Thorburn Melrose Prize for 
English Studies
F J Grey Memorial Prize for 
Geography (SACE)
Colton Prize for Humanities and 
Languages
Over 95

Ka Kei Gabriel Wai College Prize for English as a 
Second Language 
College Prize for Mathematical 
Studies
Longbottom Prize for Mathematics
Over 95

Jack Kelly Malpas Prize for Science
Over 95

Daniel Foo Peter Barrett Prize for Accounting 
Studies
E.B. Colton Prize (Proxime Accessit 
to Dux of School)
Over 95

Tenglong (Tien) Chen) Leo Buring Prize for Chemistry HL
College Prize for Economics HL
College Prize for English A1 SL
College Prize for Extended Essay
Ray Smith Memorial Prize for 
Physics HL
Sir Thomas Elder Prize and Dux of 
School
Over 95

College Prize for Chinese A1 SL
College Prize for Economics SL
College Prize for English B HL
Sir Thomas Elder Prize and Dux of 
School
Over 95

Shashank Murali Cotton Prize for Chemistry (SACE)
J D Iliffe Memorial Prize for Physics 
(SACE)
H J Priest Memorial Prize for 
Specialist Mathematics Sir Thomas 
Elder Prize and Dux of School
Over 95



Row 1 Back L–R
Alexander Bean
Songyi Cai
James Cant
Christian Colombo
Cameron Giles
Andrew Giuliano
Stuart Harvey
Shae Haseldine
Alex Hayes
George Hewett
Jack Luke
Hayden May
Tyler McKenzie
Jake Mill-Garland
Josh O’Brien
Noah Ramsey
Jack Scaife
Tate Sharman
Daniel Skinner
Tom Szumski
Harry Viney
Andrew Xydias
Henry Basedow
Charlie Baker
Henry Bui
Cameron Burfield
Oliver Clarke
Brenden Crawford
Lachlan Duffy
Charles Hall
Luke Janowski
Paul Russo
Hugh Schievenin
Declan Sharp
Ian Smith
Simon Brown
Simon Fahey-Sparks
Shaun Gerschwitz
Jock Girvan
Matt Seals
Nicholas Young
Todd Alexander
Sam Johnston
Michael Kossatz
Leo Liu
Cameron Lowe
Nicholas Parletta
Riley Terrell
Henry Treloar
Marc Webber
Michael Wilson
Michael Conway
Anthony Lai
Samuel Leeson
Hank Ly
Shaohang Ma
Nicholas Marks
Michael Noicos
Kurt Park
Theo Squires
Jared Vanmali
Xavier Warne
James Whitehead
Yunchang (Jason) Xue
Gary Yang

Row 2 L–R
Trevor Adelson
Edward Boyd
Phillip Craig
Cam Combe
Joseph Daniel
Jake Gugliotta
George Hannaford
James Harris
Benjamin Heaslip
Sean Hobbs
Nicholas Husler
Alex Jones
Nathan Kapitza
Michael Katsambis
Sang Woo Kim
Alvin Lee
James Ma
Alexander Mallia
Jayden Miell
Viv Oldfield
Martin Rohde
Jackson Terp
Sam Tonkin
Li Tu
Richard Xiong
Tyson Beauchamp
Robert Childs
Leon Coetzer
Gary Chen
James Cornish
Andrew Fortunatow
Angus Gmeinder
Sam Haberman
Angus Lawrence
Fuhrmen Lee
Luke O’Connor
Matthew O’Brien
Dylan Parker
Connor Perrin
Owen Powell
Brayden Redden
Amyas Ross
Chris Sandow
Jake Sandrini
Alexander Smith
Tom Wheare
Danyon White

Karn Wongprasert
Rujie Zhang
Nick Lyons
Harrison Aughey
Riley Bonner
Luca Borrelli
Henry Brennan
Oliver Collison
Fraser Crameri
Kynan Duke
Ken Feng
Jack Frost-Shepherdson
Christopher Harris
William Kolaroff
Rui Lin
Thomas Nelson

Row 3 L–R
Thomas Parish
Mitchell Rose
Isaac Rudd
Sam Sibly
Ken Siu
Chengzhen Song
Edward Thomas
Bryce Woolard
Jason Anglberger
Digby Bowring
William Burfield
William Campbell
Jiyin Cheung
Mitchell Clarke
John Dongas
Chaise Eade
Jack Easling
Dylan Foulis
Patrick Gabb
Jordon Hayhurst
Sebastian Higham
Jack Lang
Jarrad Lundy
Chante Mayol
Ned Murdoch
Jacque O’Brien
Arnold Pang
Lachlan Pye
Cameron Scheepers
Thomas Vasileff
Chun Ki Wong
Louis Xiao
Handi Xu
William Andrews
Anastasios Athans
Jack Bain
Matthew Burgess
Dalton Casey
Jed Castree
Jankan Chan
William Cheng
Jack Doney
Jack Elsworthy
Jingyao He
William Miller
Adil Mubarak
Henry Reuther
Zachary Richards
Albert Robbins
Rupert Saundry 
Samuel Taylor
Tony Wang
Will van Dissel
Campbell Wildman
Thomas Wilsdon
Tyson Bateman
Ryan Birse
Alex Brown
William Brown
Rhys Columbus
Matt Comegna
Matt Dennis

Row 4 L–R
Tobin Duke
Lachlan Graham
Benjamin Glover
Jay Green
Darcy Lord
Alan McInnes
Henry McMurray
Eamonn O’Farrell-White
Mitchell Porter
Vince Rocca
Sam Sanders
Tim Santin
Christopher Short
Tom Simpson
Anly Yau
Jason Yip
Lewis Young
Sean Zheng
Will Altmann
Luke Bartlett
Kosco Chang
Jack Dascombe
Isuru Dissanayake
David Eom
Quinzheng Guo
Matthew Halligan
King Yi Leung
Shuai Li
 Allen Li
Drew Lucey
Joshua McSweeney
Alexander Mitolo
James Mowat
Angus Read

Alistair Price
Chris Skrembos
Richard Vereker
George Waterhouse
Lachlan Watts
Fergus Willsmore
Kurtis Willson
Jones Wong
Edward Worrell
Ran Xiao
Braydon Cordingley
Alexander Cox
Jack Daly
Anthony De Palma
Nelson Ellis
Will Goode
Daniel Gregg
Aaron Gwinnett
Zac Li
 Charles Marshall
Harry Martin
Philip McBride
Lachlan McNamara
Thomas Miller
Ben Siebels
Cameron Pritchard
Harrison Slee
Angus Smart
Nikita Siouzev
Micah Van Loon
Harrison Wigg

Row 5 L–R
Sean Xu
Steven Xu
James Whisson
Jeffrey Yuen
Jordan Ackland
Peter Brownridge
Jack Bruce
Ned Clark Proud
Harrison Ford
Liam Guglielmo
James Hewlett
Xinyang He
William Hudson
Timothy Jolly
Angus Juers
Alexander Karalis
Hamish Latchford
William Longmire
Matthew Lovell
Jack Mann
Marco Mitolo
James Nicolson
Bo Shao
Jack O’Brien
Matthew Smalls
William Sumner
Withan Wongprasert
Samuel Alexander
Alexander Andrae
Lachlan Carter
Hugo Chapman
Thomas Christensen
Will Combe
William Daniel
Lachlan Delbridge
Daniel Fahey-Sparks
Aaron Francis
Ashley Giles
Kasidit Itakornapan
Andreja Lalic
Majd Masri
Chan Mayol
Alexander Mitchell
Tri Nguyen
Eddie Cao
Darcy Thompson
Nicholas Tsakalos
Liam Vivian
Tristan White
William Zhang
Campbell Arnold
Henry Bussenschutt
Joshua Clarke
Lucas De Garis
Charlie Frost
Edward Hannemann
Sidney Heitmann
Samuel Jackson
Thomas Leggatt
Paul Leone
Daniel Li
Brady Miell
Sam Mo
Dylan Mosey

Row 6 L–R
Thomas Munn
Michael Nguyen
Kevin Park
Darcy Pittman
Sebastian Porter
Perrin Reppucci
Caleb Rice
Joshua Sodeman
Andrew Thomson
Thomas Wallace
Edward Bilyk
Timothy Branford
Ray Brown
Luke Cialini
Henry Cockington
Peter Conway
James Durieu

Andrew Fleming
Kane Grant
Nicholas Gregurke
Bradley Griffiths
Stuart Harris
Timothy Hobbs
Kevin Ke
Thomas Lancione
Min Soo Lee
James Liascos
Krishna Moorthy
Andrew Oakley-Conlon
Hrishikesh Rajaram
Bill Song
Anker Tang
Jordan Templeton
Yuxing Zhang
Cale Amos
Visal Chorn
Lorenz Cogno-Maglieri
Mark Davies
Benjamin Doley
Jack Geyer
Michael Hackman
Jimmy Hailstone
David La Pietra
Harrison Lindner
William MacDonald
Kosta Mavropoulos
Sean Meredith
Thomas Nicholls
Andy Nguyen
Ibukun Oloruntoba
Harrison Pretlove
Benjamin Price
Jack Randall
Ethan Smith
Daniel Zhou
Xin Rong 

Row 7 L–R
Kurt Bierlein
Joseph Bralic
Stuart Brennan
James Chalk
Ryan Challis
Nathan Duong
Oliver Fox
Jack Greenslade
Benjamin Heaslip 
Zachary Heim
Merrick Liao
Oskars Lidums
David Linn
Alisdair McFarlane
Alexander Miller
Daniel Subramaniam
Jayden Subramaniam
Nicholas Terp
Aedan Towie
Michael Upton
Tom Williamson
Lachlan Woodards
Cameron Young
Lliam Bishop
Ben Coppell
Alan Day
Wade Dutschke
Sebastian Economos
Daniel Evans
James George
Tom Fisher
Hugh Gramp
Finley Hayhurst
Benjamin Jeffrey
Timothy Lok
George Murdoch
Sebastian Murdoch
Orlando Norman
James Price
William Rudd
Timothy Sibly
Zachary Tsantes
Clinton Xu
Declan Zeibarts
Simon Adkins
Caleb Barnes
Bryce Chapman
Edward Collison
Dylan Davies
Charlie Edwards
Kieran Fitch
Matthew Giardini
Thomas Iacopetta
William Jenner
Rupert Johnston
Max Meyer
Henry Milic
Ned O’Neil-Swain
Jacob Prest
Albert Rasheed
William Robbins
Malcolm Sim
Alexander Skrembos
Theo Skrembos

Row 8 L–R
Michael Smith
Robert Smith
Cooper Thompson
Max Treloar
Terence Ang
Rupert Benson
Tyson Brazel
William Cooke
Harrison Crawford

Fox Crowley
Harvey Derham
Jock Duncan
Alexander Duthy
Matthew Georgiadis
Eddie Han
Jason Huynh
George Jaensch
Lachlan James
Ming-Seok Jang
Don Kieu
Tristan Kitchen
Joel Lee
Henry Lock
Jacob Lucey
James Nicholas
Connor Olsson-Jones
Brandon Reynolds
Bill Stam
Charlie Treloar
Zachary Weigold
John Ahn
James Cleggett
Joshua Cranna
Stuart Cunningham
Christopher de Dear
Uche Dibiamaka
Harrison Francis
Patrick Gayen
Thomas Geyer
Hugh Gowland
Harry Hockney
Harrison Klenk
Fiyinfolu Komolafe
Harrison Lee
Hamish McKenzie
Daniel Revesz
Anthony Rositano
Martin Yantchev
Jonathon Babich
Oliver Bernardi
Andrew Bird
Harrison Cal
Christian Ceravolo
Oscar Chapman
Thomas Cook
Paris Duffield
Jake Ledgard
Oliver McGrechan
Jack Mills
Joonky Nah
William Padbury
Lewis Smith
Harry Wise

Row 9 L–R
Jack Bennetts
James Chapman
Angus Cowling
William Edmonds
Alexander Eliseo
Angus Fry
Jeremy Green
Lachlan Harkness
Rory Husler
James Kent
Alec Limmer
Sebastian Lockwood
Angus Mowat
Dylan Peisley
Campbell Porter
Mitchell Smith
Natthun Wongprasert
Kristian Borrelli
Hugo Bosi
Tim Brown
Jack Emmett
Tom Fulcher
Joshua Greber
Peter Gregoric
Samuel Hancock
Richard Larkin
Jarrod Marschall
Shareef Meah
Alexander Mills
Samuel Munn
Zac Schwalm
Harry Tsakalos
Sebastian Walker
Michael Willmore
Luke Bardy
Angus Brosnan
Ashley Dann
Uzoma Dibiamaka
Thomas Hales
Jack Heard
Nicholas Howe
Connor Kioussis
Hugo Lidums
Angas Marshall
Stephen Ottanelli
Jordan Pye
Tom Singleton
William Steinhardt
Gian-Luca Stirling
Matthew Taddeo
Tom Taylor
William Zhang
Max Carter
William Dodsworth
Max Drogemuller
Sam Druce
William Economos
Sam Eriksson
Joshua Harris
Axel Heinrich

Brodie Henderson
Max Kirkby
Ethan Lawson
Edmario Lesi 

Row 10 L–R
Patrick Lowe
Noah Miles
Cormac O’Brien
Peter Skothos
Daniel Sladojevic
Damon Zygouris
Basil Antonas
Max Batt
Lachlan Crawford
Tate Crowley
Alexander Economos
Harrison Gramp
Denny Han
Arham Hashmi
Benjamin Kelly
Angus Lange
Marc Luksch
Jock Piper
Saxon Sinclair
Harry Standish
Charlie Thompson
David Willmore
Aasis Anand
Charlie Anderson
Ned Bache
Harrison Cerchez
Angus Chalk
Jason Charlwood
Connor Couros
Luke D’Ortenzio
Julian Hallworth
Benjamin Le
Martin Lidums
Ayodimeji Oloruntoba
Emerson Oxlade
Edward Price
Jack Thomas 
Oliver Trudgian
Emmet Wildman
Hugo Barry
Oscar Bernardi
Nicholas Demianyk
William Dodsworth
Brenton Duong
Max Edwards
Lucas Froude
Aaron Hammat
Jordan Lesicar
James Luke
Isaac Mantovan
Karam Masri
Zachary Mizgalski
Mitchell Moore
Peter Mourtzios
Hamish Porter
George Read
Mackenzie Slee
Fergus Teh 
Samuel Thwaites
Ricardo Vallelonga
Lin Hao Zhu

Row 11 L–R
Michael Balestrin
Harvey Bernardi
Harry Boyd
Zac Colby
Will Gerard
Harry Hill
Sam Kneebone
Josh Ledgard
Henry McEwen
Jackson Miller
Cooper Morgan
Benson Page
Max Parsons
Alistair Phillips
Nathan Pye
Jackson rees
Logan Sargeant
Will Smart
Ross Southwell
Luke Vidovic
Sam Walsh
Thomas Worthley
Alex Yantchev
Alek Zygouris
Rami Andary
Charlie Archer
Connor Aretzis
Joseph Balestrin
Charlie Cameron
Luca Corradini
Miki Drogemuller
Jamie Fenniell
Connor Gambrell
Tyler Gerard
Aahsan Hashmi
Finn Hazel-Polkinghorne
Charles Kay
Andrew Kolaroff
Jackson O’Leary
Matthew Penhall
Josh Perks
Thomas Pitman
William Quin
Bryce Tindall
Jack Wu
Joshua Benn
Samuel Bennetts

Jasper Benson
Ned Burfield
Harrison Chandler
Zac Cheney
Jack Clark
Samuel Dalgarno
Charlie Dangerfield
Samuel de Dear
Liam Greber
Charlie Keeves
Hugh Marshall
Cullum Martin
Sam McCutcheon
William McKenzie
Luciano Mercorella
Rino Mercorella
Jack O’Loughlin
Elias Raptis
Jack Read
Daniel Wright

Row 12 L–R
Edmund Black
Ethan Brewerton
Maximillian Chapman
Blake Cranna
Matisse Duffield
Ethan Hayes 
Meshach Heinrich
Lachlan Hislop
Thomas Johnson
Blake Lindner
Daniel Mills
Alexander Nind
Seran Perera
Preshaan Thavarajah
Sparsh Tiwari
Mitchell Whiteman
Thomas Zadow
Luke Andrews
James Basheer
Harry Benn
Thomas Brand
Luca Farmer
Samuel Femia
Joshua Garrels
Christian Gasparin
Henry Gerard
Hugo Jordan
Henry Knight
Ryan Li
John Maiello
Solomon Musster
James Newman
Angus Parker
James Saunders
Sebastian Scalzi
George Skothos
Edward Tyson
George Vagionas
Charlie Walsh
Lachlan Watts
Alexander Whait
Jaxin Browne
Lachlan Cant 
Antonio Chen
Oliver Cook
William Cranna
William Davies
Oliver Eliseo
William Finster
Fabio Frisan
Oliver Gasparin
Finn Heard
Henry Hooper
Tony Huang
Joshua Lesicar
James MacDonald
Jandre Malinga
Max Manno
James Papp-Horvath
Leron Rathnayake
Christian Scamoni
Nicholas Sibly
Patrick Singleton
Nicholas Aretzis
Will Ayres
Ethan Bald
Addison Barnsley 

Row 13 L–R
Finn Carolan
Jackson Doley
Harrison Jurisevic
Mick Mercorella
Mitchell Miller
Henry Nind
Hugo Parisi
Mitch Parker
Samuel Peter
Anthony Pham
Dhwarakesh Rajaram
Frederick Sands
Mason Sargeant
Mitthil Shah
Oliver Smart
Max Spiniello
James Archer
Lincoln Cerchez
Oscar Chapple
Benjamin Ducker
Sebastian Girardi
Lachlan Hill
Joshua Lasscock

Bailey Lock
Eric Luksch
Liam Maloney
Ralph Marks
Daniel McFarlane
Sam McKenzie
Dinan Perera
Christo Psevdos
Rory Rasmussen
Thomas Searles
Orlando Southcott
Joshua Spiniello
Austin Swaffer
William Thrower
Edison West 
James Wheeler
Adam Black
Thomas Chapman 
Harrison Copping 
Harry Deed
Federico Fiorentino
Ethan Hickman
Angus Marshall
Fergus McLachlan
Vasilis Michalakis 
Cristian Milograd
Jack Miller
Christopher Oehler
Lachie Owler
Yianni Palyaris
Vasili Papageorgiou
Mason Ross 
Branden Sylaidis
Ned Thomas
Hugo Walker-Mizgalski
Jet Wallman 
Lachlan Day
Hugo Ellery
Clark Escott
Joshua Fedele
Sebastian Foster
Henry Grey
Lucas Huxtable
Liam Jurisevic
Dion Karydis

Row 14 L–R
Tarun Kamath 
Thomas Laidlaw
Lachlan Martin
Oliver Nicholls
Shae Olsson-Jones
Charlie Parker
Ned Parsons
Archie Perks
Ben Peters
Oliver Quin
Brodie Roberts
James Walters
Tom Waters
Griffin Bierlein
Kyle Budai
Marco D’Annunzio
Lachlan Dickens
Noah English
Patrick Femia
Jordan Gough
Mason Hutchins
Leith Johnson
Nicky Kennett
Hunter Laing
Darcy Longrigg
Mark Manno
Will McAskill
John Napier
Will Newton
James Norton
Marco Pagliarulo
Sam Read
Isaac Rocca
Thomas Saunders
Matthew Van Gaan
Regan Nelson
Finn Koutsoukos
William Swanson
Henry Smart
Eric McCauley
Lachlan Wedd
Bond Brady
Jake Hamood
Philippe Scalzi
Kalan Wright
Connor Stone
Kyle Adams
Zac Rasheed
Sebastian Parisi
James Williams
Hamish Headland
Hamish Searles
Caleb Thomas
Henry Goold
James Tye
Olin Watters
Henry Norton
Stefan Balestrin
Luke Stevens
George George 
Samuel Zadow
Matthew O’Leary
Charlie Gibbon
Hector Kerrison
Kristian Commons
Matthew Economos

Mitchell Dean
Eddie Gerard
Max Gordon
Chester Ellery
Isaac Stallan 

Row 15 L–R
Camerom Jaksic
Noah Flannagan
Harry Dangerfield
Henry Allen
Edward Chapple
Francesco Ciampa
Marlon Condous
Ethan Eckermann
Lucas Jones
Hugo Knight
Oliver Kreminski
Alan Lu
Marc Milograd
Nicholas Palyaris
Ryan Percival
Angus Phillips
Blake Roberts
Mackenzie Roylett
Thomas Stradwick
Nicolas Alvaro
Zachariah Anderson
Ethan Bailey
Luca Bacon
Michael Cook
Thomas Cooper
William Cooper
James Kelledy
Julian Hyde-Kelly
Jordan Kontos
Alexander MacDonald
Nickolas Miteloudis
Sam Stunell
Charles Wundenberg
 Christian D’Annunzio
Roshan Ediriweera 
Hugo Evans 
Charlie Hamilton 
Louis Habgood 
Samuel Ip 
Nathaniel Lindop 
Noah Maley-Randall 
Aadi Mittal 
Angus Nicholls 
Carmine Piantedosi 
Jesse Rothgrew 
Jack Singleton 
Luke Szabo 
Aggelos Vlachakis 
Christian Ding 
Samuel Commons
Jack Grandioso
Harry Harding
Zach Henderson
Xander Green
Yi Bin Khuu
Jesse Laing
George Marks
Nicholas Mitchell
Josh Stevens
SebastianAbboud
Jack Babyszka
Ryan De Nichilo
Stefan Drusian
Luke Economos
Lucas Giustozzi
Aston Hogben
Jack Jonathan
Charlie Leask

Row 16 L–R
Alexandra Schmidt
Emily Downie
Kerry Rowbotham
Jeanine Dry
Nicole Wauchope
Jessica Catt
Annette Galbarith
Darryl Attiwill
Kerri Bielak
Susan Sayer 
Lesley Napper
Avrill Fu
Robina Khan
Rebecca Schnoor
Kylie Schultz
Susan Kouflidis
Chris Downing
Paul Knapp
Dale Hobbs
Dirk Zadra
Peter Serwan
Darren Roylett
Karen Fassina
Felicity Robertson
Michelle Green
Nancy Ong
Elena Toskas
Robyn Brice
Bethany Hewitt
Russell Thompson
Greg Bishop
Katherine Baird
Robby Bond-Wallner
Emma McKenzie
Terry Learmonth
Michelle Roberts
Kerry Peterson

Andrew Newhouse
Pam Oliver
John Callisto
Graham Baird
Peter Williams
Chris Nicholls
Rob Colaiacovo
Paul Balestrin
Nick Raimondo
Neptune Tang
Cathryn Harris
Matthew Rawes
Hazel Mack
Helen Cremasco
David Walker
James Walker
Micha Jensen
Mark Bailey

Row 17 L–R
Coral Bowden
Sarah Marotti
Cristina Caratozzolo
Megan McLaughlin
Monica Magann
Sandra Caudal
Danying Liu
Deb James
Silvana Cardone-Muzik
Vaughn Huddleston
Meg Burford
Neridah Boraso
Steph Thiele
Anne Melbourne
Phil Penn
Nick Patitsas
Joe Rodamski
Ty Simmonds
Chad Baker
Nick Greb
Gary Jenkinson
Felicity Liddy
Debi Wilson
Tony Aldous
Phil Lean
Andrew Randall
Hayden Cleveland
Lauren Teal
Angela Spitty
Sally Wilson
Sam Jordan
Evie Morelli
Jarrad Hirshausen
Courtney Harrison
Debbie Hulme
Deb King
Ashley Klose
Dave Thomas
Enzo Gregco
Adele Dickson
Nick Iadanza
Alex Crawford
Peter Hughes
Andrew Stace
Melissa Brister
Marie Levesque
Amanda Rees
Julia Blethyn
Lisa Foster
Mike McCann
Jo Cardinal
Mark Wilde
Tim Quinn
Ron Pippett
Will Bittner
Tabitha Noble
Mandy Bell

Row 18 L–R
Rosalie Nacca
Susan Lock
Coney Rocca
Juliana Giorgio
Amelia Kasauskas
Craig Smith
Kellie McCauley
Sharon Davey
Mike Steer
Ian Pilkington
Bronte Nicholas
Giles Ellis
Jared Buckley
Marilyn Hunt
Ken Watson
Jeremy Rylatt
Andrew MacGregor
Janine Tuffery
Kathryn House 
Sue Gerschwitz
Irma Landi
Ann Brown
Anna Thomson
Matthew Tothill
Martin Charlwood
Margot Leeson
Andre Roller
Molly Dyer
Jayne Porter
Carmen Hung
Christine Mendo
Lyn Hollitt
Rebecca Bale
Kathy Gartner
Lisa Lacy

Sean Behan
Tim Weatherald
Melissa Dales
Melody Marshall
Deb Trengove
Michael Oomens
Christine Papanicolas
Simone Roylett
Kathy Kupke
Sam Barton
Jan Buchanan
Phil Yang
Guy Collins
Scott Parker
Phil Noble
Chris Jordison

Row 19 L–R
Tabitha Coggins
Shane Reidy
Martin McKinnon
Robert Sieben
Julie Ledard
Kamala Chapman
Branka Bogdanovic
Colleen Fagioli
Pauline Coupe
Patricia Cook
Peter Bubner
Monica Saunders
Jack Harford
James Cavanagh
Dave de Lacy
Janice James-Valentine
Troy McKinnon
David Cornish
Rev Mark Dickens
Beau Muzik
Mark Dell’Oro
Nick de Dear
Peter Karamoshos
Steve Bacon
Kevin Tutt
Margaret Gleaves
Neil Andary
Kelvin Sparks
Sean Watt
Jeff Ellis
Marie Milicevic
Greg Zheng
Mani White
Philip McLaughlin
Margit Hosking
John Wilson
Ilda Simonetti
Marie Viscione
Heather McDonald
Alan Daws
Pam Martin
Marilyn Tregilgas
Jenny Gilchrist
Mark Foy
Jarrod Cross
Mary-Ann Standish
Chris McGuire
Peter Waters

Row 20 L–R
Cameron Gidley
Harrison Roach
Zander Zacharia
Toby Noble
Lachlan Bauer
Patrick Lambourne
Oscar von Roon
 Elle Weatherald
Alexander Roccisano
Angelina Lindop
Angus Rawes-Ryan
Angus Thredgold
Isabella Toskas
Clementine Waltham
Caitlyn Sam-Ling
Bernie White
Sage Goel
Harry Fletcher
Brooke Weatherald
Chase Hogben
Knox Green
Sterling Rofe
Janaav Alwaraapan
Jack Amber
Harry Hall
Scarlett Blethyn
Archie Colaiacovo
Charlie Allan
Angus Tye
Alexander Dinmore
Dougal McLachlan
Thomas Michael
Alec Halkett
James Warwick
Charlie Macdonald
Boasi Li
Joshua Murnik
Harry Bates
Jacob Stojsavljevic
Peter Papageorgiou
Matthew Holmes
Thinura Wagaarachchi
Jackson Roach
Hugo Sen
Edward Marks
Sabian Manera

Pauline Oehler
Liam Jocson
Harrison Babyszka
Jarrah Bailey
Sebastian Mibus
Hudson Rench
Harry Adams
Jack Stunell
James Robinson
Zac Grice
Kristian Moeller

Row 21 Front L–R
Oliver Lipkiewicz
Tommi Lind
Noah Mennillo
Chewa Rungtararat
Oliver Smith
Harry White
Christopher Andrews
Oliver Arbon
Zac Bald
Brodie Clarke
Zachery Flapper
Caleb Sam-Ling
Sebastian Roccisano
Angus Kidman
Asher Gordon
Sebastian Miteloudis
Finn Wundenberg
Owen McCauley
Felix Waltham
Fletcher Tippins
Alex Kelledy
Angus Thorne
Cooper Armstrong
Alec Sincock
Maximilian von Roon
Archie McDonald
Bruno Antonas
Rocco Rositano
Asterios Gerovasilis
Advaith Krisshna
Eden Charlwood
Jacob Miller
Ethan Rogers
Samuel Stojsavljevic
Christian Smith
Max Chandler
Marcus Gavin
Raphael Scalzi
Sebastian MacIntosh
Abhinav Alwarappan
Izabella McCauley
William Whitehouse
Liam Gidley
Zac Floreani
Alex Hamood
Cooper Larkin
Mat Nelson
Aidan Obst
Jack Ren
Chester Swaffer
Seth Rocca
Vijay Vigneswaran
Marco Wirth
Eric Yantchev

Absent
Giles Atkinson 03S
Lachlan Austerberry 03O
Joshua Bean 10PUR
Mason Bierlein 09PWI
Timothy Branford 10PUR
Ethan Brice 08CSM
Joshua Cameron 08SWI
Braydon Cordingley 11JHI
James Cushway 10MCA
Tom Evans 12EMO
William Farrall 04C
Henry Ferris 10AMG
Connor Foley 11MBA
Jake Girke 11AKL
Hamish Greenslade 07CHA
Digby Hall 07ASE
Max Hood 10AMG
Tyler Kirkham 11SDA
Samuel Klopf RECMB
Jonny Kotsionis 12EMO
Mingrang Li 08SJN
Simon Loucas 12JRO
James McBride 08CSM
Lachlan Mead 03M
Charles Mills 05B
Hugh Murdoch 12NIA
Alex Nemeth 01M
Nick Oag 11AKL
Mahdi Rajabi 10MCA
Jerry Ren 08CSM
Connor Riley 08PBU
Joshua Sarah-Katnich 
11VHU
Daniel Scinto 03O
Peter Singleton 02L
William Singleton 04C
Jack Vaughan 56G
Apollon Velonakis RECJB
Marc Webber 12JCR
Harry Worthley 04G
William Worthley 09ADI
Michael Zhao 12MMA
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2013 has been another year with lots of fun filled 
experiences which are the basis for how our ELC 
children learn and develop. The children have 
enjoyed participating in many classroom activities 

Music and Library. We are certainly fortunate to 
have the resources of the school available to us to 
be able to offer these experiences. The extensive 
program we offer is often the reason families place 
their children on our waitlist from the time they 
are born!

This year we have commenced with some new 
initiatives including a collaborative leadership 
style to manage the centre. The Early Learning 
Centre Executive Committee was formed with 

the Preparatory School and each year level within 

centre decisions. 

We have also embarked on an expansion to the 
centre with building works already begun that will 
add an additional three classes as well as another 
undercover play area. This has been an interesting 

swap rooms and getting children to sleep to the 

an extra 45 places per day that should help to 
alleviate our extensive wait list and give the two 
year olds a more extensive play area.

As part of our expansion we are looking at 
redeveloping our outdoor play space to make 
it even more challenging and inviting than it is 
currently. Our staff have attended a variety of 
professional learning opportunities during the 
year including several on “Developing Inviting 
and Engaging Learning Spaces” and are currently 
working together to achieve this. I am sure 2014 
will bring with it many more exciting challenges 
and changes.

Jeanine Dry
ELC Administrator

vegetable patch with Miss Kerry

Early Learning Centre
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Princesses Tea Party

and Becoming” through the Early Years Learning 
Framework as we explore a unit relating to the 
most important people we know — our families. 
This year our unit “Our Family Album” provided the 
children with the opportunity to talk about their 

of other families and make strong connections 
between how families help us to grow and shape 
who we become. This type of unit helps strengthen 
the important partnerships with families and our 
wider community. Throughout this unit we also 
took the time to celebrate and share special events 

Tea and the Big Boys Breakfast. 

On Thursday 9 May the ELC gathered in the Piper 
Pavilion in a sea of pink to say a very big thank you 
to our wonderful Mums for all they do for us. It was 
a perfect morning to treat our Mums like a Princess 

a pamper parlour! The morning was shared with 
over one hundred very special Mums listening 
to their children sing a selection of songs before 
shared a delicious morning tea complete with jam 
and cream scones and pink milk!

A highlight of the morning was a visit to the 
Pamper Parlour where the latest designs in nail 
art were carefully applied to every Princess! It 
certainly was a wonderful way to say thank you to 
our Mums. During the morning we also highlighted 
the wonderful work the Women’s and Children’s 

and raised over $980.

A Mother holds her child’s hand for just a short 
Unknown

My Mummy has legs. Bones and eyes too. My 
Mummy has spikey hair. I love to play train sets 
with Mummy. Her name is Talia. Spencer

My Mummy is called Ola. She takes me to the 
Sellicks house and we go swimming. She helps me 
make things for show and tell. Mummy tucks me in 
at night Ammar.

Now her hands and her fingers. Now I’ve done my 
Mummy. Mummy to da supermarket Domenic.

Langley Room

we have been investigating where different farm 

to the shop or market and then how we make raw 
ingredients into other food products. 

The Langley children have been particularly 
interested in where milk comes from. Through 

have been exploring the cow figurines and trying 
to work out where the milk comes from. Patrick 
discovered something very exciting about the cow 
this morning. He had turned the cow upside down 

what the bumps underneath were for. 

Lots of other children gathered around as the 
teacher explained that it was called an udder and 
the little bumps were called teats. We talked about 
how the cow’s teats are where milk comes from 
and decided to have a look on the computer to see 
if we could learn more about how a cow is milked. 

to further develop their understanding. We found 
some fantastic clips of cows being milked manually 
and by a machine. As the children watched 

Chapple Room.

 
Jackson and Harrison Roach are all smiles with Mum

Toby Noble and Angelina Lindop are preparing to pamper 
their Mums
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happening.

Bernie explained to the other 
children where the milk was coming from.

Archie
as he watched the farmer hard at work milking the 
cow.

Caitlyn agreed watching intently to see what 
was going to happen next.

Lachlan explained. That’s not a 

explained Bernie.

We have also been exploring where different raw 

how they are grown. To explore the concept of 

we have developed our own vegetable patch so 
that we can water and tend to the garden and then 
eat some of the fresh grown produce. We grew 
some spinach in our garden and picked it. Sterling 
suggested that we cook the spinach with some 

doing and where the ingredients come from.

Who knows what these are? Asked the teacher.

Eggs said Knox.

Eggs agreed Jaanav.

Where do eggs come from? Questioned Miss Kerry.

Jack.

Oscar.

Miss Kerry held up the spinach from the Langley 
garden.

Angus R.R. 

Sterling.

Lachlan shouted out as 
he pointed to the bowl.

explained Jack

Lachlan
farmer brings it to the shop he continued.

What animal would make something that we make 
butter from? enquired Miss Kerry.

Sheep suggested Lachlan.

A cow thought Oscar.

Cow milk Angus R.R. agreed.

Mead and Cooper Rooms

the Early Learning Centre excitedly ventured 
on an excursion to the Animal Farm Barn in the 
Onkaparinga Hills. Throughout the unit the children 

products.

of rain was proven incorrect; however the children 
wore gumboots and raincoats in anticipation. 
The children spent the morning meeting a variety 

the opportunity to make delicious pig cakes 

Zander Zacharia and Loukas Tsarnas preparing seedlings for 
the garden

Liam Jocson and Harry Adams feeding the goats

Jock Perry feeds a hungry guinea pig
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also were given the chance to ride on ponies and 
tractors.

The children had a wonderful time. Here are some 
of their observations at the farm.

commented Toby.

Tom added as he fed his 
pig cake to the pigs.

explained Ammar.

 James S.

Jarrah.

Chapple and Edgerley Rooms

children all brought in a plate of their favourite 
party food and were asked to explain how it was 
made and where the ingredients came from. 
We shared the food and our portfolios with our 
parents. It was a lovely morning.

(points to pastry). I’m going to have a taste of one. 
It comes from a cow. Cause (because) it’s a roll. 

stuff. It’s green sugar Seb M.

It has a hole in it and you push right into it. They 
are sprinkle cupcakes. We do eat them but at 
bedtime we don’t eat them. Everyone all eat those 
cupcakes Liam G.

These are my new cupcakes they have tatanas 
(sultanas) in them. They come from the bakery. Just 

eggs into cupcakes. And if you love it you can eat it! 
Markis K.

Chippies. They are just plain ones with a bit of salt. 
Well I got it from a big packet and there is still 
more. And the packet came from the petrol station. 
I think they I don’t know how they came in. They 
are like this kind of colour inside and when you eat 
them they stay in the same colour on the inside. It’s 
not healthy. I don’t think these chips have potatoes 

in them. I don’t know where they came from or 
how they got made Samuel S.

The 4 year old children spent a great deal of time 
inquiring into Mr Wagenfeller’s lunches. After eating 

does this food get onto our plate?

There’s chicken from a chicken Rocco R.

Carrots are from a farm garden Alex R.

Rice is from a rice farm Sebi R.

then a box and a man — he bringed it to the rice 
Rocco.

But it’s from the rice farm — there’s water and it’s 
salty. My mum told me Sebi.

Mr Wagenfeller cut all the things up. He got it from 
the shops. The farmer brought it there. There were 
dead chickens there. But the peas and carrots are 
from the fielders Angus K.

Paddock to Plate  — Leah and Markis Kallos

Isabella Toskas being creative with multiple colours

Izabella and Kellie MacCauley



Preparatory  
School
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caption

It is said that there are two ways of dealing with 

him a partner.”

From: The soul of a butterfly — reflections on life’s journey 
— Muhammad Ali

parents my wife and I constantly struggled with the 
freedoms and allowances we offered our children; 
how we dealt with their constant demands for 
all things material and the want for them now! 
As a school we too have to deal with these same 
demands. 

Social commentator Zig Ziglar once said…The chief 
cause of failure and unhappiness is trading what 
you want most for what you want right now.” 

As a College we are honoured to partner with you 

pencils or even computers.

What a school says and does defines it. Our 
vision is to inspire excellence. Each of us will 
have a slightly different version of what inspiring 

Just over 6 years ago I was lucky enough to 
become the 10th Head of the Preparatory School. 
It was during my first address to the school in 
2007 that I shared Ali’s words as a foundation of 

tolerance and a common goal.

In that address I spoke of 4 pillars 

clear boundaries and expectations. 

preparation for a life of service.

hearts and minds of boys and young men. 

unchallengeable.

These are what I want most for the boys in the Prep 
School. I also spoke of my belief that our charter 
for the future is to raise the standard of outcomes 
for all boys. 

Have we done this? How will we know? These are 
important questions and cannot be simplistically 
measured by a NAPLAN score. Indeed what we 
define as outcomes will be different for us all. 

one year or one subject or one event. It is not based 
on whether a boy completed his homework or his 
spelling assignment on time. This is what we may 
want now but is it what we want most?

As educated people we (you and me) remember 
schooling in a system largely reliant on rote 
learning for tests that apparently set us up for 
success in high school and lives beyond it. Did it? 
Was it the spelling or the maths or the chemistry? 
Yes in part it was. So too were many other 
unwritten and ungraded lessons. What lessons truly 
helped you become successful? What successes do 
you want for your son?

How we measure our success at inspiring 
excellence here at Princes is somewhat 

some parting words of last year’s College Vice 

2007 Waterhouse Captain here in the Preparatory 
School. At the 2012 Year 12 Valedictory assembly 

school students and Year 12 parents) these words…

more comfortable. We could see ourselves getting 

Whatever moment provides you with the fondest 

I would like to suggest this: each aspect of the 
night’s sky carries a unique level of importance. 

Some are hidden behind the dark clouds. Some are 
always shining. Some are shooting stars. At Prince 

of importance. In the full flourish of this mighty 

challenges. Some lose track of their path. Some 

Deputy Headmaster/Head of Schools
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classroom. 

I would like to use some words from an unknown 

We know that there will be challenges that lie 

to a new path.

not just the students and their ability to have risen 

same words come to mind. The Southern Cross 
in the sky is powerful in guiding those to their 

who is lost. That is the essence of the Princes 

unwavering commitment to getting the best out 

achieve we will. 

must say goodbye.

possess that special twinkle in their eye. The 

before their eyes.

across the night sky? What allowed them to exist?

why. The answers to these questions are written 
in the proud faces of those old scholars who send 

after year. 

the things that make you happy in life and cherish 
them. This College’s greatest satisfaction is not in 

for the betterment of the world”.

I suppose this is how we inspire excellence — 

the chief cause of failure and unhappiness 
is trading what you want most for what you want 
right now” .

A very big thank you to the P&F for continuing to 
support the Preparatory School and for your friend 
and fundraising within the College. We continue 
to strive for new ways to engage all families in 

very successful. My thanks are also extended to 

Again it has been an honour and privilege to be 
part of such a wonderful community. We have an 

staff and amazing families.

Neil Andary
Deputy Headmaster/Head of Schools

Step in Car Race
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As an International Baccalaureate school of over 

most on the Preparatory School curriculum in 
2013 was the advent of the Australian Curriculum. 

Authority.

curriculum framework that allows students to 

assumption that school programming and delivery 
of the PYP will address the Australian Curriculum 
content.

for maths and English are already closely 

transdisciplinary units of inquiry where they are 
integrated meaningfully. We have made relevant 
adjustments to our Programme of Inquiry in order 
to be in step with the Australian Curriculum in 
these three learning areas.

ACARA acknowledges the differences between 

particular that the PYP sees progression through 
developmental phases of learning rather than year 
levels. While we are required to report to parents 

and preparation we find that the IB developmental 
phases of learning allow us to better differentiate 

exceed year level expectations or who struggle to 
meet them.

An exciting development with clear implications 
for our boys’ learning has been the work across 
the College around Wellbeing. Brain research is 
unequivocally pointing to the strong link between 

preoccupation with problems depresses the activity 

Groups of teachers with input from students and 
parents are developing wellbeing programs to 
support all boys’ learning. It will be exciting to track 
these developments over the next year or two.

Boys in the Preparatory School continue to perform 

speaking inspired excellence across a range of 

Johnson won the Lodge Short Talk competition. 
A large cohort of boys again nominated to join a 

who committed considerable time to refining their 

and debated vigorously. 

Preparatory School boys achieved our best results 
ever in the IPSHA Poetry Recital competition. 
Edmund Black and Elias Raptis took out First Prize 

Rory Rasmussen came a very close second in the 
Year 4 competition. Poems by Preparatory School 

creative writing and arts publication.

In advance of 100 boys in Years 3–6 once again 
chose to take part in the Australian Mathematics 
Competition and the results were exceptional. For 

Adam Black received prizes. William Finster received 
a High Distinction. Our boys were further awarded 
20 Distinctions and 36 Credits. 42 of our boys also 

Preparatory School boys once again featured 
strongly among the prizewinners in the Oliphant 
Science Awards. Blake Cranna won First Place in the 

in the same category. Regan Nelson and Charlie 
Gibbon collaborated on a project that gained Third 

The Australian Society of Biochemistry & Molecular 

Science Writing.

We work hard to continually improve our delivery 
of curriculum to our boys and help them to aspire 
to excellence.

Kelvin Sparks
Director of Teaching and Learning: Years ELC–6 (Including PYP 
Coordination)

Preparatory School Academic Report
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because of the opening of the RED Centre and the 
swimming carnival in the new pool.

This year I started more nervous than usual 
because I never expected to become the 
Preparatory School Captain. However being the 
Captain has been both exciting and challenging 
because I got to work with different people such as 

One of the best things about being School Captain 
is being able to have the opportunity to meet and 
talk to potential new families to the school and 
to give them my insights to the school such as all 
the different camps that we go on and what we 

the school and how well the teachers know us as 
individuals. 

I would like to share a couple of my highlights. The 
first is the unforgettable Mother and Son Dinner. 
It was so good seeing everybody dance with their 
mothers and even more funny that some of the 
mums remembered the dance moves to the songs. 
It was a great night. All of the sporting events 
made me even more proud to be a Princes Man 
because it was great to see everybody cheering on 
everyone else even if they weren’t in their House 
and seeing all of the Year 6 boys take leadership 
on the day to help the Year 3s to get to their races 
on time. I would like to give a big thank you to all 

Trengove for helping out and making all of the 

for participating so enthusiastically.

I would like to say a special thank you to Charlie 
Keeves for helping me with things like the speeches 

a lot more that I can’t name because we would be 
here all night. A few important people I would like 

and Mr Behan for helping me with my duties 
throughout the year but most importantly I would 
like to thank all the boys for this wonderful year.

As the Year 6s graduate and we look forward to the 
upcoming challenge of the Middle School I would 

best for next year…and remember the badge means 
nothing.

Charlie Dangerfield
Preparatory School Captain

Preparatory School Captain

Preparatory boys coming together at Sports DayMary and Jack Read at the Year 6 Mother and Son dinner
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Play Investigation in the Reception Classes

In Reception at PAC we believe that learning 

stress and connects them to others and the world 
around them.  When playing in collaborative groups 
the boys are not only learning social skills and 
stimulating their creativity and imagination but 
they also have the opportunity to pose and solve 
complex problems.   

 

Reception
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1W IB PYP Learner Profiles and Attitudes 
Comments by the boys. 

Henry Allen I’m good at lots of different things like 
sport and reading.

Edward Chapple I like being principled because I like 
to tell the truth.

Francesco Ciampa I know a lot of things from 
coming to P.A.C. like learning how to make things.

Marlon Condous I would learn from others how to 
play nicely.

Ethan Eckermann I’m a little bit good at taking care 
of the environment.

Lucas Jones I’m a risk taker because I try things I 
haven’t tried before.

Hugo Knight I like to think a lot about lots of stuff.

Oliver Kreminski Trying to do new stuff is being a 

Alan Lu Looking after others is being a carer.

Marc Milograd Playing sports and playing at home 

means I’m balanced.

Nicholas Palyaris People trip over and I help them 

like yesterday when Alan fell over.

Ryan Percival Being knowledgeable and helping 

people are things I like doing.

Angus Phillips I’m balanced because I like sports 

and I like writing.

Blake Roberts Inquirers find out new things that 

they don’t know and that’s what I do.

Mackenzie Roylett I solve problems for myself by 

thinking about them.

Thomas Stradwick I’m reflective because I think 

about things I do.

Year 1
Book Week festivites

Year 1W with Mr AndaryEddie Chapple
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1M Chronicle Learner Profile and Attitude 
Statements 

I am a good communicator when I share my ideas 
and put them together with others.  
Alexander MacDonald

I was a risk taker when I worked with the Year 6 
buddies to make our kindness video. Alexander 
Nemeth

Cooperation is listening to others and respecting 
their ideas. Charlie Wundenberg

Asking questions about words helps me write 
stories. Ethan Bailey

Being principled is where you work hard and have 
honesty. 

I am now confident in the computer room and can 
do it on my own. Jordan Kontos 

I know how to make my own shadow puppets. 
James Kelledy

I more knowledgeable about lots of stuff because I 
like learning. Luca Bacon

I used to be scared of going down the pole but now 
I can because of one time when I just tried. Michael 
Cook

A time I was caring was when I was kind to other 
people and showed them new games.  
Nicolas Alvaro

When a friend hurt himself I was caring and helped 
him to the front office. Nickolas Miteloudis

I really liked writing and making my own books at 
writer’s workshop. Sam Stunell

When I was star of the week I had to be a thinker a 
lot about lots of things to share for communication 
circle. Tom Cooper

I used to be scared of getting up to do speeches but 
now I am more confident. William Cooper

I had to be open minded when people were sharing 
their great ideas for assembly.  
Zachariah Anderson

Year 1W boys with the Monster Trucks

A visit to the Zoo
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Reflection is an integral part of the learning 

reflect on their learning within each Inquiry Unit.

The health expo was fun because it showed what 
we learnt.

Our ads were to convince people to eat healthily. 

Top Gear

The push car race was fun but it was hard to make 
the cars. 

We had so much fun at the Clipsal 500 because we 
saw a real racer.

We had lots of fun watching the race.

We went to the Birdwood museum and had to find 
cars and trucks.

Fables
We made a Dreamtime Story and had to guess the 
hidden message. 

Aesop stories like the Turtle and the Hare have a 
message.

We were visited by Piluwuk. She explained how she 
lived and the boys enjoyed her visit.

Survivor Island
We made islands out of foam and wood and sand 
and sticks.

Every island was great. They had mountains and 
volcanoes. 

We wrote our Island Journal and the sheets were 
Monday to Friday.

Year 2
Read Between the Lines: 2L all dressed up for the Book Week Parade

A member from the V8 Ute Racing Team demonstrating the 
importance of helmets

 
You need to keep the water clean to keep frogs healthy
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Celebrations
On Grandies’ Day we went to the library and looked 

at books.

At Father/Son Storytelling night we got hot 

There are lots of celebrations and sometimes there 
are presents.

Ripples in the Pond

him every day and take care of him.

representing their stall at the Health ExpoBalestrin and Olin Watters at the Central Markets

Matthew Economos and Luke Stevens with our 3D maps

Top Gear: 2L lining up for the PAC 50m race
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Year 3 is a year of enormous growth and 
development for our boys. From Junior Primary 
to Middle Primary the transition is a big one. Mrs 

have had the pleasure of teaching and learning 
alongside the boys and watching them grow. We 
are extremely proud of the achievements of every 
boy during the course of the year.

Woodhouse Adventure Camp

early in Term 1 to the Woodhouse Adventure 
campsite. Three days and two nights of outdoor 
adventure was carefully planned and delivered by 
the PAC Outdoor Education team. In facing new 
challenges the boys moved outside their comfort 
zones and proved to themselves that they were 
capable of showing independence and the ability 
to work constructively and positively in teams. All 

these skills were underpinned by the expectation 
that the boys took care of basic daily routines. The 
skills developed at camp would prove a platform 
for continued success throughout the year.

Machine Mania

could you ask for? The boys loved the adventure 
and the excitement of watching the construction 
of the racetrack outside their classroom to getting 
up close and personal to the V8 cars and their 
drivers. We learnt about simple machines and 
how they work to create more complex machines. 
We used our skills of construction to design and 

Goldberg. By the end of the inquiry the boys had 

components and how they all fit together to 
perform a function. 

Year 3
Enjoying some camp down time

Delicious donuts celebrating the opening of the RED CentreGroup cooperation during construction time
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What’s On Your Plate?
How cool are mushroom farms? Very cool! As 

SA Mushrooms and explore the various means of 
production. The boys then conducted their own 
inquiries into the foods they found on their dinner 
plates. It was fascinating to see the variety of 
processes involved in producing everything from 
barramundi to butter!

Art Mirrors Life
This year the boys visited Tandanya in order to tune 
into the concept of place. Uncle John told us lots 
about the importance of country to Indigenous 
Australians and we participated in a short play 
based on a traditional story. 

then helped us explore a special place in the school 
through the use of assemblage — an abstract 
form of art using found and recycled objects. 
Our exhibition was held in the McBride Room of 
the new RED Centre and we all dressed up as our 
favourite artist.

Boys captivated with their hands on drumming experienceGraphing the camp highlights

More great artist on display

Leonardo and Monet at the Book Week Dress Up Parade

Famous artists
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Team Activities with St Peter’s Girls
2013 saw the inaugural Year 4 Wellbeing Sessions 
between St Peters Girls and Prince Alfred College. 
It was an exciting opportunity for the boys to 
develop their risk taking and communication skills 
with a range of activities. Nerves were tested 

egg fatalities. The excitement levels matched 
that of the original Masterchef program as they 
battled together in the Mystery Box Challenge 
to be crowned champion. Our Wellbeing session 
culminated in a visit to the Woodhouse Outdoor 
Scout Activity Centre where Challenge Hill lived up 
to its name as teams struggled to ensure the safety 
of water balloons around the obstacle course. 

Year 4 Camp at Toc H
We marked the middle of Term 1 with the Year 4 

enjoyed a wide variety of activities including a visit 

Horseshoe Bay and a day at Greenhills Adventure 
Park. Many tasks were undertaken in small groups 
and this allowed us to practise our teamwork skills. 

Science 
Science exploded into Year 4. Two incursions from 
the CSIRO and a trip to the Senior Science Labs had 

Classroom experiments unravelled the mysteries of 

the matter particles were up to. The unit turned 
inquirers into enthusiastic scientists. 

Martin Charlwood and Kathy Gartner
Year 4 Teachers 

Year 4
Tasting the delicious damper made in The Shed

Investigating marine objects at the Victor Harbor Whale 
Centre

 
Learning about our native flora at the Botanic Gardens
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Team — Woodhouse Challenge Hill with Saint Peter’s GirlsScientists at work in The Shed

Anxiously awaiting teamwork results on the Year Four CampPreparing for the Sandcastle competition at Horseshoe Bay

Team work — Next Top Model with Saint Peter’s Girls
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Our focus for the first few weeks of term was 

can influence our wellbeing. This unit continued 
throughout the year and through the use of 

were able to identify how emotions can impact 

thoughts and actions and roles of bystanders and 
their impact on bullying situations.

The boys also undertook a unit of inquiry entitled 
Journey into the Unknown” in which they looked 
at some significant explorers. They each chose 
an explorer whom was of particular interest to 

defining characteristics of the explorer as well 
as the way exploration impacted on the quality 
of their lives and the lives of others. One of the 
highlights of this Unit was a trip to the Maritime 
Museum at Port Adelaide.

Another major highlight of Term 1 was the 

Year 5 Cultural Perspectives Camp. Both Year 5 
classes headed up to Scotts Creek for four days 

team bonding.

In Term 1 the boys also played host to their 
Grandparents on Grandies’ Day and participated in 
the annual Prep School Cross Country run.

Term 2 saw the Year 5 boys (including Year 5s from 

machines all use energy to make things happen. 
To introduce the topic the boys were treated to 
a Science show by Mobile Science Education and 

CSIRO Lab on Legs. Throughout this unit the boys 

energy transfers and transformations.

Year 5
5B & 5F canoeing at Scotts Creek

5B boys at Scotts Creek
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In the second part of the term we looked at how 
different energy sources are harnessed and the 
impact that each one has on the environment. 

Science Education visited us with a presentation to 
explain how natural gas is used to create electricity 
here in South Australia. The boys then chose a 
renewable energy source and created a website 
detailing how it works and some of the positive and 
negative effects it has on the environment.

Another highlight of Term 2 was the Opening of the 
RED Centre.

To buy or not to buy” was our unit of inquiry for 
Term 3. We looked at how advertising is created 
in order to persuade us to buy certain products 
or adopt certain beliefs or behaviours. The boys 

looked at a range of different advertising strategies 
through a variety of mediums. The boys then 
formed their own groups and enthusiastically 
created their own advertising campaign. They 

market research and produced both print and 
broadcast commercials.

Recital Competition. Each boy performed a poem of 
his choice in class and the two boys from each class 
were chosen to perform in front of the year level. 

Other things to happen this term were House 

Our focus for Term 4 was on Global Poverty and 
how millions around the world are less fortunate 

boys questioned the inequity and injustices in this 
world. The boys then looked at the various reasons 
that cause poverty and then turned their attention 
to what action is being taken in trying to combat 
poverty. This led to the boys planning and executing 

and then sold them to boys from the other year 
levels. All the money raised was donated to Uniting 

the boys to allocate where they wanted the money 
to be spent.

the new pool in the RED Centre for weekly PE 
swimming lessons and the Swimming Carnival.

incursion

5F at the Lighthous in Port Adelaide
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Year 6 Exhibition 2013
During Term 3 the Year 6 boys completed their 

Primary Years Programme (PYP). The Exhibition is a 
collaborative inquiry process that involves students 

change’. This is firmly in keeping with the PYP belief 
that thoughtful and responsible action is a natural 
result of the inquiry process. Below the boys have 
shared the Central Ideas for their groups.

change in the way we support the injured and 
disabled. 

Education in health breaks the cycle to improve 
people’s future.  

Education to show tolerance can help stop many 
types of bullying. 

Making our communities aware of health issues 
can help them make a difference. 

Stopping racism can make happier lives. 

Our generation of people can make a difference to 
racism in the future. 

Drugs impact on many people’s lives. 
Jasper B

People make their own problems that need to be 
fixed. 

 The world working together to help people in need. 

Addiction brings change. 

Year 6
Year 6 Boys Preparing to get the Exhibition evening underway

 

together and changing lives for the future
Encouragement and knowledge brings hope for people in 
need
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The world needs a safe and healthy environment to 
grow and thrive. 

Human actions can change the lives of people in need 
for the future. 

The ocean is the key to our survival. 

Humans helping people in Third World countries to 
achieve their potential. 

We need to sustain healthy and well balanced 
marine ecosystems to survive. 
Jack O

Human interruption brings change.  

Success in sport brings opportunities and risks. Will 

 Understanding the past brings hope and challenges 
for people in need. 

Supporting people in need changes lives. 

Change of the environment brings opportunities 
and risks. 

Mathew Penhall and Jamie Fennell

Jack Wu and Zac Cheney sharing with a group of younger 
boys

Charles CameronLogan Sargeant
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It has been very pleasing to see nearly every boy in 
the Preparatory School involved with sport in 2013. 
It becomes more difficult every year for the boys to 

but we continue to emphasize the importance of 
school sport in their education. It is very important 
for the boys to interact with their school friends in 

the Preparatory School staff members to sport is 

passion and experience is second to none. The 

addition of quality development coaches and 
keen old scholars enhances the experience for 
the boys and we continue to source new people 
in these areas. The Year 3 boys have also enjoyed 
an introduction to the various school sports on 
offer. This puts them in good stead for Year 4 and 

important part and we take this opportunity to 
thank everyone for encouraging reliability and 
responsibility. Having parents there supporting on 
game day is also a positive influence and one that 
the boys would no doubt cherish. 

Preparatory Sport
Development Coach Tom Mitton was very popular with the Year 4/5 hockey boys

Intercol winners are grinners! Year 4/5 football with coach Will Dalwood and Manager Anne Melbourne
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Summer Sport

with three combined Year 6/7 teams and three 
teams from Years 4 and 5. We have enjoyed the 
involvement of a number of new old scholars who 

been very enthusiastic junior coaches and the boys 
have really flourished with their encouragement. 

Cricket Academy in 2013. We look forward to a 

in which boys from throughout the school are given 

in all facets of cricket. The new RED Centre will no 

and the purchase of new bowling machines in 2013 
is exciting.

Tennis has also flourished in 2013 with the 
continued development by coaches Dean 
Schipanski and Paul Baccanello. They have had the 
added support of a number of very talented old 
scholars who have been spending quality time with 

Tennis coordinator Sam Barton had great success 
with his Year 6 Primary AB teams. It will be great 
to have the supergrasse courts back in full use for 
Term 4.

proved a very popular Friday afternoon sport. The 
improved skill level was evident by the end of 
Term 1 and we look forward to continuing success 

in Term 4. For many boys this was their first 

enjoyed the challenge. Again we were very lucky to 

umpiring and coaching.

Winter Sport
2013 Winter Sport has had to deal with some very 

of practice playing sport in muddy conditions. As 

been a highlight. Development of skills has been a 
focus in all sports in 2013 and the introduction of 
new coaching initiatives has been a very positive 
step forward. The boys have been presented with 
many opportunities to further develop their skill 
bases. 

School Football has again enjoyed some very strong 

teams of Year 4/5s. The development of football 
has been further enhanced by the introduction 
of a Football Academy within the Middle School. 
Tim Weatherald ran regular sessions in skill 
development and fitness throughout Terms 2 and 3. 
This specially selected group of footballers showed 
great dedication and enthusiasm and no doubt 
benefited greatly from Tim’s extensive coaching 
experience. The presence of old scholars Will 
Dalwood and Max Burford at training and game day 
has been well received by the boys also.

Soccer continues to grow at PAC thanks to 
the passionate work of Jason Hayhurst — our 
Soccer Development Coach. Jason has introduced 
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to have this opportunity to get involved. He has 
worked hard to encourage the modified form of the 

the Friday afternoon competition between schools. 
We must thank fathers David Martin and Steven 

experience to help out with the coaching of the 
Year 5 and 6 teams. These teams have been steadily 
improving and have had some very good wins this 
year.

Hockey and Minkey teams have enjoyed success 
and good competition this winter. Two teams 
have played in a Friday night competition at the 
Adelaide Hockey Club and a Year 6 team has played 
on a Saturday morning. The school has welcomed 
the coaching skills of Tom Mitton and old scholar 
James Keeves at training sessions and Tom has been 
getting great results helping on game day. We are 
certain that the success of the Senior School First 
team has been a huge incentive for our boys to get 
involved in hockey. 

Table tennis has proven a popular sport on a Friday 
afternoon this winter. We have many boys enjoying 
the development of their skills with the help of 
experienced Development Coach John Potter. John 
has lifted the profile of table tennis in the school 
and we are enjoying some very good wins against 
quality opposition. It has been pleasing to see 
so many boys from different year levels working 
together in the two teams to help and encourage 
each other.

Basketball
Basketball was again offered as an extra sport all 

Red Team coached by Andre Roller made it to the 
Grand Final with the Year 6 boys playing for the last 
time. The Year 4 boys then joined in for the winter 
season and struggled for the first few games. The 
wins then started coming and to the delight of the 

Term 3. The Maroon team coached by Neil Andary 
also did very well and really developed their skills 
throughout the season. They also had a great win 
in the Grand Final. The White team coached by Guy 
Collins improved as the season progressed finishing 
with a Grand Final win also in Term 3. 

Matthew Tothill was determined to enter several 
SAPSAPA and Knockout competitions with the 

particularly strong .The boys really enjoyed the 
competition against some of the best basketball 
teams in the State and the Year 5/6 team made it 
to the finals.

All the boys wished to thank their coaches and 
parents for the great year.

Deb Trengove
Sports Administrator
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Preparatory House Activities

The Preparatory School fielded three A Grade 

O’Leary in A3.

Each team had three or four debates over Terms 
2 and 3. Most of these debaters were experienced 

identified and animated arguments that would 
prove their case and convince an audience and 

improved their range of skills considerably.

We were very proud of the way the teams prepared 
for their debates and the way in which they 
conducted themselves during the verbal battles. 
The teams were all commended by the adjudicators 
who acknowledged the fine construction of 
arguments and the manner in which they were 

success and these boys have enhanced their public 

which we value highly at PAC and which we know 
will serve them well in the future.

Preparatory School Chess

Prep School increased considerably from the 
previous year. We were fortunate to have the 

of successful structured holiday coaching days 
and Monday afternoon practices for C Grade and 
Beginner boys. PAC Prep entered seven teams into 
the Primary Interschool Competitions.

A Grade in fine style. Both Denny and rapidly 
improving Preshaan Thavarajah won all their 

Perera and Samuel de Dear. PAC will again travel 
to the National Schools Chess Teams Chess 

2012.

ahead of PAC Red. The White team consisted of 

and Blake Lindner.

The four Primary C teams with many new players 

The prestigious Evelyn Koshnitsky Shield was again 

St Peter’s College and Magill PS each on 12.5 with 
Walkerville PS on 9 points.

A high number of boys competed in the 
City of Adelaide and South Australian Junior 
Championships held during the April and July 
holidays. Preshaan Thavarajah again won the Under 
12 City of Adelaide Junior Championship and also 
the State U12 Championships with near perfect 
scores. He was also the Prep School Champion. 
It was pleasing many boys made effective use of 

holiday coaching and tournament opportunities.

Thanks must go to Mrs Margit Hosking and 
Ms Mandy Bell for their invaluable support 
throughout the season. We are hopeful of further 
growth in the number of boys playing chess for 
PAC and continued improvement in next year’s 
competitions.

Peter Serwan
Director of Chess
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Oliphant Science Awards 2013
Prince Alfred College figured significantly again this year in these prestigious science awards which 

Nelson. The prizes were presented by scientists and sponsor representatives who are excited to promote 
science as a rich and rewarding part of our lives and a career that could be followed in diverse disciplines. 

laboratory scientists were previous OSA winners. Hopefully our students will find a challenging career using 
their passion for science.

The following students were presented with these awards this year:

1st Blake Cranna 6–7 Photography

3rd Seran Perera 6–7 Photography

3rd Max Kirkby 6–7 Computer Programming & Robotics

3rd Regan Nelson & Charlie Gibbon R–2 Models/Inventions

1st Nicholas Terp 9–10  Crystal Investigation 

1st 9–10 Science Writing

3rd Joel Lee 9–10  Scientific Inquiry

The Australian Society of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Prize R — 12 was awarded to:

Joshua Fedele 3–5 Science Writing

Joshua also received a Highly Commended Award.

Programming and Robotics.

this year for another stunning model that he built on his own!

The following students received Highly Commended Awards for their entries:
Aggelos Vlachakis R–2 Multimedia

Eric McCauley R–2 Photography

Henry Grey 3–5 Scientific Inquiry

James Walters and Lucas Huxtable 3–5 Models/Inventions

Jung Ho (Denny) Han 6–7 Science Writing 

Martin Lidums 6–7 Science Writing 

André Roller  Christine Papanicolas

Oliphant Science Awards
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We’ve had a very busy year in the Preparatory 
School Creative Art room with the boys 
participating in both Visual and Dramatic art 
experiences. This year for the Jack de Vidas art 
show the boys created photographic pieces inspired 
by a word from our challenge list. There were 

or something you love.” Every photograph is an 
imaginative and unique take on the boys chosen 
word. 

The Preparatory School Jack de Vidas art show was 
judged by the Preparatory School Community. Each 
person who came to view the art display had the 
opportunity to fill in a voting form to record their 
favourite pieces from each year level. 

Preparatory School Creative Arts
Reception Photographs

Year 2 — Philippe Scalzi

Reception — Brodie Clarke

Year 1 — Christian Ding
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There were also three Merit winners in each year 

level.

Reception — and 

Rocco Rositano

Year 1 — and  
Hugo Evans

Year 2 — and  
Eric McCauley

Year 3 —  and  
Ben Webber

Year 4 — and  
Dylan Holland

Year 5 —  and  
Angus Parker

Year 6 — and 
Benson Page

Well done to all of the winners and merit recipients 
in the Preparatory School Jack de Vidas art prize 
and to all of the boys in the Preparatory School on 
a fantastic year in the creative arts room. 

Wishing you all a wonderful summer break.

Kellie McCauley
Preparatory School Art and Drama Teacher

Overall Jack de Vidas Winner in Year 6 — Elias Raptis

Year 3 — James Norton Year 4 — Mitchell Miller

Year 5 — William Finster



Middle  
School
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“You can’t learn in school what the 
world is going to do next.”
This observation reflects the changing nature of 

of technology and communication. And while the 

coined by Henry Ford over 120 years ago.

It reinforces how schools and school leaders are 
now faced with greater challenges than ever before. 
Not only are we expected to prepare students 
with knowledge to deal with the present but more 

people the skills to cope with the unknowns of the 
future. 

the education of young people exciting. Providing 
students with a holistic education which promotes 

learning from mistakes and knowing how to find 

Ford’s concern in worrying about what the world 
will do next.

This holistic approach is developed in the Middle 

Boys are presented with a rigorous and experiential 
curriculum where boys “learn by doing”. The 
International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program 
continues to serve our staff and students well in 
providing a broad curriculum framework which 

intercultural awareness.

Scotts Creek in Years 7 and Year 8 and Wambana 

developing another layer of life skills for our 
students. Students learn to work as a team and 

by physical and mental challenges.

broaden their development. Add swimming and 

our boys are very busy.

Overlaying the learning experience is a focus on 

are far more likely to achieve their potential than 
those who are not.

The effectiveness of our vibrant Middle School 
is due to the imagination and dedication of our 

School has provided wonderful guidance and 

Paul Balestrin in Year 8 and Phil McLaughlin in Year 

personal growth and character in our boys. The 
wellbeing team has been complemented by the 
hardworking Student Success Team led by Janice 

Joanna Cardinal has continued to enhance teaching 
and learning in the classroom through her work 
with the MYP Teaching and Learning Leaders and 

pedagogy has ensured a stimulating and relevant 
educational experience. 

Dale Hobbs and his team continue to provide a 
unique and life changing Wambana experience for 
our Year 9 boys while the Scotts Creek outdoor 
adventure program (under the guidance of Micha 
Jensen) promotes personal growth in our Year 7 and 
8 students. eduKart and eduCook are popular and 
highly effective programs which owe their success 

McLaughlin (among others) for their creation and 
coordination. 

Mark Dickens has continued to guide and support 

parents in the Middle School and indeed across 

assemblies and Belief and Values sessions is very 
much appreciated. Mark always reinforces our 
College values of care and compassion.

Megan McLaughlin has played a significant role in 
coordinating events and communications within 

Head of Middle School
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commitment and terrific support during the year.

an important role in the physical and personal 
development of our boys. Gary Jenkinson and Deb 
Trengove are to be congratulated for ensuring 
our students are presented with these wonderful 

success.

We have been well served by our student leaders 

role models for their peers. Through their proactive 

attending external events and in leading school 

for our Middle School and for the College. The SRC 
have also made a substantial contribution with 
their recommendations for improving the Middle 
School and through their efforts in fund raising 
and hosting charity events. The House Captains 
should also be congratulated for promoting and 
encouraging House spirit.

Preparing our boys for the future is a team effort 

and the College community for their wonderful 
support of the Middle School during the year.

Peter Karamoshos 
Head of Middle School
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Teaching and Learning through the 
Middle Years Programme
In 2013 we continued to design learning 
experiences for boys to apply their knowledge 

have been identified as essential components of 
a 21st Century Education. Adapting to changing 
circumstances and having the confidence and 
competence to successfully participate in new 
arenas is vital and 2013 saw many opportunities to 
allow boys to do just that. 

As part of the College’s STEM initiative Dr Paula 
Mills arranged for students to participate in the 
Science & Engineering Challenge where the PAC 
team achieved first place and went on to the State 
Finals. Another STEM event saw students attend the 
South Australian Space School during the July term 
break. This was an outstanding opportunity for the 

university and RAAF research and development 

development of their own. 

Papanicolas arranged for boys in Years 8 and 9 to 
participate in the Aurecon South Australian Bridge 

solving contest which afforded a great introduction 
to engineering.

Students from the Year 10 French course had the 
opportunity to take part in the Tertiary Languages 
Program at Flinders University. The two day event 
allowed our boys to join other school students for 
intensive language classes delivered by university 
lecturers whilst gaining an insight into campus life. 

The tradition of competing in the Australian 
Mathematics Competition and the ICAS Science 
Competition was maintained. In the former 58% 
achieved a credit or better; in the latter 23 boys 
achieved a Distinction with special congratulations 
going to William Zhang in Year 7 who was awarded 
a High Distinction. 

has continued strong traditions and seen great 
innovations. 

Joanna Cardinal
Assistant Director of Teaching and Learning MYP

Year 8 Academic Honours RecipientsYear 7 Academic Honours Recipients

Middle School Academic Report

Year 9 Academic Honours Recipients
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2013 has proved another great year in the Middle 

standards and results across all that we have done. 

prime environment for learning. 

The year began with students quickly adjusting 
to their timetables and eagerly awaiting their 
chance to participate in the various experiences of 

of the lessons learnt. 

The Scotts Creek camps also allowed students to 
physically challenge themselves and gain a better 
understanding of each other and their environment. 

have provided many of the boys with experiences 
that will last a lifetime. 

Each one of us can be proud of the tremendous 
personal effort and individual goals achieved 
throughout the year which ultimately reflect 
the high standards of the College. Whether it be 

pursuit of excellence and successes of individuals 
and teams alike. We can be proud to wear the red 
and white.

to the next phase of my time here at PAC in the 
Senior School. A special note of thanks to Mr 

effort to make our school the very best it can be. 
Thanks also to Mr Tutt for his constant support and 

and provided invaluable assistance throughout the 

your time here and don’t be afraid to challenge 
yourselves over and over.

Zachary Heim
Middle School Captain

Wambana extended stay
 
Tom Cook leans into the bend at speed on his track trial lap

Middle School Captain
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2013 was the inaugural year of our eduCook 
program. A trial was conducted in 2012 and based 
on its success each Year 7 home group spent a 
week at the Central Market with Sprout cooking 
duo Callum Hann and Themis Chryssidis. eduCook 
is about much more than just cooking food and 
boys’ experiences included the following; safe 

seasonal and healthy food options and budgeting. 
This week culminates with a gastronomic 

produce a three course meal for a guest on the final 
day of the program. Over the course of the week 

knowledge and confidence and many of the boys 
are still coming to school and sharing their new 
cooking successes from home.

boys completed their individual Discovery Projects 
which explored an ancient invention or discovery. 
Their final works were displayed at an exhibition 
in the Piper Pavilion late in Term 3. During this 
evening boys conversed with visitors to their 

booths about their research and investigation and 
shared their breadth of knowledge and insight into 
their chosen topic. 

Another highlight in the Year 7 program is a four 
day camp at Scotts Creek. Each home group class 
travelled with their home group teacher and 

orienteering and participating in an overnight 
expedition away from the campsite. Much of the 

collaboration and healthy competition. These 
experiences often translate back in the classroom 
with increased awareness and empathy for those 
around them. 

Throughout the course of the year all boys were 
given the opportunity to participate in programs 
and events that allowed them to further challenge 
and extend themselves which included; numerical 

and many more in class subject specific activities.

Melissa Brister
Year 7 Level Coordinator

Creek Outdoor Education Centre

Year 7

Hugo Lidums Max BattCormac O’Brien
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the boys have enjoyed a multitude of Wellbeing 
activities in their Home Room groups in Year 8 this 
year.

Starting with the Goolwa Pastoral Care camps 

new friendships and rekindle old ones. It was also 
a great opportunity to get to know their Home 
Room Teacher. The camp is always a valuable start 
to the Year 8 program with many boys new to the 
school taking great advantage of the relaxed social 
activities.

activities of eduKart and the Scotts Creek 
Adventure Program. Both programs are designed 

both physically and mentally to achieve goals 
which always seem just out of reach. The pride 
of achievement and growth in self confidence is 

watch the five day development of the boys. The 
task of building and competing in challenges in an 

but ever so fulfilling by Friday afternoon.

Added to these programs was Boy’s World. A six 

variety of traditional and contemporary activities. 

shown a set of basic life skills to help them in their 
everyday lives.

The 2013 Year 8 cohort actively engaged in their 

competitions. The Student Representative Council 
has worked well as a team and I have seen many 
future leaders of the school emerge from these 
activities. I look forward to watching this group 
develop further over their remaining years at PAC.

Paul Balestrin
Year 8 Level Coordinator

Year 8
8PBU return from a days surfing at Goolwa

Andrew Bird finds the apex on his eduKART experienceHarry Wise enjoys an early morning fish
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As 2013 draws to a close I can reflect on the 
achievements and successes of the year.

Year 9 is a busy year; each Home Group attends the 
Extended Stay Program at the Wambana Campus 
in Point Turton. Their four week stay is challenging 
and a life changing experience. The dedicated staff 

of engaging these young men and in a wide range 
of life and outdoor pursuit skills. The boys return 

confidence.

Throughout the year there have been many 
successes from boys in Year 9. I would like to 
acknowledge several of these. Alex Skrembos 

James Nicholas (CNI) and Joel Lee (9CNI) all were 
awarded first prizes for their Photographic work 
entered in the Adelaide Royal Show. Another 12 

Ng (9ADI) was the Year 9 Champion swimmer and 

was an outstanding performance for a boy who 
commenced at the College at the beginning of third 
term.

I would like to thank Zachary Heim and Alasdair 

School) for their work and leadership throughout 
the year.

Leadership roles in the Middle School the SRC 

Sebastian Economos and Robbie Smith. Their 
contribution is valued by all boys in the year level.

Middle School House Captains also made a valuable 
contribution to Athletics Day and the Swimming 
Carnival this year. Rupert Benson and Tom Fisher 

(Watsford House).

Finally I wish to acknowledge the work of the 

advice and guidance during the year has been 
outstanding. I would also like to wish Mr Reidy all 
the best as he enters retirement after nearly four 
decades of outstanding teaching in South Australia 
and 23 years at Prince Alfred College.

Philip McLaughlin
Year 9 Coordinator

Year 9
Year 9 Home Group Competition: boys playing Basketball in the RED CENTRE

1st Prize Royal Adelaide Show Photographer: James Nicholas
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eduKart

environment for boys to solve authentic problems:

with which they are already comfortable

The majority of the new learning taking place 
results from the problem solving process they 
undertake — they get to focus on thinking about 
how it is they are thinking.

We learn about some of the valuable outcomes 
achieved by each student through their nightly 

never imagined at the inception of eduKart.

Snippets of the boy’s reflections

Connor Riley

the time. I never realized what I was capable of…

Oliver Bernadi
… the most important thing I have learned is that 
nothing is hard; it is the individual that makes the 
task hard.

Jordan Lesicar

times I had actually become enthusiastic about 

like this project maybe that has more purpose 

that I do have to be independent.

Dylan Peisley
… I was really nervous about doing eduKart and 

hooked. I’m not really an outgoing person but as 
the week went on I started to feel really confident 
in myself and what I could achieve because I could 

kart being built.

Angus Fry
… I thought that it would take more time and the 
adults would have to keep fixing the karts but 
they didn’t need to do much. Instead we did all the 
fixing they just checked them before race day…

Close your eyes and imagine…
A long track…
Wide roads…

Outlined with colourful tyres
An open area

Adolescence
Screeching around corners

Friendly trash talk and endless banter
A colourful crowd;
Everyone reppin’ their respective team colours 
Discussion and brainstorming of how to use different sized 
sprockets or wheels
Urgently thinking of every way possible to make the kart faster
Fast enough to beat that one guy who always finishes first

The day was great
Tomorrow will be better
Ready to rep that orange and go for GOLD!!
While enjoying the wonderful once in a life rime experience...

Uche Dibiamaka 
Year 8
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Robin Hood 

Raimondo and Mr Michael Steer have undertaken a 
production of “Robin Hood and his Merry Men.” The 
production was staged in the Prince Philip Theatre 
on the 30 and 31 October with both matinee and 
evening performances. The production involved 
students from Prince Alfred College and Seymour 
College.

The students involved as performers worked 
extensively during lunch times and also during their 
weekends and holiday break to develop the skills 
required to present this engaging and demanding 
pantomime performance. 

Julian Hallworth was a forceful Prince John and 

performance of a Robbie Williams song. Alex 
Economos was a sinister Sheriff of Nottingham and 
was ably supported by his gang of comic guards. 
Will Economos was a cheerful and engaging Robin 

Charlwood an amusing Will Scarlet and Harrison 
Cerchez a witty Friar Tuck. 

Charlie Anderson had the audience in stitches with 
his interpretation of the role of “Nurse” and his 
references to his “womanly powers of persuasion.” 
He showed an admirable level of confidence and 
also comic timing as he engaged with both adults 
and children. 

The project was approved and supported by Mr 
Peter Karamoshos (Head of Middle School) and Ms 
Melissa Brister ( Year 7 Level Coordinator). We also 
received the cheerful assistance of our dedicated 
and professional Housekeeping staff and of course 
our terrific parents. 

We hope that the Year 7 production of a 
pantomime can become an annual event so that 
all students entering the Middle School have the 
opportunity to enjoy the rewards of theatrical 
performance. The College remains committed to 
offering opportunities to boys in the Arts and to 
our relationship with the local girls’ schools. We 
acknowledge the generous assistance of staff at 
Seymour in helping us involve their students in our 
project. Ms Kerry Elliot and Ms Michelle Richter 
(Arts staff at Seymour) were a great help to us. 

Drama
Cormac O’Brien as Daisy the dancing cow with the cast from Robin Hood

Actors

Charlie Anderson

Harrison Cerchez

Ben Le

Ed Bache

Julian Hallion

Axel Heinrich

Alex Economos

Will Economos

Connor Couros

Jason Charlwood

Oscar Trudgian

Angus Lange

Tom Dodsworth

Cormac O’Brien

Sera Cadigan

Charli Selley

Lily Hailstone

Scarlett Scherer

Shakira Meah

Zowie Chalmers

Technical Crew

Angus Chalk

Digby Hall

David Willmore

Lachlan Crawford

Harry Standish

Harrison Gramp

Tom Taylor

Jack Thomas
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RED Centre

The RED Centre is a wonderful addition to Prince 
Alfred College and its wider community. Not only 
is the building visually spectacular and practical for 

to organise and maintain. My thanks to Hayden 
Cleveland (Pool Operations Manager) and Phil Lean 

over these past few weeks which has involved 
developing policy and check sheets for the running 

commissioning of this significant building. 

The gym is attracting record numbers of boys. 
Attendance climbed steadily through the first four 

(week five) but picked up again from weeks six 
through to nine. There are now almost 250 boys 
using the facility on a weekly basis.

The indoor cricket nets in the multipurpose 

boarders and day students heading to the RED 
Centre for a hit before and after dinner. The main 
stadium is in almost continuous use before and 
after school with boys shooting hoops and the 
rowers are well entrenched in the Rowing Room. 
The four squash courts are back in continuous use 
with boys training after school and Old Scholars 
utilising them each evening. It has been particularly 
satisfying to note the increasing number of staff 
(both teaching and support staff) making use of 
this outstanding facility. 

Arguably the happiest group in the College are 
the PE Department who have incorporated their 
programs into the new facility seamlessly. They 
now have their own specialist class room along 
with all the other facilities the Centre has to 
offer. It is pleasing to have our own pool back 
with classes from all year levels using the pool for 
swimming activities and water polo. During Term 
3 we also conducted the first Swimming Carnival 
on site for many years — a loud but fun filled 
afternoon.

Kent Town Swim is proving to be a wonderful 

clients within their Learn to Swim and Squad 
programs. With no signs of a plateau in recruitment 
they are well on their way to an initial target of 
700 patrons. 

Old Scholar membership also continues to grow 
with RED Centre staff inducting over 160 Old Boys 
on the use of the facilities during the past term. 

If you have not yet taken the time to visit the RED 
Centre you are missing out! The Café is open each 

wander around. I am sure you will be impressed 
with the variety and abundance of activity making 
up the daily operations of our new RED Centre. 

Andrew Randell
RED Centre Manager
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five staff members joined together to participate in 
the third community service and cultural awareness 
trip to Cambodia. An appreciation for Cambodia’s 
history stemming from the Pol Pot years was 
quickly established with visits to the Toul Sleng 

Khmer Rouge killing fields outside Phnom Penh. 

The primary community service activity was 
undertaken in conjunction with Habitat for 
Humanity Cambodia. This entailed splitting into 

with local skilled workers to build two houses. The 

families.

with the Sunrise Children’s Villages was maintained 
with visits to the orphanages in both Phnom Penh 

group was welcomed by John and Cathy Tucker to 
the New Hope for Cambodian Children orphanage 
founded by them. This orphanage stands apart from 

the many others in Cambodia. It is home to over 

A few days in Siem Reap provided the group a 
chance experience some tourist activities such as 

well as experiencing the night markets.

Cambodia 2012

Michael Conway reading to children at New Hope for 
Cambodian Children orphanage Children’s Village

Xavier Warne with boy at New Hope for Cambodian Children 
orphanage
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the Adelaide Hills. Over the course of the year we 
have hosted over 400 PAC students through the 
various programs that we offer from Years 2 to 
8. Each program has been supported by a great 

younger students but build upon their leadership 
skills. Our programs continue to develop and 
we are constantly working to ensure that we 
offer programs that engage boys and develop 

understanding.

beneficiary of the generosity of the Parents and 
Friends Association which kindly donated funds 
towards the Greening Scotts Creek Project. With 

out a grand total of 1000m² of lush green turf 
across the property. The results are instant and 
the boys have voted with their feet using the new 

grassed areas for a throw of the frisbee or a quiet 
place to sit and enjoy lunch.

The opening of the RED Centre this year has 
allowed the Outdoor Education staff to conduct 
canoe safety training prior to the boys heading up 
to Scotts Creek. This allows the boys to have more 
time on the water to develop essential paddling 
skills and boat awareness while also giving boys an 

2014 promises to be yet another busy year in the 
life of Scotts Creek with many projects planned. 
Over the next few years we hope to continue to 
develop the centre and our programs to ensure we 
are at the forefront of Outdoor Education. Overall 
the future of Scotts Creek and Outdoor Education 
at Princes is bright and the Scotts Creek staff are 
looking forward to what promises to be an action 
packed year in 2014.

Micha Jensen
Director Scotts Creek Outdoor Centre

Scotts Creek

 
8S boys working together on the crate stack

Year 7 Students using the new RED Centre to conduct capsize 
training
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The boys from 7K contributing to the greening Scotts Creek project
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Outdoor Education for 2013 has seen many new 
aspects to the ever growing program. For the 
first time we saw the addition of Senior Outdoor 
Education classes to complement our Scotts Creek 
and Wambana programs. Our boys now have 
opportunities to pursue their love of the great 
outdoors and expedition based learning through to 
the completion of Year 12.

Boys studying through Year 10 to 12 can extended 
their learning through regular lessons looking into 
all aspects of travelling into the great outdoors. 
Students studying outdoor education fine tune 

and technical skills of expeditions. They also 

navigation skills.

For our Year 10 boys the Peak Adventure program 
is one of the most challenging and rewarding 
experiences for the year. All of our students have 
the opportunity to select an outdoor activity 
of their interest and then spend six days in the 
wilderness trying their skills against nature. This 
year we had boys riding downhill mountain bikes 

caves down at Naracoorte and boys skiing across 
the snow covered hills of Falls Creek on the Cross 
Country skiing trip. All of these programs offer 
the boys an opportunity to work together with a 
group of mates in a unique Australian environment. 

The journey works to bring balance to their 
lives allowing them a time to reflect upon their 
schooling and to overcome some challenge outside 
of the classroom.

At the end of the year when their schooling is 
complete a small group of volunteers give up 
their holiday time to participate in the Outreach 
program. Boys from our Year 10 and 11 students 
volunteer their time to support students with 
intellectual disabilities. This group travels to Scotts 
Creek every year to provide an opportunity for boys 

chance to enjoy the great outdoors like so many 

structure and guidance at first and by the last day 

Caving 2013

Outdoor Education

New Zealand 2012 Caving 2013

Year 10 boys ready to drop
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a sense of worth. This program each year is often 
long and the challenges tough but one thing all 

a desire to give back to our community and to 
become more active participants in the world.

The Year 11 Outdoor Education trip to New 
Zealand again saw a small group of nine boys head 
off to face some of the more challenging outdoor 
pursuits that we offer. Starting off the trip with a 
35m abseil into a four hour caving experience is a 
great way to kick start the 10 days of travel. three 
days of rafting including the 7m drop and a chance 
to try sledging are all part of the outdoor extension 
program. Learning about the Maori culture and 

their love for the outdoors also allows our boys 
insight into our close neighbour. The final day of 
activities sums up the adventurous side of New 

As we approach the end of another year our 
next group of leaders prepare to assist with 
the Outreach program looking to share their 

also will see 11 boys heading off to New Zealand 
to once again challenge themselves with new and 
exciting outdoor pursuits.

Phil Noble
Coordinator Outdoor Education

Big Drop NZ New Zealand

Tight Squeeze

Year 10 — Mitta Mitta Year 10 — Big splash
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Wambana

Wambana continues to build on the success from 
previous years and 2013 was no exception. Four 

We welcomed the return of the tall ship The 
One&All after 18 months in the wilderness. Each 
class of Year 9 boys enjoyed (and some endured!) 
this wonderful culmination to the Wambana 
program. This three day/two night sailing program 
involved our students sailing from Point Turton to 
the Australian Maritime Fisheries Academy at Port 
Adelaide. Students were divided into three watch 

Starboard Watch. Each Watch works as a team to 
ensure the safe running of the ship. 

The most challenging time was in the middle of 
the night. This required our boys and staff to be on 
duty between midnight and 4.00am!

The 11km beach run was considered to be the 
greatest achievement of many boys at Wambana. 
This involved training early morning fitness training 
to build up to the 11km run. Many boys surprised 
themselves with impressive times and many 
achieved their set goals.

The Grand Master Challenge is always a big hit 
amongst our boys. This involved completing four 
set challenges throughout the cycle tour. Day one 

and day four is Wombats revenge! 

Well done to all Year 9 boys for their resilience and 
effort at Wambana this year.

Dale Hobbs
Director Wambana

The Grand Master Henry Lock Will Cooke writes a letter home

Sunset over Spencer Gulf aboard the tall ship The One&All
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Right: Jock Duncan and 
James Nicholas battle 

Hill’

 

Matthew Georgiadis and 
Fox Crowley inspect the 
fresh fruit at the local 
supermarket



Senior  
School
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Learning and Character
One of our three distinct Schools comprising 

students are showcased demonstrating both their 
learning and their development of character.

Five years after establishing our Senior 
School focused upon the distinct learning and 
developmental needs of older adolescent boys 
we are meeting or exceeding many performance 

first century senior schooling. Our enrolments 

competence and compassion remains our most 
powerful point of difference.

Brown and Charlie Hall respectively epitomised 
the character values towards which we wish 
senior students to aspire. They are accomplished 

our younger students who observe them so closely.

schoolmaster) introduced to the famous Rugby 

School in England when he took the reins in 1828. 

in young men was not a formal aim for schools. 

leaders and myriad service opportunities are just 
more obvious 2013 examples of student leadership 
articulated by Thomas Arnold nearly 200 years ago.

gentlemen’ continues within Princes Senior School 
facilitated by our excellent staff. Your sons’ teachers 
are the key drivers of students’ educational success 
(along with their home environment and each boy’s 
innate effort and talents.) I acknowledge and thank 

School for their professionalism and care of your 
sons. 

I especially applaud our Senior School Executive. 
This team has evolved into the most effective 
group of educators with which I have been 

acknowledge the Deputy Head of the Senior 

inestimable support.

Thomas Arnold’s twin purposes for schools like 

in a boys’ school for over 30 years expressed it 

“The boy is a moral being and the school a human 
society. The teacher…is required not only to train 
the intelligence and inform the mind but to touch 
the springs of character.”

stayed true to these goals.

Nicholas de Dear
Head of Senior School

Head of Senior School
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The 2012 SACE and IB Diploma cohorts continued 
the tradition of outstanding academic achievement.

It was the first Year 12 cohort to complete the new 
SACE and the outstanding results are a credit to the 
student’s hard work and our inspiring and highly 
professional teachers.

In total there were 50 Merits achieved (SACE 
27 and the IB DP 23) underlining the academic 
excellence of the students in 2012. 

Overall 40.40% students achieved an ATAR of 90.00 
or more and the median ATAR of the 2012 cohort 
was 85.30.

Shi Guo and Tenglong Chen in the International 
Baccalaureate Diploma Program (IBDP) and 
Shashank Murali in the SACE. While 42 (29 in the 
SACE and 13 in the IB DP) students achieved an 
ATAR over 95 and joined the exclusive honour roll 

It is also noteworthy that students in the 
International Baccalaureate Diploma Program 
continued to produce outstanding results with the 
top score of 44 /45 (Dao Shi Guo and Tenglong 
Chen) and the cohort achieving a median ATAR of 
96.30.

On the basis of these results the following prizes 
were awarded:

Sir Thomas Elder Prize and Dux of School: Tenglong 
 and Shashank Murali. 

The EB Colton Prize (Proxime Accessit to the Dux of 
the School): Daniel Foo.

The Malpas Prize for Science: Jack Kelly.

The Longbottom Prize for Mathematics:  
Ka Kei (Gabriel) Wai.

The Colton Prize for Arts and Languages:  
Sean Nunan.

Prince Alfred students also continued to display 
their academic abilities in the wide array of subject 
competitions. These include the Mathematics 

Competition.

The Class of 2013 has demonstrated considerable 
academic ability and we look for to reporting on 
their achievement in early 2014.

Martin McKinnon & Jeremy Rylatt
Assistant Directors of Teaching and Learning (SACE and IBDP)

Maths Award Winners
The summary version of the Maths Shining Stars 
(Schools Maths Competition is SA only).

Senior

Henry Bui — 5th Prize Schools Maths 

Intermediate

Jiahao (William) Cheng — new to PAC in latest 

Competition

Louis Xiao
High Distinction (top 1%) in Australian Maths 
Competition)

Junior

Folu 
Komolafe (Year 7) & Eddie Han (Year 8)

Martin McKinnon
Assistant Director of Teaching and Learning (SACE and IBDP 
Coordinator)

Senior School Academic Report
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It was another busy year at Princes for our students 
and their involvement in Community Service. 
Term One saw some of our Year 7s involved in the 
Clipsal 500 Billy Cart Challenge for the second year 
running. The students were given the opportunity 
to build a Billy Cart with their father and race it 
down pit straight against some of the biggest names 
in Australian Touring Car Racing. In return for this 

awareness and money for The Starlight Foundation. 

Middle School were involved in the World’s Greatest 
Shave in support of the Leukaemia Foundation. The 

very short time frame and had their heads shaved in 
front of a special assembly. 

A new initiative to the program this year was the 
Year 10 Breakfast Club which saw the College 
develop a relationship with Hillcrest Primary School. 
This led to some of our students attending the 
school regularly to help provide breakfast for their 
students and mentor them in their morning classes. 
This program has been a great success mainly thanks 

to the support and time given to it by Chris McGuire 
and Andrew MacGregor. 

The Nepal Father/Son Experience was another new 
event this year which was well received. The idea 
behind the trip was to take a father and their son to 
a challenging environment and have them share a 
once in a lifetime experience together. The inaugural 
year saw 18 people accompanied by myself and 
Micha Jensen travel to Kathmandu and then out to 
the remote Kanchenjunga Region in the east.

The group were immersed in an amazingly beautiful 
part of the world where they trekked to the village 

from the thousands of tourists in other parts of the 
country. 

donation to the Himalayan Children’s Education 
Foundation which was setup by old scholars of 

also donated over 20kg of supplies to some very 
needy schools in the region. 

Being able to share this trip with nine fathers and 
their sons has been one of the highlights of my time 
teaching at Princes and I hope that this adventure 
and community trip will continue for many years.

Along with these great highlights we also continued 

BBQs throughout the year. 

The College is proud of its commitment to our 
students serving the community and is excited 
about continuing and expanding upon its programs 
into the future. 

Andrew Stace

Lamatar with local school children after a welcoming ceremony and a donation from our group

Community Service

Teens sign up for battle to beat cancer for the Cancer 
Council’s Youth Ambassador Project
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Nepal Trip 2013

as it was a social and physical one. It was as 

days of trekking was certainly all of these things. 
After a ten hour bus ride on winding road to the 

to start our trek. After a demanding first day’s 

our trekking destination from Ghunsa to the 

lessened the experience. There were just as many 

strong and motivated as a group to push through 

both moral support and three hearty meals every 

chance to forge friendships both in our group and 
with those we met in Nepal. Just as important was 
our time with the townsfolk of the region. Many 

undertake schooling with very few resources. Our 

schools were the least we could do to aid these 

would go back to Nepal in a heartbeat.

Special thanks to Mr Andew Stace and Mr Micha 
Jensen for the inspiration and drive to make the 

lead the group throughout.

Mitchell Porter
Year 11
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The Careers Office has been very busy this year 

careers counselling and guidance. A Health Science 
Mega Powerhouse Night was held in March with 

Schools heard from a diverse interesting range of 
industry professionals. The night was sponsored by 
UniSA and supported by SA Health. 

spoke at our Gap Year Information Night. The girls 
schools also attended. Over 200 students heard 

Professor Kent Anderson (International) from the 
University of Adelaide. 

Wilderness School and Prince Alfred College united 
at Wilderness for a memorable Med/Dentistry 

esteemed medical professionals shared their stories 
and wisdom with the students. The night was 
opened by the University of Adelaide and Flinders 
University.

Other events were well attended by our boys 

The University of Warwick (UK) and Nathan Flook 

Consulate General Melbourne. The Chartered 
Accountants Institute of Australia sponsored a 
fantastic Business Leader’s Luncheon for all Year 
12s. The focus was “putting your best foot forward 
for success” and the students certainly enjoyed the 

great speakers. 

Our annual Careers Expo was held in August and 
had 400 people attend. Everyone was treated to 

to join in. We had 30 exhibitors and 30 guest 
speaking sessions for the boys to choose from.

Term 4 will include interview coaching for Year 12s 
who are considering Med/Dentistry pathways and/
or scholarships. A Year 10 Careers Pizza Luncheon 
will be held with guest speakers.

It has been a fantastic year with a real highlight 
being our wonderful Old Scholars and parents who 
have contributed to the events we have held. This 
includes support with Year 11 Work Experience 
placements.

Careers Counselling
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Student Success Team
The Student Success Team (SST) works alongside 

skills that will allow them to meet their particular 
goals and to celebrate their individual successes.

small group support and sometimes individual 

nurture strengths and maximize potential to 
succeed academically. This year the team has 
extended and now includes a Counsellor (Neridah 
Boraso) who works proactively to support the 
ongoing development of social and emotional skills 
required to manage everyday life at school. The 

This year saw the development of the Student 

Success Team within the Middle and Senior Schools. 
The team has specialized staff and a whole new 

welcoming space the boys can feel safe to grow 

recess.

The Wellbeing Coaching Room provides several 

and organized relaxation or mindfulness. The 

(Wellbeing Coaches). Much of the work in this area 
focuses on skill acquisition using Mindfulness Based 

uses individual values to encourage committed 

life — one which will mean experiencing the full 
range of human emotions. Understanding these 
emotions and the acquisition of the skills necessary 

Wellbeing

The Middle and Senior School SST
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to manage them is crucial to positive mental 
health. The SST work with Year Level Coordinators 
to deliver training in various ways including 

well as to those boys accessing the hub.

The Academic Coaching Room is a happy place 
where the students can gain skills and develop 
strategies to allow them to feel success as they 

Spitty and Debbie Hulme each epitomise the 

motivating but appropriately challenging. Many 
students make use of the space after school 
(Tuesday–Friday) to work on homework under the 
watchful eye of staff.

Boys from various year levels come together to 

up on a bit of their school work. The atmosphere 
is friendly and inviting. Supervising staff from the 
Wellbeing Team are available to casually chat with 
the boys as required. 

Another SST initiative for 2013 was the 

Magann. The team of wonderful boys has 
worked tirelessly to encourage awareness of 

supported to develop great leadership. Some of 
the things they have achieved this year include 

NUNGA YARNZ by Dylan Peisley. 

Haseldine will finish their year of dedication and 
hard work with the Nation2Nation trip. Along with 

New York and meet with the National Congress 
of American Indians. They will also engage with 

and educators. They have already met with US 
Ambassador Bleich and have sent an invitation to 
President Barack Obama requesting a meeting with 

team are keen to share their learning experiences 

They would like to use this educational leadership 
tour to develop leadership opportunities for other 

particular focus on cultural exchanges. A huge 
undertaking team — WELL DONE!

College Psychologist

The Nation2Nation Team

Dylan Piesley performing the Handshake for Harmony
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Student leadership has again been strongly present 
throughout the school from all year levels in 
another wonderful year for the school. This was 
led by the school Prefects of which sixteen were 

Prefects joined the group halfway through term 
one. Both Brendan Crawford and Paul Russo 
demonstrated exception leadership qualities prior 
to their appointment and both were thoroughly 

group has been working both collectively and 
individually to realise some of the goals we set 

many of these goals was to try and promote unity 
between the three schools. Through various visits 
to the Preparatory School and working with other 

Burfield and Luke Janowksi also made a significant 
contribution to the school through their efforts 

vibrancy to the College. The House Captains and 
Student Representative Council also formulated an 
important part of the senior leadership team. Once 

by the House Captains and their involvement and 
commitment throughout the day was fantastic. 

life through various acts of fundraising and support 
of student driven initiatives.

One of the highlights of the year was the Red and 

committee working particularly tirelessly with 
the unwavering support of Mrs Dales. The James 
Bond theme was a hit with both boys and girls and 

was some friendly interschool rivalry with netball 
games against Wilderness and St. Peters Girls 
providing some great entertainment and dubious 
final results. The Battle of the Sexes tradition with 
Walford also continued in strong fashion in what 
was a classic afternoon.

After an excellent year of leadership from the 2012 

some of their initiatives they had started to 
implement. School tours were led frequently by 

Cheer the Red and the White’ was encouraged 
on multiple occasions. We hope that next year’s 

well as our own whilst also setting their own path 

to congratulate all school leaders and particularly 
commend the 2013 Prefects on an excellent year of 
leadership.

Charlie Hall

Prefects 2013

 

Student Leadership
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The role of the SRC is principally to represent the 
student cohort and advise staff on student matters 
when necessary. 

Throughout the year the SRC met regularly to 
discuss pertinent issues in the school community 
and the ongoing purpose of the SRC itself. By 
introducing a new model of SRC representative 

more engaged and took to the challenges with 
great vigour. 

Suggestions from the representatives were 

for example in regards to library arrangements 

and the provision of free cookies. One project was 

with the Middle School SRC and with the valued 
support of staff. This took place successfully in 
term three and proved to be a lively evening of 

several other schools. 

The SRC also spearheaded fundraising efforts for 

widows and the families of soldiers. In addition to 

awareness of the cause. Building on the discussions 

successes.

Theo Squires
SRC President

Student Representative Council
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Since joining the Princes community I have been 
overwhelmed by the sense of what it is to be “A 
Princes Man” and the essential role that boarding 
plays in this. 

Boarding is a unique experience and the boys in 
the Princes boarding community are encouraged 
to develop an understanding of what it means to 
be a Princes Man. At the commencement of 2013 
I gained a greater appreciation of the depth of 

and fifth generation of boarders that we have in the 
current boarding community is significant. 

marketing phenomenon. My conversations with 
many old boys illustrate through their stories 
and memories that being a Princes man is a 
genuine life experience and is worn as badge of 
honour. Throughout 2013 we have attempted to 
increase the level of personal understanding of 
this by the boys through their experiences. This is 

entirety and the professional staff are important 
contributors to the overall success of the Boarding 

engage it what is on offer. Without their support 

and any achievements would be significantly less.

Princes has been a boarding school since its 
inception in 1869 and boarders continue to be the 
life blood of the school’s community.

as another remarkable year for the boarding 

boys. Each boy has been challenged to try his 
absolute best academically and to enjoy the 
wide array of experiences offered through the 
Boarding House Activities program. Some have also 

been active participants in the school’s Outdoor 

have also played important roles as leaders. The 
outstanding personal and/or team achievements 
of boarders in some of these areas is evident 
throughout this newspaper and something of which 
they can be justifiably be proud. 2013 is also my 
first year in the boarding community and I am 
thankful for the kindness and hospitality that I and 
my family have been greeted with. 

Darren Roylett
Head of Boarding

 

Head of Boarding

Boarders’ Day BBQ fundraiser
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September was a highlight of the year for the 
boarding community. It provided the 135 boarders 
with a fantastic opportunity to share their life in 

the College. The day provided a catalyst to bring 
together the many achievements of the boys who 
are from a wide and diverse background.

A highlight of the Boarders’ Day was the early 
morning distribution of this year’s annual Boarders’ 

Michael Ellis and his team at the Yorke Peninsula 
Country Times) delivered to the boys and other 
members of the school community early on Friday 

achievements of boarding life. The 2013 edition 

highlighting the diversity of boys and their 
achievements — from flying aeroplanes to jumping 
out of them!

The Boarders’ Day Assembly is a traditional event 
and the focus of Boarders’ Day. This year’s assembly 
did not disappoint and provided the broader school 
community with some insights into boarding life. 
Boys from Year 8 through to Year 12 spoke about 
aspects of boarding life and their backgrounds. 
The common thread through the diversity of 
experiences and backgrounds was that the boys 
were appreciative of their boarding experience and 
were proud to be Princes Men. There were some 
interesting short movies featuring a selection of 

several of the International boarders provided an 
insight into life as an international boarder at the 

Tom Fulcher (Year 8) provided the assembly with 
a fantastic overview of station life in the Northern 

Territory. Ben Heaslip (Captain of Boarding) proved 

opening speech demonstrating the significant 
impact that boarding has had on Ben’s life at 
Princes.

Following the assembly the whole school was 
invited to attend the annual Rushton Cup Football 
match which was played at lunchtime on the back 
oval in a country football atmosphere for the first 
time. This was a new idea for Boarders’ Day and 
enabled the boys from Fiddian and Bayly/Hartley 
to fiercely compete for bragging rights over the 
Rushton Cup in front of a great crowd. The country 
feel was also contributed to with a magnificent 

McDonald House on the day!

I must thank the Catering Manager Mr Darryl 
Attiwill and his team for providing the essential 

ingredients kindly donated by some of the College’s 
suppliers. Their support with the BBQ preparation 
and the work of the Housekeeping team in helping 
us set up on the day was certainly appreciated.

Special thanks must also be extended to Captain 

who oversaw the production of the presentations 
and videos for the assembly and the cooking of the 
BBQ. I would also like to extend my appreciation 
to the Boarding House staff that assisted with 
general organization of the day and the significant 
contributions in putting together the Boarders’ 
Herald.

Ronald McDonald House. Just as importantly the 

and diversity of the activities they are involved 

Boarders’ Day
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in after school hours and on the weekends and it 
also allowed members of the school community 
to gain an insight into the diverse backgrounds of 

or even thousands of kilometres from Prince 

country. Despite some of the challenges that are 
associated with living so far from home to attend 

enthusiastic and very supportive group of young 
men. They share a unique way of life and are part 
of a community that adds enormous value to the 
Princes Community.

Darren Roylett
Head of Boarding

Boarding House 2012
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Boarding House Prefects 2013
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The International Students Transition Program 
and Intensive English

The ISTP is an established and successful program 
at PAC. It offers intensive support in academic 
English language acquisition for international 
students in Years 8–10 who are new to Australia 
and whose language skills are not yet sufficient to 
best facilitate success in mainstream subjects. It is 
the goal of this program to transition students to 
the mainstream with English language competence 
and confidence. Students undertake cultural 
familiarisation activities as well as developing their 
subject language skills and some related content 

main focus of their learning is on the integral skills 

skills and vocabulary building. As their language 

gradually integrated into mainstream classes where 
they have more interaction with native speakers 
and are better able to communicate with them and 
in the new subjects.

once again enjoyed the participation of four newly 
arrived international girls from Wilderness School 
who have added a new dimension to our classes 
as they have worked collaboratively with the boys 
to improve their English language skills. While 
both PAC and Wilderness School are committed 
to educating boys and girls in a single gender 

together to understand the cultural differences 
they will encounter and to acquire the language 
skills needed for successful participation in their 

Making ANZAC biscuits with Wilderness International 
Students

 
Mount Lofty after hiking up from Waterfall Gully

International Students
PAC international students and teachers at the summit of Mount Lofty
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academic programs. We have had in excess of 25 

more expected to start in Term 4.

Through their involvement in associated outdoor 

opportunities are provided for participants to 

and native language speakers for acculturation 
purposes and later related discussion and writing 

high ropes and team building activities camp was 

is eagerly anticipating their turn in November. The 
boys are strongly encouraged to join College sports 

made in the International Students’ Intercollegiate 
games with St Peter’s College.

started at our College two years previously with 

a semester in the ISTP improving his English skills. 
Other international students have also achieved 
notable successes over the years. The current group 
similarly will be far better prepared for mainstream 
College life as a result of their ISTP involvement.

Jeff Ellis
ISTP teacher

ISTP students canoeing at Scotts Creek

Making ANZAC biscuits with Wilderness International 
Students

Canoeing Expedition on the River Murray
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Big Band Report
2013 has certainly been a standout year for the 

with our bands playing at many school functions 

with our bands being invited to perform at the 

Live in addition to our usual competitions down at 
Mount Gambier and Westminster.

We kicked off our string of successes this year 

at Mt Gambier. We brought six bands to compete 
(more than any other school) over every skill 

in the nation to compete in Division 1. Big Band 1 
cemented its reputation as one of the best school 

lucky enough to be selected as Future Finalists 

students.

We continued our success down at the ABODA 

Big Band 1

Senior School Arts

Big Band 2

 

C Young

 
 
Big Band 3
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Band 1 winning a gold award and placing third in 

We finished off the year with the massively 
successful All That Jazz concert where jazz legend 
James Morrison played alongside our Big Bands; 
a true honour from a modern musical master. 
Without a doubt it has been a fantastic year 

unparalleled leadership and devotion of Mr Andrew 

generations.

Trevor Adelson
Captain of Music

Senior Band Report

each team member plays his or her individual 
role with excellence. The members achieve this 

learning from previous experiences. 

2013 has been one of the finest years for the Senior 
Concert Band with many memorable highlights.

This year was the first time the Senior Concert 
Band won Gold and beat Saint Peter’s Boys College 
at the annual ABODA competition; another tick 

a highlight. Playing one of the most energetic 

at the competition gave the Senior Band boys a 
challenging adventure to be cherished. 

Concert Band performance of the Prince Alfred 
College Fanfare played around the balconies 

Concert Band combined with both the Junior 
and Intermediate Concert Bands to perform 
“Camina Burana” — the famous tune from the 
beer advertisement “It’s a big ad.” As much fun as 

the hundred odd members in this combined band 
generated an enormous block of sound. It was truly 
a spectacular experience.

Senior Concert Band
 

 

Big Band 4

 

 

Absent: T Dodsworth
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Due to the ambition amongst our motivated band 

just wasn’t enough for the Senior Concert Band 

road to play with the Senior Concert Band from 
Seymour College. This was very musically fulfilling 
working with another polished concert band.

The whole year has been very enjoyable and has 
created valuable memories. I wish the Senior 
Concert Band luck for the continued success and 
enjoyment in music that lies ahead of them in 
2014.

Paul Russo
Head of Bands

Choir Report

similar to recent years. We have had a growth in 
numbers from the Preparatory School which is 
pleasing for the Princes Choir’s future. Within the 

Alto voices which has increased the capability and 

the Jazz Choir have had a few performances that 

on top of the new repertoire from past years with 

including Viva La Vida and Pride (In The Name of 
Love).

Big Bands for the second time to the Generations 

Sinfonia
 

A Thomson

  

Jazz Choir
 

Mr T Bouyessis (Choir Director)

Absent: J Lesicar

Intermediate Concert Band
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worthwhile performing experience and good 
practice for younger members. 

Another highlight of the year would have to be 
performing with jazz legend Mr James Morrison at 
the “All That Jazz” concert. To sing with the legend 
at a sold out concert was a memorable experience. 

There are five Choristers who received 5 Year 

students are to be commended for their ongoing 
work and support with the choir.

on strengthening the choir’s musical ability and 
performance. We are also keen to return to Mount 
Gambier to participate in the Generations in Jazz 
Festival as it was a clear highlight for the year and 
a good way to experience an atmosphere jammed 
full of entertainment and music. Through the 

Tasso Bouyessis and the assistance of our 

choral experiences and a chance to further develop 
vocal ability for all students.

Jared Vanmali
Head of Choirs

Strings Report
It has been a year of variety and promise in the 
strings department. Evidence of improvement has 
been reflected in our performances throughout the 

future generations.

Sinfonia have played music of many genres to 
reach to other audiences. Every year should be as 

ourselves into the privilege of expressing one’s 

PAC Sinfonia ensemble (the most senior string 
orchestra) was honoured to collaborate with 
the Saint Peters Girl’s Senior Orchestra on 
numerous occasions. A notable performance was 

students are presented with the opportunity 
to challenge themselves against other string 
ensembles from across SA and perhaps beyond. This 
year resulted with us achieving a silver award.  

year would have to be our attempt play a concert 
with music featured in computer games. Leaping 

A sense of achievement is found in the PAC strings 

and pride are the things that make progress. As 

her guidance and the amount of time and effort 
in developing the strings program. Also thanks to 
the lads who are so proud and passionate in their 
seeking greater opportunities with their strings.

Richard Xiong
Captain of Strings

Princes Choir
 

 
C O’Leary

 

S Scalzi
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It was again inspiring to see the development of 
our 2013 student leaders in the Arts Community. 

Many thanks again to those boys recognized 
below. Thanks also to those not selected this year 

and all boys who step up to lead as required. The 
mentoring of younger students by almost all our 
senior players is one of the key differences in our 
Department and one of the most significant factors 
in our success over the last 12 months.

There are two awards. Creative Achievement 
recognizes a significant level of creative 
achievement combined with a consistent 
contribution to the artistic life of the school. 

Winners for 2013 in this category were 

William Cambell
Hugo Chapman
Lucas DeGaris
Harrison Klenk
Thomas Lancione
Alvin Lee

Alan McInnes
Thomas Miller
Brandon Reynolds
Anthony Rositano
Paul Russo
Matthew Smalls

genuine demonstration of service and commitment 
to the younger students and a significant 
contribution to the artistic life of the school 
beyond their first award. 

There were five worthy recipients of this award 
this year.

Matthew O’Brien — Award with Honours
Matthew has made a 
significant contribution 
to music at Prince 
Alfred College over a 
number of years. He 
began studying the 
trombone in the 2005 

was quickly promoted 
through the ranks. 
Through his outstanding 
solo at Generations in 

2 Superband. He was promoted to a full member 
of both Big Band 1 and the Senior Concert Band 

constantly changing time signatures. Out of a 

was selected to be one of the six students to 
receive the Future Finalists award.

He has participated in the Jazz SA Superband 

won the position of section leader in the 1st band’s 
trombone section. In 2012 he was the first student 
from this school to be selected for the Juilliard 
Winter School. Following successful performances 

Senior School Arts Honours winners

Senior School Arts Awards 2013
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Trevor is a talented 
performer who has 
contributed greatly 
to the artistic life of 
the school. Starting 

was soon promoted to 
Senior Concert Band in 
2009. Trevor also has 
played in a number 

selected for a Division 
2 Superband position in the 2010 Generations in 
Jazz before being promoted to Big Band 1 later that 
year. He has been selected to play lead trumpet 
in this ensemble on many occasions and is also an 
exceptional soloist. Due to his inspired solo and 

Trevor was selected as one of the six Future 
Finalists.

was selected to perform in the 2nd trumpet 

to play regularly with Adelaide’s best musicians 
and directors. His participation in the mentoring 
program shows a genuine dedication to passing on 
his skills to the younger boys and his leadership has 
contributed significantly to the success of several 
band tours. He has also sung with the Jazz Choir 
memorising his part in near record time. Trevor 
has also been an inspiring Head of Music. His quiet 
dedication was evident in the hours of organisation 
he contributed behind the scenes.

Angus Lawrence — Award with Honours
Angus is an exceptional 
musician who has 
contributed to the life of 
the Music Department 
over a number of years. 
He began his percussion 
studies in 2005 and 
continued these when 
he moved to PAC in 
2007. He was quickly 
promoted through the 
ranks and secured both 

the Senior Concert Band and Big Band 1 drum 

Generations in Jazz Division 1 Superband award 
in 2012 and was also chosen for the Division 1 
Development Award. 

He auditioned successfully for the 2nd Jazz SA 
Superband and regularly plays with some of 
Adelaide’s best young musicians and directors. 
Angus has attended workshops with such 

selected to perform in the Juilliard Winter School 
in Melbourne earlier this year and spent a week 
playing in rehearsals and performances with some 
of the best young jazz soloists from Australia 
and overseas. Angus has been an outstanding 

concerts transporting and assembling the required 
percussion equipment.

Samuel Leeson — Award with Honours
Samuel is a dedicated 
musician whose hard 
work has enabled him 
play at the highest 
levels. After beginning 

to bass lessons after 
moving to PAC. Due 
to his late start on 
this instrument and 
his relative lack of 

placed in ensembles with many younger boys. In 

organised and led his section with quite a purpose. 

promotion to both Senior Concert Band and Big 

as the second best jazz bass player in the Jazz SA 
Superband program; bettered only by a player 
currently studying in the Adelaide University Jazz 
course.

Samuel has been an exceptional mentor to the 

bass players in rehearsals and sectionals. 

Luke Janowski — Award with Honours
Luke is a versatile 
musician with an 
incredibly broad range of 
talents. Starting in the 

he was promoted almost 

reaching both the Senior 
Concert Band and Big 
Band 1 in 2009. At the 
2012 Generations in 

student from this school to be awarded the most 
prestigious Future Finalist award. As part of this 

in a band that included the jazz great Mr James 

He has won several talent competitions including 

also produced music in several genres including 

three songs this year that were aired on Fresh FM.

knowledge of music freely and enthusiastically 
with many younger players.

Andrew Newhouse
Director of Music Performance and Bands
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2013 will mark the seventh year since the Shades 

proved invaluable in harnessing the creativity and 

committee of nine students began work on this 
year’s edition of the journal. Looking back on what 

proved to be intimidating as the accomplishment 
of the outgoing Year 12s would be a difficult act to 

as the enthusiastic and talented Year 11 students 

challenge was met with eager anticipation.

frequent meetings acted as a great opportunity 
for everyone to become acquainted with each 
other and develop a mutual comfort in working 
as a group. Our primary focus was to ensure that 
all students of the Middle and Senior Schools 
were aware of how to submit their works to 

the fantastic work of Mr Iadanza and his video 

acknowledge both Mr Iadanza and Mrs Marshall for 

efforts going a long way in both the development 
and publishing process.

has been met with much hesitation. In today’s 
world where adolescents seemingly prefer to 
express themselves through tumblr blogs and 

whether the current lot of students would even 
be interested in submitting poetry to the journal. 

well the journal is received among the boys; and 
this year was no exception. What seemed to be 
countless entries resulted in one of the largest 
Shades of Red editions thus far; the student 
response has been simply astounding.

Each one of these unique entries is viewed by our 
committee members in what is perhaps the most 
fulfilling aspect of constructing the journal. As a 
group we strive to ensure that as many students 

from throughout the College. This year also saw 
the introduction of an Instagram submission 
option through which students could upload their 
photos with a simple tag to ensure submission to 
the committee. The complexity and sophistication 
displayed throughout many of these works 

Shades of Red

George Jaensch Year 10
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Connor Olsson Jones Year 9

Chaise Eade Year 11

highlight how poetry still remains both a relevant 
and effective medium in our Princes community.

throughout much of what defines Shades of Red. 
Each edition is a communal celebration of the 
College; a uniquely collaborative effort fueled by 
the students that attend the College throughout 

past committee members Fraser Goldsworthy and 

their assistance with the design and collation 
process. 

I look forward to the forthcoming years in which I 
can look back on the Shades of Red editions sitting 

attend Prince Alfred College in 2012 and 2013. Each 
edition truly represents the Princes community 

insight into the personalities and characters that 
defined that era. It is truly a timestamp of the best 

rather reflective of creativity and expression.

Christian Colombo
2013 Committee Member
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Jack de Vidas  
Art Prize  
Middle School

1st Prize
William Rudd

Jack de Vidas  
Art Prize  
Senior School

1st Prize
Xavier Warne
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Ashton Seascape/Landscape

1st Prize
Nicholas Tsakalos

Ashton Seascape/Landscape

2nd Prize
Xavier Warne Jack de Vidas Art Prize Middle School

2nd Prize
Edmario Lesi

Jack de Vidas Art Prize Senior School

2nd Prize
Sebastian Highham



Year 12 Design 
2013
Student work from top left clockwise:
Romvi Fashion Branding: Amyas Ross 
Wine Branding: Phillip Craig
Surfboard Wax Packaging: Alex Hayes
Skateboard Graphics: Shae Haseldine 
Movie Poster: Luke Janowski
Residential Complex: Ruijie Zhang
Crunch Salad Bar: Tom Evans
Cafe Development: Leon Coetzer
AFL Branding: Tate Sharman
Fashion Branding: Todd Alexander   
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Alexander Duthy Year 9 Joel Lee Year 9

George Murdoch Year 9 George Jaensch Year 9 Hugh Gramp Year 9

Majd Masri Year 10 William Worthley Year 9 Lachlan James Year 9

Stuart Harris Year 10 James Nicolson Year 10

Jacob Lucey Year 9 Kosta Mavropoulos Year 10 Ned Clark Proud Year 10

Terence Ang Year 9 Henry Lock Year 9 Xavier Warne Year 12
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PAC Senior School chess completed another 
successful year. Five teams were entered in the 
Secondary Interschool Competition: two in Division 

The Division 1 Red team finished 1st in the 

in the final match to clinch victory. The team 

Jason Huynh and Terence Ang.

Division 2 competition. PAC Gold finishing in 17th 
place from 26 teams entered. 

one team in Division 3 finished strongly in 6th 
place from 15 teams entered. 

PAC won the secondary Champion School Shield 

College and Glenunga IHS. 

We were pleased Peter Gregoric and Joel Lee 

coaching clinic held in Sydney.

A pleasing number of boys competed in the 
City of Adelaide and South Australian Junior 
Championships held during the April and July 

holidays. Eddie Han (Year 9) continued last year’s 

Adelaide Junior Championships and also the State 

Lee the U15 and Denny Han the U14 titles.

PAC won the annual intercollegiate Chess match 

to 4.4. It was a thrilling display after initially being 
4–1 down.

Eddie Han was the winner of the Middle School 
Championship and Danyon White won the Senior 
School Championship.

Danyon White is to be congratulated on being an 
excellent role model as Captain of Chess through 
his dedication and outstanding skills as a Chess 
player. I am grateful to Mrs Marie Milicevic for her 
supervision of Friday night matches at the Chess 
Centre. 

expertise to coach the senior school Chess boys. 

game have been invigorating for all involved.

Peter Serwan
Director of Chess

Chess
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What a season it was! PAC fielded ten Debating 
squads in the Senior section of Debating SA in 
2013. Our 42 speakers came from across the 
Middle and Senior Schools — from Junior 6/7s 

debating as a Senior team. 

Our youngsters formed three teams at 6/7 level 

season among the top six in that division. The 
Association doesn’t hold finals rounds at this level 
so the lads finished the season triumphant but 
wishing they could have the excitement of finals 
debates. 

Brosnan and Tom Dobson — debated smoothly as a 

finishing second on the ladder. Green particularly 
shone with their rebuttal technique and the 

and skill every single time. Red prepared thoroughly 

and Edmario Lesi communicating and evaluating 
practice with a maturity beyond their years. Ethan 

all season with Chairing and Timing for the Reds.

Speaker of the Night were liberally peppered across 
this talented young cohort. Blue was notable for its 
good humour and the leadership potential which 

Ming Li) interacted in rehearsal and performance. 

enthusiasm was bubbling along and Seb’s creativity 

Round. Our Red team showed intelligence and 
focus unstintingly. Brainstorming sessions were a 
joy to witness; team collaboration was superb. That 

Zac Mizgalski and Patrick Gayen.

We fielded two squads at Year 9 level — Blue and 

demands of Wambana or illness dictated flexibility. 

gracious about stepping into unfamiliar speaking 
roles without their usual team dynamic. A season 
highlight has to be the way the Nines helped each 
other and in particular Green’s performance under 
extreme stress on one occasion. The group — Eddie 

all our expectations. They have been a delight!

O’Brien — had their share of hard work during the 

too. Veiled Adjudicator references were made 
about an incredulous Tim’s (he is the consummate 

forfeited against us just when our truly desperate 
case preparation seemed to be going nowhere 

quite failed to appreciate that Andy’s use of a 

The Senior squad members were fine role models 

(almost rendering speechless) one Adjudicator 

response to the case “That Father Christmas has 
a harder job than the Easter Bunny”. William won 
Best Speaker Award no less than three times. These 
gentlemen came so very close to victory in both 
the Intercol Debate and the Association Quarter 
Finals. The future looks bright!

Warm thanks must go to the conscientious 

Mark Wilde and Greg Zheng have been dedicated 
guides for our 42 team members and a marvellous 

nothing short of inspirational in their dedication to 
the nurturing of young debaters. Debating requires 
a wide swathe of skills — the ability to approach a 

to think critically; to communicate with and work 
easily with others in a team setting and ultimately 

manner. It requires dedication and lots of practice. 
Our 2013 coaches deserve high praise for their 
support and motivation of these boys.

families. Those parents and siblings who venture 

the entire season of winter: the way that you 
encourage and support the boys and Coaches 
is deeply appreciated. We thank you for your 
unwavering support. 

Marilyn Hunt
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Public Speaking students take on 
the United Nations

Prince Alfred College has continued to expand and 

new opportunities to become involved in the UN 

Youth.

Competitions in which students have represented 

the College this year include: the UN Youth SA 

Trophy Competition and our annual King’s Speech 

12 were also given the opportunity to attend more 

experts such as Rostrum Freeman (and adjudicator) 

Programme.

 

 

 

The King’s Speech Competition

King’s Speech Competition was again the highlight 

previous years and continuing to inspire excellence 

took the stage this year to deliver their views 

and adjudicators. The quality of speeches was 
noticeably higher this year (especially in the Senior 
School division) and adjudicators commented 

arguments and deliveries of all our competitors.

Logue Award were as follows:

Preparatory School Division:

Lionel Logue Award: Blake Cranna (on the topic of 

SA’s introduced Marine Parks affect recreational 
use’)

Middle School Division:

Lionel Logue Award: Max Kirkby (on the topic of 

Public Speaking
Andy Nguyen and Tim Hobbs at the State Finals of the UN 
Youth’s Evatt Trophy Competition

Theo Squires delivering his winning speech in the Senior 
School Division of the 2013 King’s Speech Competition

Patrick Gayen (runner up) and Max Kirkby (winner) in 
the Middle School Division of the 2013 King’s Speech 
Competition

Ethan Brewerton (runner up) and Blake Cranna (winner) in 
the Preparatory School Division of the 2013 King’s Speech 
Competition
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Senior School Division:

Lionel Logue Award (for the third year in a 

Government’)

Runner up: Shaun Gerschwitz (on the topic of 

Beyond the College
The improved quality of speeches during 2013 
has clearly testified to the benefits of ongoing 

this was also confirmed by the achievements 
of students participating in various external 

trick’ in the Senior School division of the King’s 

given special mention. Not only has he now set 
a very formidable benchmark for future King’s 

a State Finalist in both the Plain English Speaking 
Award (in which he placed a very close second) and 
the Rostrum Voice of Youth — both very prestigious 
national competitions.

Also of note were the achievements of those Year 
10 and 11 boys competing in UN Youth activities 
this year — working in pairs as representatives 

and debating over mock UN Security Council 

UN Youth Conference that they were each selected 
to represent South Australia in the National 
UN Youth Conference in Sydney. In the second 

Ibuken Oloruntoba) were also selected to compete 
in the State Finals of the UN Youth’s Evatt Trophy 

and Andy Nguyen — both Year 10 boys) placing 3rd 

and being chosen to represent South Australia in 
the National Finals in Perth during December.

2013 has certainly been an exciting year for Public 

rise in talent and student successes bodes very well 
for the future of our Public Speaking culture. Well 

to those organisations such as Rostrum and the UN 
Youth for helping us to inspire excellence in our 
Public Speaking students.

Mark Bailey
Public Speaking Coordinator

Shaun Gerschwitz (runner up) and Theo Squires (winner) in 
the Senior Division of the 2013 King’s Speech Competition

King’s Speech 2013
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Princes students love playing sport for the 
College

I am delighted by the consistently large number 

sporting programs here at Prince Alfred College. 
In both the summer and winter seasons a huge 
number of boys commit to regular practices and 
weekend matches across eighteen sport and 

positive sense of community spirit at venues 
around the College and at away matches. It is 
exciting to watch our students passionately 
representing the College to the best of their 
abilities and it brings home to me that we have 
the right balance to inspire excellence in human 
movement as well as through our academic 
program. Over five hundred Middle School and 

to proclaim that in an era when many schools 
are facing a decline in the number of students 

lifestyle and sometimes challenges young 
men to face adversity and strive against the 

esteem in our students. Above all our players 
strive to demonstrate consistent teamwork and 
uncompromising sportsmanship. Through sport 

been the Princes way for 144 years. It is an integral 
part of the College’s culture. Students develop 

students the best opportunities to enjoy playing 
sport.

2013 Honours Colours Awards
“True sport is always a duel: 

are strengthened” 

(Yevgeny Yevtushenko Russian poet)

Prince Alfred College acknowledges students 
who have demonstrated a high level of sporting 
proficiency with body and mind during the sporting 

young men who have been winning the duel to 
reach the highest standard within their chosen 

other qualities that Princes deems important in a 
College sportsman. 

2013 Honours Colours Summer
Rowing
Tyson Beauchamp 
Nicholas Parletta

Tennis
James Ma 
Li Tu 
Kurtis Willson

2013 Colours Summer
Badminton
Hugo Chapman 
Oscar Chapman 

Sparks 
Jason Huyhn 
Fuhrmen Lee 
Shuai Li 
Jones Wong  
Yuxing Zhang

Cricket
Simon Brown 
Will van Dissel  
Lewis Young

Rowing
Henry Brennen 

 
Alex Cox 
Cameron Lowe 
Tim Santin 
Tom Vasileff  
Michael Wilson

Swimming
Arron Gwinnett  
Joshua Cameron

Tennis
Lliam Bishop 
Leon Coetzer  
Riley Terrell

Water Polo
Henry Basedow 
Cameron Burfield 
Samuel Jackson  
Sebastian Higham

Honours Colours Citations Summer

contribution and individual excellence to Rowing 
at Prince Alfred College 

Nicholas Parletta: Rowing 
Nicholas Parletta was appointed Captain of Boats 
in 2012 a position awarded to him as a result of 
his enthusiasm and commitment to Rowing at 
Prince Alfred College. He has led the Boat Shed 
well and has shared his obvious enjoyment and 
motivation for the sport with his team mates at 
all times. Nicholas was a member of the winning 

in the history of PAC Boat Club to achieve this 
feat. The 1st VIII was also the RowingSA Schoolboy 
Crew of the Year in 2013 and placed second at the 
Australian National Championships in the Under 19 

been a motivational leader for the Boat Shed. His 
attitude to training is excellent and his consistency 
is a trademark in all that he undertakes. In January 

in the South Australian Youth Olympics Squad 
which competed at the 2013 Youth Olympic 
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Festival held in Sydney. This was the sixth edition of 
the Festival with 1700 athletes from 30 countries 
competing in 17 sports at many of the Olympic 
venues around Sydney. Nicholas was also a member 
of the PAC Quad which competed successfully at 
the Henley Royal Regatta in June last year. The crew 
had an outstanding regatta progressing through 

eventual winners. Nicholas’ determination and 
persistence in getting the job done make him a 
worthy role model. He works positively as a team 
member and possesses the ability to motivate 
and inspire enthusiasm in others. Nicholas has 
played an integral part in helping his Boat Club 
place a close second in the 2013 Rowing SA School 
Boy Premiership.Nicholas has made a significant 
contribution to the sport of Rowing and is a most 

Honours Colours.

Tyson Beauchamp: Rowing 
Tyson Beauchamp has been a member of the 
1st VIII for the past two seasons and is only the 
11th boy in the history of the Boat Club to win 
consecutive 1st VIII races at the Head of the River. 
He is a wonderful athlete and a valued member of 
the Prince Alfred College Boat Shed. He possesses 

and was arguably the best technician in the Shed 
throughout the past two rowing seasons. The 1st 
VIII was awarded the RowingSA Schoolboy Crew 
of the Year in 2013 and placed second at the 
Australian National Championships in the Under 19 

both on and off the water was second to none 
and his consistency is a trademark in all that he 

was selected into the South Australian Institute of 

program for the SASI Rowing squad and aims to 
identify athletes considered to possess Olympic 

Tyson gained selection into the Australian Junior 
Development Team and participated in a successful 
tour of New Zealand racing against the New 
Zealand National Junior team. Tyson is an excellent 

all he undertakes and professional in his approach. 
He has played an integral part in helping his Boat 
Shed place a close second in the 2013 Rowing 
SA School Boy Premiership.Tyson has made a 
significant contribution to the sport of Rowing and 
is a most fitting recipient of the highest sporting 

contribution and individual excellence in Tennis 
at Prince Alfred College

James Ma: Tennis 
James was awarded Honours Colours in 2012 for 
his elite ability in tennis. Since that award James 
has gained further personal and team distinction. 
He was a member of the Trinity Gardens Premier 
League team which won the premiership in the 
winter competition in 2012 and was runner up in 
the summer competition in 2013. He scaled back 

his tournament schedule to focus more on his 
studies but still maintained a level to compete at 
the Nationals 18 and under in December 2012. He 

for the 2012/2013 season and led the Drive Team 
with distinction. He was awarded the Independent 
Schools Sports Association Player of the Year for 
being the player with the most wins in the season 
at number one. James’ continued high performance 
and contribution to tennis at PAC makes him a 
worthy recipient of the schools highest sporting 

Li Tu: Tennis 
Li joined PAC in Year 5 in 2006 and showed such 
talent that he played in the Intercol in Year 6 
in 2007. In 2008 he won two consecutive U/12 
National tennis titles and he has been consistently 
ranked in the top 2 nationally as a junior. Li 
represented Australia in the World Junior U/14 
tournament in 2010 and in the Junior Davis Cup 
in 2012. Hi tournament record is outstanding. 
Highlights include winning the doubles title of 

in 2011 and qualifying for the Junior Australian 
Open in 2012. He was a finalist of the Salisbury 
Platinum AMT in January 2013 and won the singles 
and doubles titles in the Mildura Open in April 

the 2012/2013 season and his contribution to PAC 
tennis success may never be rivalled. A large part 
of PAC winning 3 national school titles was due to 
Li’s contribution most recently winning 15 matches 
out of 15 in the 2012 National schools tournament 
to put PAC into the World Schools event. He 
represented PAC at 2 world schools tournaments 
in France in 2011 and most recently in May 2013 
where he incredibly only lost 4 games in 6 best of 3 
sets singles matches. Li has also helped contribute 
to PAC’s unbeaten run in intercols since 2007. Li’s 

contribution to Prince Alfred College tennis make 
him a worthy recipient of the school’s highest 

Kurtis Willson: Tennis 
Kurtis joined PAC in Year 10 in 2012 and made 
an immediate impact on tennis at Prince Alfred 
College playing at number three. In April 2012 after 
helping the team win the intercol and finish second 
in the Drive Competition he won the 16 and under 
South Australian Junior Tennis Championship. In 
November 2012 playing at number 2 he helped PAC 
win the National Schools Tennis Tournament and 
he went on to play admirably in the World Schools 
Tennis Tournament winning 5 of his 6 singles 
matches. In December 2012 he finished 6th in the 
U/16 National Championships at Melbourne Park. 
Following on from that in January 2013 he won 
the doubles of the Gallipoli Youth Tennis Cup an 
ITF U/18 Tournament. In March 2013 he made the 
semis at the Mildura Open in the singles and won 
the doubles with Li Tu then returned to help PAC 
to another intercol win. He currently plays number 
two for Broadview in the Premier League. Kurtis’ 

contribution to Prince Alfred College tennis make 
him a worthy recipient of the school’s highest 
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Outstanding weather prevailed for the 2013 
summer intercollegiate matches between Prince 

10 April.

It was a week that highlighted everything good 
about participation in school sport. Amid the 

friendship was evident.

PAC values and supports the participation and 
development of boys in sport and the rich history 
that participation embraces. As an important part 
of a young man’s education sport is an opportunity 

his writing and for winning the Nobel Prize for 

soccer goalkeeper. It was often said of him that he 
“played bravely and with passion” when keeping for 
his university team. Unfortunately he contracted 
TB and that put an end to his sporting aspirations. 

know in the long run about morality and the 

somehow mattered; and I am sure he knew because 

standing tradition of intercollegiate matches is 
likewise a big thing and it too matters!

23rd Intercollegiate Badminton Match

the Princes team was hoping for a strong 
performance in the 23rd Badminton intercollegiate 

a late withdrawal from the starting side due 
to concussion. However once the doubles got 
underway it soon became evident as a spectator 
that Hugo Chapman the Princes Captain and his 

to battle for every point throughout the afternoon. 
Perhaps the highlight was Yuxing Zhang’s marathon 

PAC played with determination but succumbed to 
a more skilful opponent. Congratulations to the 
talented Saints team for its dominant performance. 

137th Intercollegiate Cricket Match

one of the most comprehensive Saints victories in 
intercollegiate cricket history. Captain of the 1st 

the team were all newcomers to the pressures of a 

four day match and Saints made extraordinary use 

batting wicket.

Princes opening batsmen William van Dissel (9) 
and Zachary Richards (6) looked comfortable in 

the first wicket fell. What occurred next was quite 
extraordinary; Princes lost 9 wickets for 31 runs 

lunch. An early Saints wicket (1/4) brought the 

Gregory dominated the proceedings for the rest of 
Day 1 and when he was dismissed caught Cameron 

Princes bowlers rallied to take the last 7 wickets 
for the addition of 52 runs. Luke Bartlett was the 
best of the PAC bowling with 3/47 and he was well 
supported by Harry Ford 2/47 and Lewis Young 
2/69. Saints were dismissed for 334 shortly after 
lunch on Day 2 and Princes required in excess of 
285 runs to make Saints bat again. Unfortunately 
Saints crashed through Princes upper order batting 
for a second time and by stumps on Day 2 PAC was 
struggling at 7/108. The shining light with the bat 
for PAC was Simpson who showed true grit to score 
50 out of his team’s 129 run second innings total. 
Saints won the match by an innings and 156 runs 
just before lunch on Day 3. 

2013 Head of the River Regatta

crew crowned what had been a truly amazing 
rowing season with a convincing victory at the 
prestigious Head of the River Regatta. Captain of 
Boats Nicholas Parletta and his crew consisting 

other crews from start to finish and covered the 
2000 metre course in the time of 6.03.25. It was 
an emphatic victory as PAC crossed the line a boat 
length and a half in front of arch rivals Saints. 
The back to back Head of the River victory was a 
worthy reward for the hard work and determination 
of this year’s boathouse and an equally fitting 

Randell and his dedicated team of coaches. The PAC 
boathouse finished the regatta with four 1st placed 

crews. 

41st Intercollegiate Swimming Carnival

Despite an influx of strong swimmers at the 

struggled to have all its swimmers available for 
Wednesday afternoon meets. Consequently it was 
unable to gain the points required to swim at the 
final of the SAAS swimming carnival held at St 
Peter’s College on 3 April. The result of this year’s 
intercollegiate contest therefore was referred back 

with Saints retaining the shield from its victory on 
that afternoon. Strong performers in the pool for 
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team and healthy number of competitors this year 
augurs well for season 2014 and the return of our 
newly renovated pool and training facility in the 
RED Centre.

116th Intercollegiate Tennis Match

The annual summer intercollegiate matches 

a strong team performance from the cream of our 

player Li Tu gave his side a perfect start with a 

singles victories followed from number three Kurtis 

6–4 7–5. By lunchtime Princes was placed strongly 

success after the lunch break with doubles victories 

the 116th Intercollegiate Tennis Match enabled 
PAC to retain the Intercollegiate Tennis Cup for the 
7th consecutive year. Congratulations to senior 

MIC Chris Nicholls and the team. The next major 
challenge was to represent School Sport Australia 
in the International Schools Sport Federation Tennis 

Centre in April 2013.

3rd Intercollegiate Water Polo Match

Prince Alfred College lost the 3rd Water Polo 
Intercollegiate Match 23–4 at the Saints pool on 3 
April. Princes began strongly and worked hard to 
negate the many attacking forays the home side 
developed. At halftime Princes trailed 2–10; both 

third quarter to extend its lead to 17–2. Jackson 
scored his third goal for the match in the last 

Higham also scored. Princes were gallant in defeat 
and never stopped trying against a formidable 
opposition that boasts a large number of club 
and state players. Some of the better players for 

Sam Jackson and Sebastian Higham. With the RED 

senior coach Mr Scott Parker and his players are 
optimistic about future water polo intercollegiate 
matches. Congratulations to centre forward Sam 
Jackson and driver Sebastian Higham for making 
the South Australian U/18 Water Polo Team. The 
pair travelled to the AIS in Canberra to participate 
in the Nationals in April. Congratulations also 

intercollegiate match.

Gary Jenkinson
Director of Sport

1st X1 Cricket
A vastly different group from that which played 
in our previous season faced a baptism of fire in 
playing against some of the SAAS school cricketing 

Rostrevor College made a formidable 330 and 
Will Van Dissel and our most experienced player 
Campbell Combe both bowled well. Van Dissel (56 
no) and wicketkeeper Noah Ramsey (34 no) then 
combined in a face saving partnership of 70 runs 
but we fell considerably short of the opposition’s 
score. Our second outing against St Michaels 
followed a similar pattern unfortunately but young 
leg spinner Lewis Young showed great promise. 
Our first win of the season came against a capable 
Sacred Heart College side that batted first and 
posted 175 runs. Luke Bartlett bowled impressively. 
A match winning partnership of 144 runs between 
Zac Richards (79) and Van Dissel (69 no) proved 
to be the difference. Another strong win against 

Clarke (36) all batting well. A two day fixture 
against Saints rounded off the term and once again 
we faced a daunting task when the blues made 

1st XI Intercollegiate Cricket Team 2013

J Green

 
 

W van Dissel 

2nd XI Cricket Team 2013
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highlights.

Meanwhile the usual Twenty/20 competition 
was held and after great wins over Pulteney and 
Pembroke we played St Michaels in a semifinal. We 
found the opposition too strong but everyone felt 
pleased with our efforts to reach this final with 
Richards named as our T/20 player of the 2012. He 
was ably assisted by left arm swing bowler Bartlett 
who claimed a memorable 4 wickets for 2 runs 
against Pulteney Grammar School.

During the holidays we played matches against St 
Peter’s Lutheran School from Brisbane and Barker 

Cameron Pritchard made an excellent 89 and 
Simpson an entertaining 51no against Saints to 
lead us to victory. Barker proved to be too good for 
us but Cameron Giles batted well to make 62. Our 
families hosted Felsted for several days and for the 

late on the second day and Brown playing a pivotal 
role with the bat.

A series of one day fixtures as part of the State one 

day championship was the main focus leading up 
to the annual 4 day match against Saints College. 
The first fixture saw a resounding victory over 
Pembroke with Brown (54) maintaining his strong 
form and he was ably assisted by Combe (55 
no and 4 wickets). A road trip to Gawler to play 
Trinity College and a comfortable victory was the 

half century for the 1st X1 and Brown was also 
dominant with a fine 80. Young (3/22) and Clarke 
(3/5) were the best of our bowlers. In what was a 
nail biting contest we had a narrow victory over 

excellent partnership between Coombe (31) and 
newcomer Will Andrews (34 no) brought us home. 

as did Young and Brown. This put us into the SAAS 

proved to be too strong in the final but the team 
was pleased to have made so positive progress. 
Strong one day performances against Mercedes 

game against IC came down to the last over with 

winning run. Brown took 4 wickets and Richards 
returned to form with a defiant 55.

10A Cricket Team 2013

 

Absent: B Griffiths

10B Cricket Team 2013

 

 

9A Cricket Team 2013

 
D Subramaniam

3rd XI Cricket Team 2013
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Players receiving awards for the 2012/13 season 
were; 

Player of the Season 2012/13 — Simon Brown
M.E Dawe Memorial Medal — Oliver Clarke
Norman Dowie Batting Award — Simon Brown  
(310 runs)
R.E Cresdee Bowling Award — Lewis Young  
(25 wickets)
PAC Fielding Award — Zachary Richards

Peter Williams
1st XI Coach

Rowing
The members of the Prince Alfred College Rowing 
Club performed outstandingly throughout the 
2012–13 regatta season winning the Rowing SA 
2013 Schoolboy Super Series Premiership and 
1st VIII was awarded the Champion Schoolboy 

Henry Brennan and Alexander Cox were awarded 
Champion Senior Schoolboy Rower titles and Jared 
Lundy has won Male Coxswain of the Year. Nicholas 

Old Boys Alex Hill (2010) Drew Clements (2011) 
and William Brennan (2011) were selected in the 
Rowing SA Youth Olympic Team that finished first 

at the 2013 Youth Olympic Festival conducted in 
Sydney and Jared Lundy was selected as cox of the 
South Australian Queens Cup VIII. 

The Senior Squad was smaller than those of the 
past few years with only the 1st VIII and 1st IV 
competing at the Head of the River. The Boat Shed 
was well led by Nicholas Parletta (Captain of Boats) 
and Michael Wilson (Vice Captain) and despite the 

VIII winning all but one race throughout the local 
season and the 1st IV placing first or second in 
most of their races. The 1st VIII won the Messenger 

finished a close second in the Under 19 VIII event 
and made it through to the final of the Schoolboy 
VIII. The Intermediate Squad comprised three crews 

and C divisions) during the season. The Year 10A 
Quad won most of their races including the State 
Championship event and finished 9th and 12th in 
the U17 Quad and Schoolboy Quad respectively 
at the National Championships. For the first 
time in the history of the Boat Shed our Junior 
rowers comprised a full squad from Year 8 and 9 
(9 crews in total). These boys were a formidable 
force throughout the season dominating the Y8/9 

8A Cricket Team 2013

 
L Froude 

8B Cricket Team 2013

 

 

6/7 A Cricket Team 2013

 

 

9B Cricket Team 2013

 
G Murdoch 
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Performances at the 2013 Head of the River were 
impressive with 11 podium finishes from the 13 

particularly inspiring with the crew dominating 
from the start and surging to a clear water lead 
through the first 500m. They extended this lead 
throughout the race to win by over 8 seconds. The 
1st IV also raced strongly placing second to a fast 

our Y10A and Bs finished second and the Y10Cs 
third. Eight Junior crews raced at Head of the River 
with the Y8/9 B/C/D crews winning their events 
and the Y8/9 A and E crew finishing second. The 
remaining three crews in the E division finished 

The Club Achievement Awards for 2012–13 season 
are listed below: 

The Alex Moffatt Trophy for 
Dedication and Leadership

Nicholas Parletta

Seniors

Most committed Senior 
Clubman (Gardner Cup)

Michael Wilson

Most improved Senior Oarsman Cameron Lowe

Most outstanding Senior 
Coxswain (Harry Freburg Shield)

Jared Lundy

Most outstanding Senior 
Oarsman (PAC Rowing Club)

Nicholas Parletta

Intermediate

Most committed Intermediate 
Clubman

Matthew Smalls

Most improved Intermediate 
Oarsman

Sidney Heitmann

Most outstanding Intermediate 
Coxswain

Angus Juers

Most outstanding Intermediate 
Oarsman

James Cushway

Year 9 Juniors

Most committed Junior Clubman Kieran Fitch

Most improved Junior Oarsman James Nicholas

Most outstanding Junior 
Coxswain

Jack Greenslade

Most outstanding Junior 
Oarsman

James Chalk

Year 8 Juniors

Most committed Junior Clubman William Edmonds 
Angus Fry

Most improved Junior Oarsman Douglas Gerard

Most outstanding Junior 
Coxswain

Hugh Gowland

Most outstanding Junior 
Oarsman

Jordan Lesicar

Year 7

Most committed Year 7 Clubman Angus Chalk

For the second year in succession the academic 
achievements of the Senior boys in the Boat Club 
are noteworthy with five members of the 2012 
1st VIII attaining an ATAR of over 95. Jack Kelly 
achieved an ATAR of 99.9 and has recently accepted 
a Rowing Scholarship to study Engineering at 
Harvard University in the USA. 

Capital purchases over the 2012–13 season 
included two Wintech Quad Sculls for our 
Intermediate and Junior Sheds which were 
christened the Jack Kelly (in honour of our first 
US Scholarship holder) and the John and Louise 

Support Group). The Boat Shed also secured six 
additional Oartech ergometers and completed the 
second and final stage of the compactor racking 
system at the West Lakes Boat Shed.

his second World Championship medal in two 
years winning a bronze medal in the U23 Men’s 
VIII (Alex won a gold medal at the World Junior 
Championships in 2011). A record six PAC current 
or old boys were selected into the winning South 

selected for the South Australian Youth VIII along 
with Tax Skrembos (2012) which finished second at 
the King’s Cup Regatta. Matt Bolt (2002) and Aleco 
Lanfracno (2008) were members of the bronze 
medal winning South Australia King’s Cup VIII.

The 2012–13 rowing season has been a memorable 
and enjoyable season for our Rowing Club. Term 
4 2012 saw the reopening of the Torrens Boat 
Shed following extensive renovations and the 
commencement of a long term relationship with 

in succession the PAC Boat Club was awarded 
Champion Schoolboy Shed and Crew at the Rowing 
SA Awards night. Our membership continues to 
grow with the introduction of Year 7 boys and our 

and International stage. 

I would like to thank our post graduate GAP 

he has made to our boatshed during his time with 

their ongoing support throughout the past season. 

(Steven Bacon) and Director of Sport (Gary 
Jenkinson) all of whom contributed to the many 
successes achieved this season at the Boat Shed. 

Andrew Randell
Director of Rowing
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1st VIII Rowing

Cox: Jared Lundy

Coach: Dr Andrew Randell

Coming off one of the most successful seasons 

could really predict how the season would unfold. 

of the strength and determination that would be 
evident in every race began to appear and the crew 
began changing a few initial impressions. 

the week training with Christchurch and Scotch 
College from Western Australia at our annual 

significant improvements training with the more 
powerful and experienced WA crews. We furthered 
these gains through the summer break and did 

excellent shape coming into term one. 

We began reaping the rewards of this intense 

boy race leading up to the National Championships. 
At the site of the 2000 Sydney Olympics we won 
a silver medal in the under 19 VIII and achieved 
our fastest time of the season (5:53) eclipsing 

the racing experience gained over the week in 
Penrith left us significantly more prepared than our 
opposition and we were ready to end a fantastic 
season with a win at Head of the River. 

The benefit of a week’s taper allowed us to take 
a significant lead of almost a boat length of the 
start and this margin proved to be enough to 
maintain our position as we were able to increase 
our lead over the next thousand metres and win 

at Head of the River for the first time in ten years. 
This year’s First VIII had an extremely successful 

National Championships and reclaiming both the 
Blackmore and Gosse shields at the Head of the 
River.

Nicholas Parletta
Stroke and Captain of Boats 2012–13

1st IV Rowing
 

Digby Bowring

Cox: Samuel Johnston

Coach: Jordan Schiller

unforgettable experience as a group to say the 

developed their skills as rowers and improved their 
fitness with the help of the high quality coaching 
from star rowers such as Sam Agass and Matt 
Bolt. However once the second half of the season 

Term 1 in the Four started out brilliantly being 
undefeated in all our races even beating the stern 
four of the First Eight time wise in a February 

was diagnosed with glandular fever. This meant 

1st IV Rowing Squad 2013

 
M Burgess

1st IV Rowing Team 2013

1st VIII Rowing Team 2013

 
T Beauchamp 
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that it was up to one of the new Year 11 boys to 
step up and fill his shoes. Digby Bowring was the 
man for this job and fit in well amongst the crew. 

can safely say that this season will be one to be 
remembered. 

Andrew Xydias

Year 10A 4x+ Rowing
 

Sidney Heitmann

Cox: Angus Juers 

The Year 10As have had a very successful season 
winning many regattas and claiming two state 
titles. We started off a bit shaky but then came 
back very strong after Berri. The A crew was 
also privileged to compete at the national 
championships and performed very well. At the 
Head of the River we finished in second place to 
cap off a strong season. 

James Cushway (Stroke)

Year 10B 4x+ Rowing
 

Lachlan Delbridge

Cox: Liam Guglielmo

The B crew this season had a lot of crew changes 
with nine rowers all attempting to make the top 
quad. Despite this we still had a successful middle 

as well after the break. Unfortunately we then met 
Scotch College and Saints crews who had improved 

term. Eventually we knocked Scotch off but did not 

great note to finish on.

Lucas De Garis (Stroke)

Year 10C 4x+ Rowing
 

Stuart Harris

Cox: Tristan White

The Year 10Cs had a quite successful season 

to competition. We regularly finished in the top 

we were unable to catch the Scotch College crew 
by the final race of the year. The crew was always 
enthusiastic about rowing and always gave their all 
in training. 

Mark Davies (Stroke)

Year 9A 4x+ Rowing

Cox: Jack Greenslade

Coach: Catherine McDougall

The Year 9A crew had an interesting season. Our 

we got the basic idea of what the crews were going 
to be all year. Falling short to Scotch College all 

10 A Rowing 2013

 
K Grant

Year 10 B Rowing 2013

 
L Delbridge

Year 10 C Rowing 2013
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season. We won our first regatta by at least 250 
metres. We kept this streak going as an undefeated 

blue and started beating us. Although we did not 

year it will be a different story!

James Nicholas (Stroke)

Year 9B 4x+ Rowing
 

Jock Duncan

Cox: Henry Lock

Coach: Tyler O’Brien

This season’s Year 9B crew was very successful. We 
started off with a bang and were undefeated all the 
way until the Berri Regatta when our main rivals 
for the season were introduced to us. The Year 8A 
crew started to take our races and we had constant 
competition for the B division in regattas. All the 

our times by just a few seconds. Then when Head of 
the River day came around they were put into the B 

out on top with a victory and a faster time on the 
day. 

Harvey Derham (Stroke)

Year 9C 4x+ Rowing
 

Cameron Young

Cox: Chris O’Leary

Coach: Tristan Perkins

As the smaller members of the boat shed we did 

excel in technique and fitness. At the start of the 
season the C crew did not get along very well but 
approximately 2 months before the Head of the 
River we really got over our differences and helped 
each other through our technical difficulties.

Mason Bierlein (Stroke)

Year 9D 4x+ Rowing

Cox: Joseph Bralic

Coach: Tristan Perkins

The performance by all four crews this year has 
been exceptional. All the rowers should be proud 
of their achievements. Considering that some 

the crew has done well participating in Head of the 
River 2013. They all trained hard and have done 

on some occasions.

Lachlan Woodward (Stroke)

Year 9 A Rowing 2013
Back Row: C McDougal

Year 9 C Rowing 2013 Head of the River Winners

 

Year 9 B Rowing 2013 Year 9 D Rowing 2013
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Year 8A 4x+ Rowing
 

Hamish McKenzie 

Cox: Hugh Gowland

Coach: Travis Cordingley

The Year 8A crew was a very successful crew 

River. This season we have grown and developed 

collective times on the ergo and the water. We 
enjoyed ourselves and developed under the great 

success and are looking forward to another fun and 
successful year of rowing. Hopefully we can keep 
growing and becoming better in a sport with a 
great atmosphere. 

Jordan Lesicar (Stroke)

Year 8B 4x+ Rowing

Cox: Seb Walker 

Coach: Max Vasileff

Our 2012–13 season was successful. Throughout 

the year we usually finished in the top four. Our 
win in Murray Bridge was our best race of the 
season. We won the race by sic boat lengths. At 
Head of the River the 8B crew finished 3rd losing to 
Unley and PAC. Thanks to our coach Max Vasileff.

Oscar Bernardi (Stroke)

Year 8C 4x+ Rowing
 

Mitchell Moore

Cox: Max Edwards

Coach: Cam Burnett

This season of rowing was great fun for all of the 
boys. At the Head of the River I was glad to see the 

was. We were very happy about winning our heat. 

although we did not win the final I was very happy 
to see my team put in the effort. I believe we put in 
the very best effort we could have. 

Harrison Klenk (Stroke)

Year 8D 4x+ Rowing

Harrison Francis

Cox: Jake Ledgard 

Coach: Jackson Ellis

atmosphere is wonderful; there is a real community 

managing the event to the parents volunteering 
to cook bacon and eggs for the boys but the most 
enjoyable thing is the actual racing. The warm up 
run is always great and the freezing water wakes 
you up when you launch the boat. I was stroke 
of the D Crew and even though at the Head of 

exhilarating with the synchronisation of the crew 

water. I really enjoyed rowing in 2013.

Josh Cranna (Stroke)

Year 8 B Rowing 2013

Absent T Cordingley (Coach)

 
Year 8 D Rowing 2013

Year 8 C Rowing 2013
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Year 8E 4x+ Rowing

Cox: Jake Ledgard 

Coach: Jackson Ellis

wins and losses and the technique persistent. We 

determination was endless. The Head of the River 
was a very good day for PAC and the crew. It was 
a great experience for the boys and I am sure they 
are looking forward to it next year. All in all it was a 
brilliant season.

Angus Mowat (Stroke)

Swimming
Joshua Cameron
Max Kirkby 
Connor Kioussis
Sam Hancock
Rory Husler
Tom Geyer
Jeremy Green
Harry Standish
Harrison Crawford
Tim Jolly
Eddie Hanneman

Tom Nicholls
Tom Leggatt
Sean Meredith
Gunn Itakornpan
Aaron Gwinnett
Will Goode
Nick Husler
Matt Seals
Jankan Chan
Alvin Lee
Seb Higham

The 2013 season was a successful one for the PAC 
swimming team. We were able to build numbers 
significantly from the previous year with an 
influx of a number of talented U/14 swimmers 
whilst retaining the majority of our senior squad 
members. Due to the strength and depth of the 

swim up an age group which demonstrated great 
team spirit. At a high performance level Max Kirkby 
and Connor Kioussis had very successful meets 
at state titles and after a series of very strong 

selected in the SA State Development Squad. With 
the opening of our new pool later this year we look 
forward to next season with much anticipation.

the following team members received colours 
awards: Aaron Gwinnett and Joshua Cameron

The Mark Sheppard Trophy for “Swimmer of the 
Year” went to Joshua Cameron and the Chris Leung 

Trophy for “Most Improved and Outstanding Team 

Gwinnett and Nick Husler.

Drive Tennis

 
 

In recent years the Prince Alfred College tennis 

in the world in the 2011 International Schools 
Sports Federation tennis championship held in 
France and winning the 2012 National Schools 
Sports Tennis Championship again. We therefore 
won the right to represent Australia again in Albury 

defeated the team that finished 4th in the round 
robin series so the boys knew they were not far off 
a medal.

This year the team has once again shown that it 
is one of the best tennis schools in the state by 
performing very well across all year levels. One of 
the major components of PAC’s success in recent 

Year 8 E Rowing 2013

 
 

Middle & Senior School Swimming Team 2013
 

 

Intercollegiate Winning Tennis Team 2013
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many of the players who play in the senior A would 
be competitive in the drive competition. This has 
been a result of the dedication and hard work from 

the Drive team posted strong wins over schools 

Blackfriars and Immanuel and once again met 
rival tennis school Marrayatville in the state final. 
Unfortunately in a great contest against the 

matches to 3 which placed us second in the state 
for the 2013 season.

lawn team was formed mainly for the team that 
was travelling to Albury in May to compete in 
the 2013 International Schools sports federation 
tennis championship held on grass. Even though 
the competition is of the highest standard in the 

undefeated. 

The 2013 Intercol between Saint Peters College and 
Prince Alfred College was held at the PAC courts 
and was a highly anticipated contest as Saints 

have recently gained new players and coaches. 

off triumphant with a win to seal the 7th straight 
tennis intercol. Everyone on the team performed 
extremely well with exceptional wins coming from 

The continued success of tennis at Prince Alfred 
College is a reflection of the dedication and 

yet to come.

James Ma

Senior Tennis
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Intercollegiate Winning Tennis Team 2013
 

R Benson

 
A Fortunatow

Senior A Tennis Team 2013

 
 
 

Senior B Tennis Team 2013

 

 

 
Middle A Tennis Team 2013
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The senior players looked to have good depth so 
we added a Division 1 Grass team to the list and 2 
A teams. This had the benefit of giving more of our 
players a chance to play A grade and by diluting the 
strength of the team the boys were getting a more 
even match. Our strength was such that a lot of 
the time the boys were still winning. Unfortunately 
every now and then our B teams came up against 
an A team from another school which made it very 
tough but a good learning experience.

In the Open A and B Intercol matches against St 
Peters it was the first time we ranked our players 
from the top down and we ended up sharing the 
honours winning one of the Open A and one of the 
Open B matches and losing the others.

The boys were hampered by a lack of courts for 
practice due to the construction of the RED Centre 
and therefore the development of the boys wasn’t 
easy to achieve throughout the season. It was 
pleasing to see Harry Martin and Shae Haseldine 
make the Intercol team after good seasons in the 
Open As.

The B and C teams had mixed results depending on 
who they were playing but throughout the season 
it was clear that they were playing with their 
usual good sportsmanship and it was a pleasure to 
manage the boys during the season.

Chris Nicholls
MIC Tennis

Middle School Tennis

 

 

Duong

 

The Middle School provided many tennis players of 
various abilities in 2013 and it was pleasing to see 
many grow in confidence as the season went along.

The Middle A team was mainly made up of many 
promising Year 7 players and Year 9 players as the 
top Year 8 players Jonothan Babich and Joonky Nah 
were in the Drive team. They held their own against 
most teams and given that we were fielding 2 A 
teams when most schools were only fielding one 
speaks volumes to the depth of tennis at PAC.

The Middle B teams had an up and down season 
again reflecting the fact that we had deliberately 
set out to challenge the boys as from past 
experience the boys tend to get bored winning too 
easily all the time. We felt that the results during 
the season indicated that the boys were being 
extended. 

Development of players for the future was our 
paramount goal and we thank Dean Schipanski 
and Paul Baccanello for their work with the Middle 
School development squad.

Chris Nicholls
MIC Tennis

Middle B Tennis Team 2013
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2013 Honours Colours Winter
Football
Campbell Combe 
Cameron Giles  
George Hewett

Hockey
Simon Brown  
Dalton Casey

2013 Colours Winter
Basketball
Darcy Lord

Chess
Eddie Han

Football
James Cant 
Alex Hayes 
Ben Heaslip 
Brayden Redden  
Harry Viney

Hockey
Angus Fry 
Patrick Gabb 
Cameron Lowe 
Albert Robbins 
Billy Robbins  
Kurtis Willson

Rugby
James Cornish 
Matt Seals 
Xavier Warne  
Eamonn 

Soccer
Jack Doney 
Lachlan Duffy 
Finley Hayhurst 
Jordan Hayhurst  
Angus Smart

Table Tennis
William Miller 
Tom Williamson  
Fergus Willsmore

Service Awards
Basketball
Charlie Baker

Honours Colours Citations Winter

contribution and individual excellence to 
Football at Prince Alfred College 

Campbell Combe: Football 
Campbell Combe has proven himself to be an 

1st XVIII. Campbell came to PAC from Crystal 

contests and use the ball was quickly apparent. 
His trademark ferociousness and ball winning 
ability became highly respected by all associated 

only Year 10 to play every game. Campbell was 
PAC’s only representative in the State U/16 team 
in 2011 and he had a successful carnival. In the 

every minute through the midfield and was 
instrumental in setting up Princes win. Campbell 
was awarded the Best First Year Player in 2011. In 
2012 Campbell became our most consistent and 
hardest midfielder. He consistently won the inside 

respect amongst the playing group was rewarded 
with a position in the leadership group. In the latter 

football at the SANFL Reserves level for North 
Adelaide. In 2013 Campbell continued to achieve 
highly. His inspiring performances for Princes and 
North Adelaide saw him selected into the State 

leading his team’s possession count and being 
the leading clearance player from all teams at 
the championships; a significant achievement. His 

for South Australia’s National Championship 
victory. Campbell’s commitment to the team and 
his team mates saw him rewarded with captaincy 
of the 1st XVIII. Campbell had a fantastic 2013 
season and he was rewarded with many personal 
honours. He was awarded the Mervyn Evans Award 

Schwartz Memorial Cup for the Best and Fairest 
player at 1st XVIII level and he was the clear winner 
of the Norman Dowie Award for Most Valued Player 
in Intercollegiate Football. Campbell has made an 
outstanding contribution to Prince Alfred College 
Football and he thoroughly deserves to receive 

Colours.

Cameron Giles Football 
Cameron Giles has proven himself to be a high 
quality player and leader in the 1st XVIII. He arrived 

key player in the 1st team. Cameron’s ability to 
play multiple roles was a genuine strength as was 
his ability to take the ball skillfully off the ground. 
On many occasions he took strong marks and 

Knockout Cup victory Cameron was invaluable. In 
2012 Cameron led our ruck division with strength 
and commitment. His aggression at the contest 

with chains of possession made him like an extra 

injury prior to the Knockout Cup final and his 
commitment to his recovery was a testimony of 
his outstanding character. In 2013 Cameron began 
the season with best on ground performances 

and Melbourne Grammar. He was one of only a 

once again demonstrating his commitment to 
school football. Cameron was selected to play in 
the South Australian U/18’s team in 2013. As a key 

reasons that South Australia won its first National 
Championship. Cameron is a natural leader and this 
was acknowledged in 2013 with his appointment 

on and off the field. Cameron has given outstanding 
service to PAC 1st XVIII Football and he thoroughly 
deserves to receive the school’s highest sporting 

George Hewett: Football 
George Hewett has been an outstanding 
contributor to the football program at Princes. 

George came to PAC from Port Broughton in 2011 
and was immediately recognisable for his ability 
to compete with much bigger boys. In his very first 
trial game he displayed a great level of courage 
and ability to win the contested ball and in his 
debut season became a consistent performer in 

a magnificent 1 point win over Rostrevor College in 
the Knockout Cup final and George will be forever 
remembered for playing the game under significant 
duress having fractured his arm in the opening 

field and was a strong contributor on the night. As 
a result of the injury he missed the opportunity to 

to be a magnificent performer in big games. In 
2012 George’s improvement was very evident. His 
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consistency and ability to play multiple roles saw 
him dominate games. Usually playing through the 
midfield he revelled in the highly physical nature 
of schoolboy football. By seasons end he was 
also playing significantly good football at SANFL 

counts and impressing all with his committed and 
courageous approach. In 2013 George has truly 
made his mark. Having started the season hoping 

successful in not only making the final squad but 
also becoming a permanent and highly successful 
midfielder in the National Championships. In South 

almost every AFL club in Australia. Whilst his 

equal merit is his leadership and commitment to 

along with Cameron Giles. He also won the 

Combe in the Best and Fairest award. George has 
made a significant contribution to Prince Alfred 
College football and he thoroughly deserves to 
receive the school’s highest sporting accolade 
Honours Colours. 

contribution and individual excellence to Hockey 
at Prince Alfred College 

Simon Brown: Honours Colours for Hockey 2013 
Simon joined Princes in 2009 as a Year 8 student 
and went straight into the first XI. He has played 

the watchful eye of Bob Claxton and then old 
Scholar Jamie Bahnisch. Simon worked hard to 
develop his game and soon became an integral 
part of the 1st XI. Simon has an astonishing 
Intercollegiate Hockey record. He has played in five 

important part in the development of younger 
players as well as being an anchor for those who 
he has played with for some time. Simon currently 
plays club hockey for Burnside Hockey Club and 

highest level of hockey played in South Australia. 
Simon has represented South Australia in every 
age group from U/13 and is currently in the U/18 

teammate Dalton Casey. Simon has already started 
his hockey coaching career through involvement 
with Preparatory School Hockey teams. Simon 

teammates. Although he has only been involved in 
a handful of defeats in his five years playing hockey 

used the losses to learn. It is fitting that Simon 
receive the highest school accolade for sporting 

Dalton Casey: Honours Colours for Hockey 2013 
Dalton Casey began playing hockey at the age of 

four and was playing A Grade Hockey for Renmark 
by the time he was twelve. In 2012 Dalton arrived 
at Princes to begin Year 10 and he was immediately 
selected to play in the First XI. Since then he has 
been involved in two winning intercollegiate 
matches as well as being a member of the winning 
State Knockout Cup Team of 2012 and the runner 
up team of 2013. Dalton is an integral part of the 

and an ability to make the best defenders look 

achievements have been extensive. He has played 
Premier League Hockey for North East Hockey 
Club in South Australia since 2011 and in fact 
was a member of that club’s Premiership team in 

North East is in the running to take out the 2013 
premiership. Dalton held an associate position at 

2012 and once again in 2013. He has played for 

teams and is a current member of the U/21 Team. 

U/16 Australian Shadow Team and is in the State 
Open Men’s Shadow Team. When playing hockey 

and has been gracious in both victory and defeat. 
PAC is pleased to award Dalton the College’s 

Winter Intercols
A game of sport is not worth playing unless you 
play it as well as you possibly can. It is important 
to try with all you have to win; for to do less is 
an insult to your opponent. Nothing however 

winning or losing becomes irrelevant. If you have 

that is all that matters. You have done your school 
and yourself proud.

Congratulations to all who played in the 2013 
winter intercollegiate matches. You gave your best 

grace in defeat; and modesty in victory. The College 
is proud of you and the results therefore have 

have relinquished cups that have been secure in 
our trophy cabinet for many years. Collectively we 
can look forward to the challenges facing us in the 
2014 intercols with renewed optimism and a steely 
determination to bring those trophies home. Our 
spectators at intercollegiate matches barracked 
with gusto. That support provided our players with 
great encouragement and positive energy and the 
chants and barracking produced reflected that. 
I thank you all and especially the prefects and 
staff who attended intercollegiate matches. Your 
passionate and enthusiastic support was greatly 
appreciated.
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Senior Intercollegiate Match Results: 

 
PAC1 lost to SPSC 3

 
PAC 8 lost to SPSC 16

 
PAC 7 lost to SPSC 12 

 
PAC 6 defeated SPSC 1

 
PAC 43 lost to SPSC 83

 
PAC 5–11 (41) lost to SPSC 9–6 (60)

 
PAC 5 ½ defeated SPSC 4 ½ 

49th Intercollegiate Basketball Match 

A younger and less experienced Prince Alfred 

Peter’s College in the Intercollegiate Basketball 
match on 23 August. Playing for the first time in 

evening well prepared and eager for the contest. 

nervously and soon realized that they would be 

older and more experienced Saints outfit. From a 
PAC perspective the game never reached any great 

by poor decision making and the frequency with 
which it turned the ball over with wayward passing. 
All credit to Saints for the constant and consistent 
pressure that it applied. The Princes team never 
stopped trying its very best and persisting right 
through until the final whistle. Sam Sibley top 

was also awarded our most valuable player. 1st 
V Captain Darcy Lord and his young team learnt 
many lessons from the clash and will benefit from 

play again in 2014. In true intercollegiate spirit the 
team will be keen to atone for its disappointing 
performance in next year’s match.

41st Intercollegiate Chess Match

Princes Intercollegiate Chess team won its fourth 
consecutive Intercollegiate Chess match on  

the battle. The main element is nervous energy.” 
Three and a half hours of nervous energy elapsed 
before PAC realized a most memorable victory in 
the 41st Intercollegiate Chess Match. The 5½ to 
4½ win over St Peter’s College enabled Princes to 
retain the Intercollegiate Chess Cup for a fourth 
year in a row. PAC trailed 4–2 early in the afternoon 

that ensured a PAC victory.

23rd Intercollegiate Debate

held in the Piper Pavilion at Prince Alfred College. 
PAC and Saint Peter’s College went head to head 
on the topic; “Genetically modified food should be 
banned” and the result was a debate of very high 
quality. PAC was allocated the negative proposition 
and the team argued that GM food should not be 

that time they brainstormed strong arguments and 
prepared for possible counter arguments. During 

The Princes team consisted of Year 11 students Will 

Year 10 Tim Hobbs. The adjudication resulted in a 
narrow victory to Saints and in retrospect it was 
perhaps the quality of the opposition rebuttal that 
was the deciding factor. The team hopes that it will 
be able to work on this deficiency in the upcoming 
year so that hopefully they can realize a debating 
victory in 2014. Congratulations to our team and 
thanks to Mr Mark Wilde for coaching the senior 
debating team throughout the year. 

142nd Intercollegiate Football Match

Princes parted ways with the Tennyson 
Intercollegiate Football Cup for the first time since 

result was a disappointing end to an otherwise 
successful season for our 1st XVIII. Princes had 
come into the match as a clear favourite but the 
wintery conditions and heavy ground opened a 
window of opportunity for Saints to cause the 
upset. Both sides struggled with the slippery 
conditions early but it was Saints in the latter 
part of the second quarter that demonstrated 
the greater intensity and desperation to win the 
contested ball and by the major break it held a 
handy lead. Princes improved it’s work rate at the 
start of the third quarter and with little separating 

for an exciting finish. Once again it was the Saints 
team that made the better use of its opportunities 
in the last quarter and at the final siren it 

Campbell Combe was awarded the Norman Dowie 
Medal for Princes most valuable player in the 
match. George Hewett kicked 2 goals and was 
among the better players along with Dylan Foulis 
and Ben Heaslip. 

33rd Intercollegiate Hockey Match

in his fifth Intercollegiate Hockey Match lead our 
side to a convincing 6–1 victory over St Peter’s 
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Brown made his debut in the 1st XI team as a Year 
8 in 2009 and he had played in every intercollegiate 

eight in total and with 3 goals in 2012. He scored 

Garland hammered another into the back of the 

Brown was the first to score in the second half and 

Garland. The victory was the perfect ending to a 
season that saw PAC runners up in the Secondary 
Schools Sport of South Australia Knock Out Hockey 

26th Intercollegiate Rugby Match

was an intense end of season battle. Everything 

the pitch was heavy with mud and heavy tackles 
were the order of the day. In fact at times the 
contest was somewhat like a medieval battle. That 
being said the skills on display were remarkable. 

not anticipate the intensity demonstrated from 

off. Saints eventually found a way through Princes’ 
defense to score the opening try and conversion of 
the game. PAC pressed hard in an attempt to score 

Princes began the second half full of determination 

Edward Boyd to break through Saints defenses for 

were level at 7–7. With emotions running high 
a melee erupted and the resultant awarding of 
cards saw players sent to the bench. The loss of 
key player James Cornish increased the workload 
across the PAC team and Saints took advantage 
of that situation. It scored a second try but failed 
to convert. At 12–7 Princes rallied yet again and 
the last grueling minutes of the game were spent 

whistle Saints had prevailed; Princes had given its 

of collegiate rugby. Among the better players for 

Xavier Warne and Seals.

36th Intercollegiate Soccer Match

Saints claimed the P.P. Simpson Intercollegiate 
Soccer Cup for the first time since 2007 with a 

on 19 August. Wintery weather leading up to the 

and that was exacerbated by continuous rain 
throughout the match. Saints started well and 
scored the opening goal despite some wonderful 
defense from PAC Captain Lachlan Duffy and 

brilliant goal from John Dongas kept Princes in the 
match. In general play the second half was fairly 
even however Saints forwards had the ability to 
make the most of its shots on goal and although 

find the back of the net. Princes persisted right to 
the final whistle but St Peter’s deservedly won the 
contest 3–1.

3rd Intercollegiate Table Tennis Match

Intercollegiate Table Tennis match in the RED 
Centre for the very first time. Under the guidance 

PAC performed with distinction and the 16–8 loss 
was not a true indication of the improvement 
our players have made. In fact many of the 

well for PAC’s Table Tennis future. Our best players 

and Fergus Willsmore (Captain). 

Cup

Prince Alfred College 1st XVIII Football Team 
travelled to Norwood Oval on Tuesday 20th August 
to compete in the final of the SSSSA/SANFL 
Open Schools Knockout Cup against Sacred Heart 
College. This was the sixth occasion in eight years 
that the PAC 1st XVIII had made the final. The Reds 

2012. Sacred Heart started the match strongly 

Princes narrowed the margin to just 15–points; 5–2 
(32) to 7–5 (47). The momentum swing came about 
because Princes was able to lift its intensity and in 
particular Cameron Giles began to dominate the 
rucking contests; and George Hewett and Campbell 
Combe took control of the midfield. Harry Viney 

Combe also booted goals. Viney goaled again in the 
opening minute of the last quarter and hope sprang 
eternal from the hearts of every Princes supporter 
in the crowd. Sacred Heart responded with renewed 

despite a fourth goal from Viney and another from 
Micah Van Loon. At the final siren PAC 8–3 (51) lost 

Princes 1st XI Hockey Gerry Phillips SSSSA 
Knockout Cup

the day of round robin matches with a convincing 
4–1 victory over Grant High School. Cameron 
Scheepers opened the scoring with a goal in the 
5th minute of the game and the other goals came 

In its second match Princes triumphed 2–0 over St 
Mark’s College. The goals from Dalton Casey and 
Kurtis Willson both came in the final two minutes 

Peter’s College 2–1 to ensure a place in the Grand 
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Final. Simon Brown and Kurtis Willson scored first 

PAC lost 4–0 to Henley High School however the 
result had no impact on the final placing. The Grand 
Final began at 3.20pm and Henley scored first. 
Princes through Kurtis Willson equalized in the 9th 
minute of the first half. Henley regained the lead 
from a short corner with two minutes remaining 
in the match and despite finishing strongly with 
two short corners Princes had to be content with 

of Hockey Andrew Stace for guiding PAC through 
another oustanding season.

Finally congratulations to St Peter’s for raising the 
bar in relation to the 2013 senior intercollegiate 
contests. Across all Middle School and Senior 

lives on and augurs well for many closely fought 
battles to come. 

Gary Jenkinson
Director of Sport

Badminton
The 2012/13 season was a successful one for the 
1st Badminton team. Captain Hugo Chapman and 

victories over the two terms. The team wrapped 

14 games. The addition of two new development 
coaches helped the team to sharpen its skills in 
preparation for the annual intercollegiate match 
against St Peter’s College. Unfortunately the team 
played bravely but was outclassed to lose by a 
margin of 8–1. However with talented players in 

optimism to future success in Badminton.

Sally Wilson
MIC Badminton

Basketball
2013 has been a very successful year for Basketball 
at Prince Alfred College. Ten teams were fielded 
across the Middle and Senior School competitions 
which is the College’s largest number on record. 
Each team achieved consistently good results 

Middle A Basketball Team 2013

Open B Badminton Team 2013

 

Open A Basketball Teams 2013

 

 
S Alexander

Open A Badminton Team 2013

 
Y Zhang 
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throughout the season. The Middle School teams 

recording comprehensive wins against many 
schools in the competition. The Middle School 
teams also completed a clean sweep in the 
intercollegiate matches against Saint Peter’s 

off a fantastic season. The six Senior School 

ultimately had a successful year across the board. 
Prince Alfred College therefore has many exciting 
basketball prospects in both its Middle and Senior 
teams which augur well for greater success and 
stronger results for all teams in 2014.

Jack Harford
MIC Basketball

Football

just behind the undefeated SHC. A very talented 
squad finished second in the Messenger Cup and 
second in the Statewide Knockout competition. 
Needless to say other Princes teams also 
experienced great success and we congratulate 

Season 2013.

training program back in November 2012 with 
some technical and conditioning work followed 

Trial games realized significant victories in the 
traditional games against Melbourne Grammar 

the Melbourne trip where we were hosted by 
Caulfield Grammar and the Melbourne Football 

Luke Tapscott and Jack Viney offered their valued 
support and encouragement as the boys toured 
Melbourne’s impressive facilities.

Pembroke and Saints were balanced by two close 
losses to Immanuel and Sacred Heart College 
amid a series of injuries and state commitments. 
The season saw many individual achievements 

and Cameron Giles all selected in the victorious 

Will Combe and Vincent Rocca were selected in 

for the AIS Academy. A demanding final week 
saw the group play off for the State Knockout 
championship under lights at Norwood Oval before 
facing Saints a few days later in the most arduous 
of Intercollegiate matches. 

In addition to Campbell Combe (Mark Schwartz 

3rd XVIII Football Team 2013

 

 

1st XVIII Football Team 2013
 

H Slee

 
 

 

2nd XVIII Football Team 2013
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Dalwood Plate winner) and George Hewett 

outstanding contributors. Special thanks must go 
to Helen Burfield and Dr. Verity Cooper for their 
assiduous professionalism. We would also like to 
recognize the support group that assisted the boys 

addition to a strong parental volunteer group ably 
led by Helen Burfield and David Richards.

The Second XVIII was an inspirational team which 
lost only two games — to Blackfriars First XVIII 
and SHC. Major scalps included First XVIII teams 

CBC plus a hard fought Intercol victory. Talent wise 
this team had it all from some immensely skilled 

Glover and Luke Bartlett to reliable key position 

ably led by Will Altmann. Certainly the leadership 

and Henry Basedow.

The Third XVIII team was enthusiastically coached 
by Gary Jenkinson and it also enjoyed many 

player and Sam Alexander the leading goal kicker. 
The Intercollegiate match against St Peter’s College 
was played on the Front Oval at PAC and resulted 
in a comfortable victory for Princes 12–15 (87) to 

Hall’s best on ground performance were the match 
highlights.

The 4th XVIII were made up of some real football 
enthusiasts ably led by Captain Tom Szumski and 
astutely coached by Sam and Neil Andary. The 
highlight would have been their tremendous win 
over Blackfriars Seconds!

Although a number of Year 10 footballers were 

10 Football teams played some excellent football 

The versatile Ashley Giles was adjudged most 
valuable player with Jordan Ackland awarded the 
Best Team Man medal. The 10Bs approached the 
season with good spirit and managed some good 
wins too with Stuart Harris and Tim Branford both 
having outstanding seasons.

Matt Altmann had mixed success but saw some 

outstanding players all season.

The Year 8 Football squad began the season with 
endeavour and coach Craig Smith made sure 

persisted with many players undergoing significant 
improvement. Hugo Barry was impressive all year 
and deserved the Most Valuable Player award with 
Chris de Dear a worthy recipient of the Best Team 

Barnes and Nick Mosey for his excellent work with 
the Year 8B team.

coached and mentored the Year 6/7 squads with 
great skill and expertise. Both teams experienced 

and Jack Read impressed with their respective 
leadership and team spirit.

After such a superb season we should extend our 

officials for their tireless work throughout the year. 

Ron Pippett
MIC Football

10 A Football Team 2013

 

 

 
 

J Durieu

4th XVIII Football Team 2013
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The number of senior hockey players at Princes 
was down in 2013 mainly due to the large 
number of players who finished at the College 
last year which presented the squad with some 

those who pulled on the shirt played with passion 
and intensity throughout the season. The Middle 
School Team was again ably coached by Mark 
Dell’Oro this year with the assistance of the 

of players available each week to play in the 
team was excellent and they recorded some 
great results against rival schools. Patrick Gayen 
was awarded the Best and Fairest for 2013 and 
William Dodsworth received the Coaches Award. 

College on a number of occasions throughout 

them. With more players than we could fit into 

with St Peters College to form a composite 2nd XI 
team which was coached by Princes Old Scholar 

amalgamation was positive for both Colleges and 
helped to form a stronger bond between the two 
hockey communities. William Rudd was awarded 
the Coaches Award for the composite team and 
was rewarded with a spot in the First XI for the 
intercollegiate match. 

Andrew Stace
MIC Hockey

First XI Hockey
The 1st XI team realized another outstanding 
season. An influx of younger players was required 
to replace the departure of last year’s large group 

Staak would have hoped for a steady season where 
he could help the team to develop its skill and 
game play. However the opening match was an 

The closest contest for the regular competition 
was a 4–3 win over St Peter’s College. Remarkably 

for such a young side they completed the SAAS 
season undefeated. The team again played in the 
SSSSA Knockout Hockey Competition and was 
confident that it could repeat its championship 
success of 2012. Unfortunately that was not to be. 
Despite really strong performances in the round 
robin format Princes lost the final 2–1 to a talented 
Henley High School side. This year’s intercollegiate 
match was played in the most trying of wintery 

persisted throughout the match. The first half was 
close with the Princes taking a 2–0 lead but after 
the main break PAC was dominant and at the final 
whistle thoroughly deserved its 6–1 victory. The 
1st XI demonstrated improvement with each and 

Simon Brown and Cameron Lowe can certainly take 
some of the credit for that. They led by example 
from the front and provided amazing support to 

field. The Brian Leach Award for Service to Hockey 

the PAOC Hockey Best and Fairest Player Award. 
Kurtis Willson had a strong season and received the 
Best Intercollegiate Players Medal and the Coaches 
Award for all his hard work. 

Andrew Stace
MIC Hockey

Rugby
PAC once again put forward a team in every age 
group of the schools competition and had a high 
number of boys nominating to play Rugby; some 
boys returning for a second or third season and 
some trying the game for the first time. The 
enthusiasm with which all boys trained and played 

U16s just being pipped in an extremely exciting 
Grand Final. The 2013 season was split into 2 

competition and Term 3 providing the boys a 
chance to compete in a Sevens tournament. Sevens 

included in the Olympic Games from 2016.

7/8/9 Hockey Team 2013

 

1st XI Hockey Team 2013
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The U14 team was managed once again by Mr Paul 

The team was comprised of a number of players 
new to the game who were enthusiastic about their 
Rugby and enjoyed the season. They unfortunately 

performed admirably in both competitions

U14 Season Awards:

Best & Fairest — Oskars Lidums
Best Back — Cormac O’Brien
Best Forward — Angus Chalk
Most Improved — Dylan Piesley

The U16 team was coached and managed by 
Mr Darren Roylett in his first season at PAC. 

in agonising fashion in the Grand Final in the 

in the Sevens. There are some real Rugby talents 
developing in this team and all of the boys who 
played are to be congratulated for their courage 
and passion in representing their College.

U16 Season Awards:

The Gates Family Trophy for Best & Fairest — Sean 
Meredith
Best Back — James Chalk
Best Forward — George Jaensch
Most Improved — Rupert Johnston

The First XV’s season began poorly with a 
significant loss to Pembroke in the opening 

Saints Second XV and Sacred Heart. The side’s 
third round loss to Saints First XV saw the boys 

53–0 saw us draw level with Pembroke in second 

that Pembroke and Saints faced off in the SASRU 

in five seasons. Next season will provide many of 
our current Year 11 boys the opportunity to take 
senior positions in the sides challenge for the 2014 
premiership cup.

1st XV Season Awards:

The Peter Layton Memorial Trophy for Best & 

Best Back — Angus Gmeinder
Best Forward — James Cornish
Most Improved — Jayden Miell
Player’s Player — James Cornish
The Philpot Cup for Best on Field at Intercol — 
Brenden Crawford

I would like to finish off the season report by 
thanking all of the parents who came to support 

appreciate the support even if they don’t say it. 

Jeremy Rylatt
MIC Rugby

1st XV Rugby 2013

 

 

M Dennis

U16 Rugby 2013

 

 

U14 Rugby 2013
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Soccer
The 2013 soccer season began with a great deal 
of optimism. While we had lost a large number of 

were able to make their debuts in the First XI in the 
competitive Wednesday Twilight Competition.

Jason Hayhurst and his assistant William Katsambis 
put the boys through a vigorous program designed 
to improve mental toughness and aerobic capacity.

The team travelled to Melbourne and took part in 

and St Kevin’s College. The trip provided a valuable 

opportunity to further develop as a team and 
enabled Prince Alfred College to forge ties with 
those Victorian Colleges.

season 2013 was always going to be challenging. 

training track was rewarded when the team began 
to produce more consistent efforts and on the field 
success against strong opposition.

consistent player in this year’s intercollegiate 
match and Tyson Bateman was the recipient of the 
coach’s award.

Award winners in other teams included:

Year 8A: Ashley Dann
Year 8B: William Edmonds
Fourth XI: Charles Marshall
Third XI: Alex Cox
Second XI: William Macdonald

Hayhurst and Angus Smart received Colours for 
Soccer. 

 
 
 
3rd XI Soccer Team 2013

M Sim

4th XI Soccer Team 2013

T Iacopetta

Absent: C Marshall

2nd XI Soccer Team 2013

D Evans

 

1st XI Soccer Team 2013

 

 
 

A De Palma
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Thank you to all coaches for their outstanding 
contribution and dedication to the development 
of soccer at PAC: 1st XI and Director of Soccer 
Jason Hayhurst; 2nd XI and Assistant Coach 1st 

Soang and Zac Jackman; 8A Peter Marshall.

Joe Russo
MIC Soccer

Squash
2013 has been a great year for squash with PAC 
producing 3 strong teams with 2 of these making 
finals at the end of the season. It has been fantastic 
this season to have the opportunity to not only 

PAC RED Centre courts. Thanks go to Will Gray and 
Adam Colman who made sure that every Monday 
to Thursday there was training for the boys to come 
out and improve their play.

convenient for our three senior teams to be 
playing in the RED Centre. Throughout the season 
PAC and Pembroke were the 2 clear leaders in the 
competition with strong performance every week. 
With knowledgeable coaching the boys could bring 

home some incredible comeback wins and finish 

success and a great season for all players. 

The boys however were sadly disappointed this 
year with Saints failing to matchup to us in what 
would have been Squash’s first Intercollegiate 
match. Hopefully next year Saint Peters can put 
together a strong team and join in battle against 
the Reds.

With 2 of our Senior teams in the finals our 
Division 2 team won the Grand Final with Sean 

matches. An overall great season for the boys and 

hopefully to bring home a Div 1 Grand Final win.

Our other teams all performed well. Our Year 

countback after the rubbers were shared 2–2. 
Alasdair McFarlane and Seb Economos won tight 

lost. Had we been able to field our strongest team 

 
7/8 Squash 2013

 

9 Squash 2013

 

Squash Div 1 PAC 1 2013
 

Mr W Gray (Coach) 

Div 2 Squash 2013
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One of our Year 8 teams also won their final. The 

Ottanelli & Tom Dodsworth won their final 3 
rubbers to 1. Our second team was unlucky not to 
make the finals.

the coming years for our prospects. We also have a 
beautiful new set of squash courts which hopefully 
will encourage more boys to try squash and 
appreciate its value as a skillful and athletic game.

Open A/B Table Tennis
This year’s Table Tennis season definitely marks 
the start of dramatic improvement in the table 
tennis program. The continuous effort displayed by 
all members of the team in training sessions and 
matches alike has reinforced how quickly we are 
able to improve when we face a challenge with a 
determined attitude. With the introduction of our 

correct techniques and mental strategies required 
to be competitive in the sport of Table Tennis. 

stand out as the rewards for our efforts this season.

Considering that all players in the Table Tennis 

foundation with which to build upon in the 

Amos have shown significant improvement over 
this season and display the exceptional promise for 
the future of Table Tennis at Prince Alfred College. 

Special thanks must go to Mr Tang and Mr Potter 
for their assistance and dedication in developing 

have thoroughly enjoyed both the training sessions 
and the matches.

Alex Miller
Vice Captain

Middle School Table Tennis 
The boys efforts and commitment was very 

proud of their achievements. The boys played some 

was a great Manager and was always excited when 
we won.

but the majority were wins. 

We trained after school on Wednesday and 
before school on Friday. The purpose of training 

in doubles and to allow players to challenge each 
other. 

The highlights of Table Tennis this season were: 
Angus Marshall winning his first game representing 
the school .Angus played with a strong backhand. 
Ayodimeji Oloruntoba always arrived on time to 

Stirling’s enthusiasm meant that our games where 
never boring. Max Kirkby was a strong doubles 
player. Although Patrick Lowe only played for half 
the season he was a great player with a good spirit. 

always helped pack away the tables after training. 
Jarrod Marshall was a very honest player with a 
good attitude while playing. Mingrang Li was a 
happy player who could produce a lot of back spin 
on the ball. Shareef Meah was very good at putting 

strategy player. Nathan Duong was a quite player 
with an excellent attitude; he did very well in his 
games.

James George
Middle School Table Tennis Captain

Middle School Table Tennis 2013

 

1st Table Tennis 2013
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just come down on the House Activities Program 
for the 2012/2013 season. The challenge to be 
the holder of the much sought after Wesley Cup 
has been run and won for 2013 and the thank 
you speeches have been shared with the College 
community at the recent Year 12 Valedictory 

The House Activities Program is made up of a 

Effort Grades and House Rowing. This year we have 
welcomed lunchtime competitions in the RED 

by both participants and spectators. The support 
of near 300 Middle and Senior School boys in 
Stadium One of the RED Centre some weeks was 
exceptional and nearly raised the roof.

Our Athletics Carnival took place at SANTOS 

supported the day. A significant number of our 

they were competing for the Year Level Champion 

Events or simply by assisting in a role as an official 
or timekeeper in order to earn valuable point for 
their House.

The final results for the day were :

House Athletics Cup:

The individual championship winners were:

Under 13:

Under 14:

Under 15:

Under 16:

Under 17:

Open:

Champion of Champions Winner: Jack Doney 11.24 
seconds

Carnivals in the impressive surrounds of the 

RED Centre. This is the first time in a significant 
number of years that we have been able to hold a 
carnival such as these in our own pool. Not only 

experienced a new high in regards to House 
Spirit. It was an extremely tough task in trying to 
decide on the winner of the House Spirit Cup at 
both the Middle and Senior School Carnivals. All 
House teams brought a lot of fun and camaraderie 
to the day and should all be proud of their 

of course some exceptional performances in the 
pool. The final results were:

Middle School Carnival:

Year 7 Champion: Connor Kioussis

Year 8 Champion: Joshua Cameron

Year 9 Champion: Spencer Ng

Student House Leaders 2013

House Reports
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Taylor Senior House Leaders 2013

Cotton House Leaders 2013

Watsford House Leaders 2013

Waterhouse Senior House Leaders 2013
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Champion of Champions 50 m Freestyle Winner: 
Spencer Ng

Senior School Carnival: 

Year 10 Champion: Tom Leggatt

Year 11 Champion: Aaron Gwinnett

Champion of Champions 100 m Freestyle Winner: 
Tom Leggatt

called upon to vote in their next House Leaders 
who will work in the role from the beginning of 

am pleased to announce the following boys were 
successful in winning the right to represent their 
house as a Leader and congratulate them on their 
fine leadership to date:

Captains)

As the new House Leaders move into their roles 

this opportunity to thank the House Leaders of 

the College have been appreciated and have been 
pivotal in building stronger traditions with the 
Wesley Cup and all that it stands for. I give thanks 

Todd Alexander and Samuel Johnston for their 

appreciation to our Middle School Leaders who 
have carried out their duties with maturity. They 

and Tom Fisher.

As we begin to direct our focus to the House 

opportunity to sincerely thank all of the staff 
and boys who have engaged in the program 

efforts and accomplishments in adding to the 
House culture of Prince Alfred College have been 

which to work from next year.

David de Lacy
Teacher and Physical and Personal Development 
House Activities Coordinator 
Teacher and Learning Leader of MS Physical Education

Cotton
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Riley Bonner of Watsford on his way to High Jump victory

Dylan Foulis leads off for Cotton in the 4x100m relay

Participants for the Champion of Champions Race

The Egg and Spoon race is serious business

The victorious Sack Race team from Taylor
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Trevor Adelson
2007–2013

Cotton

Alexander Bean
2006–2013

Cotton

Henry Bui
2011–2013
Watsford

Jiangxiang (Gary) Chen
2011–2013

Taylor

Christian Colombo
2003–2013

Cotton

Todd Alexander 
2008–2013

Cotton

Tyson Beauchamp 
2011–2013

Taylor

Cameron Burfield
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Robert Childs
2011–2013
Watsford

Campbell Combe
2011–2013
Watsford

Charles Baker
2009–2013

Cotton

Edward Boyd 
2009–2013

Taylor

Songyi Cai
2010–2013

Cotton

Oliver Clarke
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Michael Conway
2011–2013

Taylor

Henry Basedow
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Simon Brown
2009–2013 
Waterhouse

James Cant
2011–2013
Watsford

Leon Coetzer
2009–2013
Watsford

James Cornish
2009–2013

Taylor
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Phillip Craig
2009–2013

Taylor

Thomas Evans
2009–2013
Watsford

Cameron Giles
2011–2013

Cotton

Jake Gugliotta
2005–2013

Taylor

James Harris
2006–2013
Watsford

Brenden Crawford
2012–2013
Watsford

2006–2013
Cotton

Jock Girvan
2011–2013
Waterhouse

Samuel Haberman
2009–2013

Taylor

Stuart Harvey
2009–2013

Cotton

Joseph Daniel
2011–2013

Cotton

Andrew Fortunatow 
2009–2013

Taylor

Andrew Giuliano
2012–2013

Taylor

Charles Hall
2006–2013

Taylor

Shae Haseldine
2011–2013
Watsford

Lachlan Duffy 
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Shaun Gerschwitz
2011–2013

Cotton

Angus Gmeinder
2009–2013
Waterhouse

George Hannaford
2011–2013

Taylor

Alexander Hayes
2011–2013

Taylor
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Benjamin Heaslip
2011–2013

Taylor

Luke Janowski
2001–2013
Waterhouse

Nathan Kapitza 
1999–2013 
Watsford

Jonathan Kotsionis
2009–2013

Cotton

Hoi Yuen (Fuhrmen) Lee
2012–2013

Cotton

George Hewett
2011–2013

Taylor

Samuel Johns
2002–2013

Taylor

Michael Katsambis
1999–2013

Taylor

Anthony Lai
2009–2013

Taylor

Samuel Leeson
2009–2013
Watsford

Sean Hobbs
2011–2013
Watsford

Samuel Johnston
2006–2013

Cotton

Sang Woo Kim
2011–2013
Waterhouse

Angus Lawrence
2007–2013
Waterhouse

Liu (Leo) Liu
2007–2013

Cotton

Nicholas Husler
2008–2013
Waterhouse

Alexander Jones
2011–2013
Watsford

R. Michael Kossatz
2011–2013
Watsford

Hoi King (Alvin) Lee
2009–2013

Cotton

Simon Loucas
2009–2013
Watsford
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Cameron Lowe
2010–2013
Waterhouse

James Ma
2008–2013

Taylor

Hayden May
2009–2013

Cotton

Hugh Murdoch
2009–2013

Taylor

Matthew O’Brien
2003–2013

Cotton

Jack Luke
2010–2013
Waterhouse

Shaohang (Tim) Ma
2011–2013
Waterhouse

Tyler McKenzie
2012–2013

Taylor

Michael Noicos
2009–2013

Taylor

Luke O’Connor
2012–2013

Cotton

Hank Ly
2004–2013
Watsford

Alexander Mallia
2000–2013

Taylor

Jayden Miell
2011–2013
Waterhouse

Nicholas Noman
2009–2013

Cotton

Vivian Oldfield
2012–2013

Taylor

Nicholas Lyons
2009–2013

Cotton

Nicholas Marks
2009–2013
Watsford

Jake Mill Garland
2012–2013

Cotton

Joshua O’Brien
2011–2013

Taylor

Jung Bin (Kurt) Park
2006–2013
Waterhouse
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Dylan Parker
1999–2013
Watsford

Noah Ramsey
2011–2013

Taylor

Paul Russo
1999–2013

Taylor

Hugh Schievenin
2008–2013

Taylor

Daniel Skinner
2011–2013

Cotton

Nicholas Parletta
2009–2013

Taylor

Brayden Redden
2011–2013 

Cotton

Christopher Sandow
2009–2013
Watsford

Matthew Seals
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Alexander Smith
2005–2013
Waterhouse

Connor Perrin
2001–2013

Cotton

Martin Rohde
2011–2013 
Waterhouse

Jake Sandrini
2013–2013

Cotton

Tate Sharman
2009–2013
Watsford

Ian Smith
2010–2013

Cotton

Owen Powell
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Amyas Ross
2011–2013

Taylor

Jack Scaife
2011–2013
Watsford

Declan Sharp
2000–2013
Waterhouse

Theodore Squires
2009–2013
Waterhouse
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Thomas Szumski
2012–2013

Taylor

Henry Treloar
2010–2013

Taylor

Xavier Warne
2010–2013
Watsford

James Whitehead
2005–2013
Waterhouse

Yunchang (Jason) Xue
2012–2013
Watsford

Jackson Terp
2004–2013

Cotton

Li Tu
2006–2013
Waterhouse

Marc Webber
2006–2013
Waterhouse

Michael Wilson
2008–2013
Watsford

Andrew Xydias
2007–2013
Watsford

Riley Terrell
2006–2013
Waterhouse

Jared Vanmali
2009–2013
Waterhouse

Thomas Wheare
2011–2013
Waterhouse

Songkran (Karn) Wongprasert
2010–2013
Watsford

Jielun (Gary) Yang
2011–2013
Watsford

Samuel Tonkin
2011–2013
Watsford

Harrison Viney
2009–2013
Watsford

Danyon White
2009–2013

Taylor

Richard Xiong
2009–2013
Watsford

Nicholas Young
2011–2013
Watsford
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Ruijie Zhang
2012–2013
Waterhouse

Michael Zhao
2009–2013

Cotton

Red and White Formal 2013
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Preparatory School
2013 has seen the Preparatory School Parents and 
Friends continue to build activities to support our 
school community and bring people together with 
the help of a very dedicated committee.

Social activities on the school calendar that were 
hosted by the Preparatory School P&F were the 
Welcome Morning Tea on the first day of school 
and again in Term 4 and the Bottle & Plate Night in 
Term 1. These events were all very well attended we 

Katrina Davies and Jo O’Leary for their hard work in 
organising these events.

Special mention must be made of other events held 
by the Preparatory School P&F this year. The Family 
Fun Night in March was attended by over 500 people 

Meredith McAveney and Jo O’Leary and their 

will become part of the school calendar. In August 

for the school community. Thank you to Lorraine 

Charmaine Jackson from the Middle & Senior School 
P&F for their very hard work in organising this very 
successful event.

This year the P&F committee voted to support the 

down champagne morning tea and fashion parade. 

Cancer Council. We would especially like to thank 
Tania Bierlein and Julie Watson for their wonderful 
organisation of this special event.

We continued to sell the Entertainment Books as 
part of our fundraising efforts under the guidance of 
Katrina Davies who once again assumed the role of 

fundraising efforts in 2013 included the very popular 
Easter Egg Raffle. We were again able to make a 
substantial donation of Easter baskets to Uniting 
Care Wesley Adelaide. Thank you to Jo O’Leary for 
her outstanding effort in organising this event. The 
school community continues to support the boys 
in the Cake & Lollie Stall at both sports days and I 
extend my thanks to everyone who assisted with 
this and also the Sausage Sizzle lunch. In particular 

Agnes Skothos for their efforts.

The P&F is very proud to be able to support the 
school with the purchase of resources and facilities 
improvements for all of the boys to enjoy. This year 

towards installing the new turf at Scotts Creek. 

I would like to personally thank the entire 
Preparatory School P&F committee members for 
their outstanding work and dedication this year 
and in particular extend my appreciation to Agnes 

Treasurer and Jo O’Leary as Secretary.

We look forward to another full and successful year 
in 2014 and extend an invitation to any parents 
wishing to be part of the P&F and join in supporting 
the school community.

Rachel Walsh

Middle & Senior School
The Middle and Senior School’s Parents’ and Friends’ 
Association always appreciates the time and 
effort that Mr Tutt provides in his attendance of 
our meeting and his reports on the current events 

especially enjoyed his presentation of the new 
Strategic Plan for Prince Alfred College 2013–15.

We were delighted to hear that the Strategic Plan’s 
direction moves in the direction of amalgamating 
the Preparatory Parents’ and Friends’ Association 
with our P&F. We believe that this provides us 

support base of our members.

Dare I say that the Preparatory School’s 
Association’s organisation of large and successful 

can provide and that a new whole school P&F will 
mean that we can participate on an even greater 
level.

fabulous Quiz Night again this year. All their hard 
work certainly seems to be worth it when the 
following meetings are buzzing with the stories of 
catching up with other school families and enjoying 
the antics and laughter which inevitably evolve in a 
fun night of games and challenges.

Our Association is still planning a programme 

appreciation of the College’s amazing art collection. 
This involves firstly determining the condition of 

how to fund this work.

will also have developed a strategy for presenting 
them to the school in a format which will not 
endanger their safety or compromise their insurance 
protection. 

of the College to learn about some of the amazing 
people who have been involved with the school in 
the past.

I would like to quickly finish with a big thank you to 

those involved in our most enjoyable school life.

Lisa Rasheed
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The official opening of the RED Centre was a 
significant day in the lives of both the College 
and the Foundation. For the College it was the 
opening of the largest building project in the 
history of Princes and for the Foundation it was 
the opportunity to acknowledge the generosity 
of our community and to present an additional 

and more will be provided in the near future.

With the support of the Princes community the 
Foundation has also been able to help finance other 
aspects of the life of the College. Nine students 
are privileged to have the support of the Prince 
Alfred College Foundation Scholarship Fund and 
as become an annual event were able to meet 
supporters of the Fund at a morning hosted by the 
Foundation President and the Headmaster.

for a radio frequency identification system for 
streamlining the borrowing and returning of all 
library resources. This project is the first in a series 
identified through a review of the College’s library 
operations and the Library Fund will be called upon 
to support new initiatives in 2014.

In conjunction with the Australian Sports 
Foundation the Foundation offers the Rowing 
Equipment Fund which helps resource the College’s 
Rowing program. Recent donations to the fund have 
helped with the provision of racking for boats and 
the purchase of 16 sculls and one quad boat.

The Foundation has once again been generously 

Westpac for the many ways over the years it has 
supported the activities of the Foundation . A 
highlight of the year was a luncheon at Westpac 

Foundation
Grandies with Jarrod Cross

RED Centre Cheque presentation Peter McBride at the opening of RED Centre
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where guests were privileged to have the company 

During the year the Foundation was saddened by 

early 1970s of the establishment of the Foundation 
and its second President. John maintained an active 
interest in the affairs of the Foundation and last 
visited the College to attend the Annual General 
Meeting in April. The Foundation gives thanks for 
the life and contribution of John Michell AM.

At the Foundation’s AGM two board members 
were thanked for their participation. Current 
parent Sue Aretzis has strongly supported 
Foundation functions such as the Martini Ball 
and her enthusiasm and drive contributed to the 
success of these events. Murray Olsson is one of 
the great faces of the College and has participated 

member of the Foundation board for some twenty 

commitment to the aims of the Foundation has 
been greatly valued over the years of his service.

Once again the Grandies Club has made the most 
of opportunities to visit the College. Grandies were 
treated to a tour of parts of the secondary school 
they were unfamiliar with in the Gerard Innovation 

they were made most welcome by staff and 
students. The Grandies Club Christmas lunch in the 
Piper Pavilion was a highlight of 2013.

2014 is the fortieth anniversary of the 
establishment of the Foundation. An exciting 
program of events to celebrate the Ruby 
Anniversary is being planned and will culminate 
with the biennial ball in August. 

David Cornish
Executive Officer

RED Centre unveiling by the Chappell brothers

Cheque presentation

Murray and Grace Olsson with Dr Janet Young

Fullbright Scholarship
The College is proud of the achievements of its 
seven Fulbright recipients and an honour roll was 
unveiled in ANZAC Hall following this year’s Old 

Fulbright Scholar (1966) and past chair of the 

Webber.

Pictured with the Fulbright honour roll are (L–R) Dr Brett 

Robert Crompton AM (1968) and Dr Brian Webber AM. Also 



Old Scholars
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I would like to thank the Members and Committee 
of the Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ Association 
(PAOCA) for the opportunity and privilege to 
serve as President for 2013. I wish to extend 

Headmaster Mr Kevin Tutt and our Executive 

work and dedication throughout the year.

2013 has been a very busy and productive year 
for the PAOCA with a number of new initiatives 
and projects launched with the aim of further 
enhancing the services being offered to our Old 
Scholars community. 

Given our membership is increasingly being spread 

challenges in ensuring our Members are continually 
engaged and provided with the opportunity to 
remain connected with Old Reds wherever they are 
located around the world. 

and projects were undertaken by the Committee 
this year:

event held in the United States. This was held in 

make this event a permanent annual fixture on 
our future events calendar.

time at the Naracoorte races in March this 
year for our Members located in the South East 
region of South Australia. This is another event 
we are aiming to make a permanent fixture on 
our events calendar.

communicate with our Members. This service 
was first used to advertise our July Annual 
Dinner held at the Convention Centre. 

Committee to oversee the financial affairs 

provide recommendations to the Executive and 
Management Committee for consideration on 
financial matters.

Investment Fund which is to be managed by 
the Management Committee with the aim of 
financially assisting our Old Scholars Sporting 
Clubs with future infrastructure replacement 
and upgrade needs so that our Clubs can 
offer high quality facilities and services to our 
Members.

The first large infrastructure project being 
supported by the PAOCA is the redevelopment of 
the Park 9 cricket pitch which is being undertaken 
in partnership with the College and the PAOC 
Cricket Club. This work is due to commence in the 
2013/14 summer and will be available for use by 
the PAOC Cricket Club in the 2014/15 season. The 
redevelopment of the Park 9 cricket pitch will be a 
significant investment in ensuring that our Cricket 
Club is able to offer the best available playing 
facilities for years to come.

The Annual Dinner held in July was well attended 
with over 400 Old Reds converging on the Adelaide 
Convention Centre for what was a fun and highly 
entertaining evening. We were fortunate to have 
The Hon. Alexander Downer AC as our guest 
speaker who gave a unique insight and opinion 

of experience as Foreign Minister and subsequent 
professional working life. An impromptu 

Legend and Old Red) was also a highlight of the 
evening.

I was fortunate to attend many more Old Red 
functions and reunions both locally and interstate 
throughout the year and behind all of our events 
are hardworking and dedicated Members who are 
the backbone to the continued success of these 
events being held year after year. I would like to 

entire Committee for their hard work and support.

It has been a very busy year for the PAOCA and 
I would like to again thank the Committee and 

dedication this year. I encourage all of our Members 
to get along to an Old Scholars’ function next year 
if you haven’t in the past and remain connected to 
what I believe is a truly unique and special College 
community.

John Jovicevic
President 2013 

 

President’s Annual Report
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President’s Report

2013 Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ Association Officers

 
 Mr Kevin R Tutt

President Mr John Jovicevic

 Mt Thomas B Huxtable

Honorary Secretary Mr Peter A Crouch

Honorary Treasurer Mr Simon R Miller

Committee Mr Nicholas W J Blanch 

 Mr Michael R Garry 

 Dr Robert J Hall 

 Mr Fred G Hamood

 Mr Thomas W Lambert  

 Dr Craig P Moffat 

 Mr Samuel R Richardson

 Mr John R Waltham  
 (retired July 2013)

 Mr Andrew S Williams

 Mr Rex M Wilson

 
 Need & Partners

The PAOCA Committee

Andrew Williams
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Prince Alfred Collegians’ Lodge  
No. 51
The Prince Alfred Collegians’ Lodge is a Freemasons’ 

oldest School lodge in Australasia. It serves not 

but it also places a great deal of emphasis on the 

The two signature activities of the Lodge in 
respect of furthering education are a Senior School 
Scholarship and a Preparatory School Short Talk 
Competition. 

given awards to assist them in their schooling. 
Harrison Lindner was awarded the PAC Lodge 

and Ethan Smith was awarded a Special Assistance 
Grant for the year ending December 2013. The 

present and were delighted that the boys had won 
the awards. There was strong competition from the 
students in the Senior School for the award and the 
Interview Panel commented on the high quality of 
all the applicants.

The Preparatory School Short Talk Competition 
was won this year by Thomas Johnson in Year 6. 

impressive depth of imagination. The adjudicators 
remarked that there was a future world class 
fantasy author there in the making! The Brethren 
continue to be amazed by the quality of public 

something of which Prince Alfred College may be 
justly proud.

The Brethren of Prince Alfred Collegians’ Lodge 
have met regularly throughout the 2012–2013 
Masonic Year. This year we welcomed John Irvine as 

to join Freemasonry through his School Lodge. John 
has made a few trips from Canberra especially for 
Lodge meetings — a sterling commitment!

The Brethren were saddened this year by the death 

of our much beloved Very Worshipful Brother Kevin 
Parkinson. Kevin had a distinguished Masonic career 
and thoroughly deserved his Sprig of Acacia.

Princes community in particular and the wider 
community in general. All members of the Princes 
family are encouraged to visit our website:  

Brother Alan J. Branford
Senior Warden

New Old Boys’ Drinks
At the commencement of each year it is customary 

and this year 55 New Old Reds from the 2012 
cohort attended their first official old scholars’ 
function on Friday 22 February 2013 at The 
Cumberland Arms in Waymouth Street. President 
John Jovicevic welcomed the group and asked them 
to sign up to the PAOCA Facebook page and also 
the PAOC Sporting Clubs. 

Under 35s Event

hosted the Under 35 Old Scholar McLaren Vale Ale 

is managed by Old Red Thomas Ricketts (1994–
2004). The purpose of the event was to encourage 

Lodge & Community
 Harrison Lindner with his parents Janet Dutschke and Andrew 

Old Boys’ drinks
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the younger generation of Old Reds to actively 
participate in the old scholar events and socialise 
with fellow peers. 

all of whom happily participated in the tasting 
of the Vale Ale beer and cider range which was 

Vale Ale lead a very thorough and funny afternoon 

and process behind each of their six labels we tried. 

All in all the event received fantastic feedback 
from those involved and is certainly something the 
PAOCA hopes to run again next year. Thank you to 
all who attended the event. 

Thomas Lambert (1997–2004)

2013 Yorke Peninsula Field Days
At the conclusion of Day 2 of this year’s Yorke 

It was the perfect opportunity for Old Reds on 
the Peninsula to come together in a relaxed 
atmosphere and enjoy a glass of champagne and 
a Coopers’ beer or two! It was a very successful 

years’ time! 

Vintage Reds
The 14th Annual Vintage Reds Luncheon was held in 
the new RED Centre on Thursday 31 October 2013. 

A new record was set with 329 Old Reds in 
attendance. Guests undertook a tour of the College 
with the recently inducted 2014 Prefects and were 
then entertained by the College’s Big Band. The 
Vintage Reds were then welcomed to the luncheon 
by Old Red and PAOCA Committee member Rex 
Wilson (1960–66) who explained the meaning of 

Bob Snewin (1960–63). 

This day just gets bigger and better each year!

 

 
James Mumford (2009) at the YP Field Days
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2013 Joint Committee Dinner — 
Wednesday 24 July
This year’s 2013 Wine Intercol was a very eagerly 
awaited contest.

A very solid 12 months of intensive training and 

preparation for this very important Intercol.

The Joint Committee Dinner was hosted by the 
honourable Rex Wilson and we thank him for 
allowing us to host the dinner at The Adelaide Club.

and Peter Crouch. A number of first year recruits 

and Michael Garry acquitting themselves most 
admirably.

Solid performances were put in at various stages 

menu that complemented the wine selection to 
perfection. Fred Hamood and Craig Moffat selected 

including an American beer.

The camaraderie of the Saints and Princes 

and the game was played in true collegiate 

protocols went by the wayside!

smallest of margins ... a short half glass ... but we 
will return a stronger team next year.

Fred Hamood

Annual Service — Thursday 25 July

Service was held in the Eric Freak Memorial Chapel 

This year we were honoured to have Old Scholar 
Rev Brian Polkinghorne (PAC 1953–54) as our guest 
preacher. 

lighting of the candle and opening prayer. Deputy 

on the presentation of Old Reds who had passed 
away during the year.

The congregation sang Lord of Creation and Princes 

sang You are Mine and an Amen under the direction 

Rev Polkinghorne shared with the congregation 

New Old Old Boys

Graham Silver

Lindsay Gibson

Old Scholars’ Week
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his many years working in Tanzania between the 

which was the cultivating of chickens! 

Old Scholars and members of the Princes 
community were welcomed to the Piper Pavilion 
for morning tea at the conclusion of the service.

Old Old Boys’ Assembly —  
Friday 26 July 2013
For more than 70 years the Old Old Boys Assembly 
has seen the coming together of the school and 
the oldest old boys for an occasion steeped in 
tradition and meaning from the youngest boys to 
the eldest of men. This assembly is the proudest 

eagerly anticipated by those who commenced at 
the College sixty or more years ago.

Traditions by their nature evolve and grow. Nearly 

College’s new Assembly Hall. At the time it easily 
managed the group of men who attended however 
over the years school numbers grew and in recent 
years the logistics of staging the event in the 
hall became increasingly difficult. This year the 
Assembly was held for the first time in the RED 

Centre and the new venue was an outstanding 

for the Assembly to be held comfortably and safely.

190 Old Old Boys attended the Assembly and the 
24 New Old Old Boys of 1953 were reminded by 
the Director of Teaching & Learning Kelvin Sparks 
of the life of the College in that year and of the 
times in which they lived. 

The traditional roll call was read by the 
Headmaster and the Oldest Old Boys were greeted 
with overwhelming enthusiasm by their fellow 
Old Old Boys and the school in one of the greatest 
moments of Princes life.

Apologies

 

(1952)

the 109th Service at the 109th Service

Oldest and Youngest
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Old Old Boys Present
1953

Richard White

1952

John Walter and Peter Woodruff

1951

Siegele

1950

Wilson

1949

Treloar

1948

and Bob Waters

1947

Siegele and Bruce Standen 

1946

Barry Saunders and Peter Standish

 
(Year 12) and Brady Miell (Year 10)

Benjamin Doley (Year 10) with his grandfather Malcolm 
Doley (1956)
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1945

Heinrich and Barry Rogers

1944

and Rodger Todd

1943

Williamson

1942

and Brian Smith

1941

1940

Brian Thomas and Graham Wicks

1939

Willcox

1938

and John Parsons

1937

Ken Chinner and Gordon Prest

1936

1935

1933

1932

Jim Crompton

2013 PAOCA Annual Dinner
The Annual Dinner is always the highlight of 

was attended by 413 Old Reds at the Adelaide 

Reds enjoying themselves and supporting the 
Association. Our guest speaker for the evening 

our very own Rick Davies on his induction into the 

Rick to speak to the contingent of Old Reds. Rick 
concluded his impromptu speech with a reference 
to the quality of the friendships he still has today 
despite finishing at the College over 40 years ago. 

(1955)
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Downer took to the stage to speak about “Modern 
Leadership” giving examples in his career of 

its relevance today. Mr Downer was entertaining 

few Australian political stories and when question 

instead centred around the Australian Cricket Team! 

The event was a great success and would not have 
been possible without the support of our Corporate 

The PAOCA Committee with The Hon Alexander Downer AC

 
Craig Moffat and Rev Mark Dickens

Peter Crouch

Absent: Andrew Clarkson and Andrew Williams

and John Marsh (1996) (2012)

(1970)
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O’Leary Walker Wines.

We encourage all Old Collegians to attend the 
Annual Dinner and other events. You can continue 
to stay connected to the Association through our 
website: www.paoca.com and our Facebook page.

Thomas Huxtable (1996–2003)

Intercol Sports

Bowls
The bowling was fierce at the 2013 Intercol Bowls 

Adelaide Bowling Club. 

Unfortunately the shield was returned to our 

The Saints and Princes Committees’ contingent 

camaraderie. 

event for 20 years. 

Peter Broadbent 

Tennis
PAOC hosted the 2013 ET Rowe Cup contest on 

Tennis Club. 

playing in their first Intercol clash.

The crisp and clear evening saw some spectacular 

the Reds 8–4.

very high quality matches. 

Steve Sanders and Tim Nicholls won their first 

accelerated to a resounding win (to love) in their 
second. 

Nick Wong and Beckett Wolfe played with 

wider margin.

The PAOC players once again played the match in 

up with new and old acquaintances. The team looks 
forward to the chance to win back the Cup at next 

from 6:00 pm.

Andrew Williams

Intercol Golf Day
A cold wet windy day greeted all 54 and a half 
players for the annual Old Scholars Week Golf 
Competition at Royal Adelaide Golf Club.

the unfavourable conditions caused a number of 

attend had a most magnificent day.

A number of country golfers attended to help prop 

form did not transfer to the city course on the day.

matches went to the 18th hole for a decision.

The Saints team tried to fool us with player 
numbers. One of Saints players forgot his golf shoes 
and had to purchase new ones of the day. The only 

duly purchased! He came to the first tee and tried 
to play off the ladies tee but Tony Newman was 
alert to this manoeuvre and forced him to play off 
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player!

Greenslade was a picture of sartorial elegance in 

Next year we need to have more players for the 

highlights as the actual game.

Special thanks to the Royal Adelaide Golf Club 

Stuchbery for his organisation of the event.

Fred Hamood

Badminton
The 2013 contest was held at the new RED Centre 
on Thursday 25 July 2013. This year the match was 
very close and unfortunately the Old Reds team 
narrowly lost 5 rubbers to 4 rubbers.

Ling and Jayden Lim. 

The team results were:

Mens Singles

1st Teng Wei Khoo defeated Ben Jenson 21/11; 
21/15

2nd Michael Foo defeated Kevin Khaw 21/18; 21/17 

4th Darren Chan defeated Qi Ren 21/4; 21/16

21/14

Mens Doubles

2nd Foo & Lo defeated Khaw & Chan 21/14; 24/22

3rd Olsson & Lim defeated Ren & Zheng 22/17; 
21/14

At the conclusion of the contest the Bundey Cup 
was presented to the winning SPOC Old Scholars 
representative Mr Tony Keynes.

Mr David Olsson on behalf of the PAOCA thanked 
all players and guests. 

David Olsson

Jenson and Kevin Khaw

Old Reds and Blues at the Intercol Golf Day
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Basketball
The 2013 intercol night was our first in the school’s 

on marking the occasion with a win. A photoblog 
of the 2013 intercol night can be found at: http://
oldredsbasketball.blogspot.com.au/2013/07/

In the C game we were confident that our vastly 
greater depth would see us get the win. Saints 

fairly quickly to get the lead back and hold it for 
the duration. It wasn’t the prettiest match but 
good foul shooting against a team that is incredibly 
frustrating to play against was important and 
ensured we got the 33–26 win. Our hustle was our 
best quality and everyone contributed. The Trim 
Cup stays Red!

The B’s also started slowly but so did Saints. Mike 
Hill and James Davey got some good scores early 
and slowly we pulled away to a 21–13 halftime 
lead. Saints jumped back early in the second but we 
were always able to get the score when we needed 
it. Defensively we were very solid and this fed our 
offence allowing us to win 41–28. Mike Hill was 
exceptional throughout and was clearly the best 
Red on the night winning the Sean Heylen Medal 
for his efforts.

The A’s came out strong and throughout a tight 
first half remained even with Saints. Great defence 
had the scores tied at 17 at the half. A great start 
in the second half saw us build a lead but Saints 

height players saw us go down 36–41.

Our thanks to the school and all involved in 
building a brilliant new stadium that was a pleasure 

environment and a large range of teams. Please 
visit http://oldredsbasketball.blogspot.com.au/ for 
more information.

Liam Golding

Bridge
What a superb show the Prince Alfred Old 
Collegians’ put on for this year’s Intercol Bridge 

Wilson and the staff at the College’s impressive 

let’s make it even more difficult next year with 
more tables.

Thanks to those able to play including several new 

win to SPSC after a count back (see below). But 
there was a consensus view that we should add the 
game played last week in anticipation of overseas 
travel. So here it is:

Tom Playford: PAC by 310  
(Michael needed 3NT on the last hand);

and Evan Jenkins; PAC by 240  
(another contract needed on the last hand);

North; SPSC by 2080  
(despite minus 800 for 6NT doubled vul. 3 off!);

Smith and Richard Krantz; PAC by 2000;

Motteram and Simon Drew; SPSC by 3360;

and Duncan Clarke; SPSC by 1280.

Total scores were: SPSC 7260: PAC 2550.

The “home game” the week prior resulted in a 
very narrow win to SPSC by Barry Black and Bob 
Brummitt v Peter Warnecke and Gerald Cox playing 

The score line therefore was SPSC by 4:3.

Robert Black
St Peters’ Old Collegians

Chess
Historc Win To Princes!

After a significant amount of effort from the PAOC 

chess enthusiasts competing in another enthralling 
encounter between the combatants held at the 

July 2013.

Our team had an added incentive to do well this year 
— I was delighted and very proud to present a new 

piece of silverware that is worthy of many great 
mental confrontations that will be intensely 
contested during the future of this annual event.

Given that last year’s disappointing drawn result 
was of adequate effort to retain the bragging rights 
(as Princes had previously won this battle against 

Victorious B Grade Intercol Team
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not in the script as far as the Old Reds were 
concerned — we wanted to mercilessly beat our 
opponents and clearly be crowned the undisputed 
best Old Scholars Chess Team.

Once the competitors were seated and the chess 

Michael Hoff and Wesley Legrand) flung their 
chess pieces across the chess boards with military 
precision and lead a memorable unbridled 

off their first bottle of red!

The three newer members of our contingent 

devastating blow to the Blue team’s collective ego.

team (comprising a powerful combination of 
distinguished veterans and recent school leavers) 
scored a crushing victory against our old foe — 6–0!

mates for their high level of concentration and 
intellectual prowess over the chequerboard. 

1972 are as follows: 
Played : 41 (2009 — Not Contested) Princes : 32 
Saints : 7 Drawn : 2

It just goes to show what’s never been in doubt: 
Princes men not only continually do brave deeds 
and endure they also have superior grey matter!

Thank you to all of our players — their strong 
fighting spirit ensured an enjoyable and very 

amidst the historic fiercely competitive rivalry 
between our great schools! 

Particular gratitude is extended to Princes for 
hosting this event with a fantastic new venue which 
provided an appropriate competitive setting for 
such a “serious” contest as well as organizing the 
catering for the supper and to Princes for generously 

supplying liquid refreshments throughout the night 

Standish (PAOCA Executive Officer); and Peter 

to the almighty Princes team!

Michael Hihimanis

Cricket
The 2012 Chester Bennett Cup match between 
PAOCA and SPCA to be played at St Peters 
College was unfortunately washed out with no 

2014.

Brad Weidenhofer

Squash
This year the Old Reds v Saints Squash Tournament 
was held at our new RED Centre and despite some 
hard fought matches the Old Reds performed 
particularly well winning five rubbers to nil. 

The results are as follows: 
PAOC     SPOC
Brenton Hicks 55 pt 3 games 1 rubber v Mark Esau 42 pt 1 game
Will Gray 45 pt 3 games 1 rubber v Ben Esau 18 pt

Tom Hicks 60 pt 3 games 1 rubber v Chris Plummer 52 pt 1 game
Christian McIntosh 45 pt 3 games 1 rubber v Ren Papilion 31 pt

At the conclusion of the competition all Old 
Scholars retired to the McBride Room for some well 
earned refreshments.

Rex Wilson

Hockey — Geoffrey Bean Cup
The annual hockey game between PAOC and SPOC 
was played on the PAC hockey pitch on the evening 
of Wednesday 14 August 2013. The match had been 
delayed from its usual date in Old Scholars’ Week in 
July to wait for the PAC hockey pitch reinstatement 
to be completed as part of the gym construction 
works.

from Premier League hockey clubs making up 
the bulk of both teams with some players from 
the respective Collegians’ clubs rounding out 
the numbers. The match was one of the more 
low scoring results of recent seasons. The Reds 
dominated much of the play in the first half but 

able to convert once to take a 1–0 lead into half 
time.

They managed to put on back to back goals to take 

intensity lifted as a result and the match was tightly 

a goal with about five minutes left to draw level 
at 2–2. We had an opportunity to clinch the game 

went just wide of the post. 

The final score remained a 2–2 draw. PAOC won the 

Geoffrey Bean Cup on the back of this year’s draw 
result.

Alexander Chapman
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Class of 1963 Fifty Year Reunion

3 Old Masters attended a 50 year reunion lunch 
held at the National Wine Centre for those who 
left PAC in 1963. Many took part in a tour of the 

impressed with the changes the School has 

due to the tendency of the grey generation heading 
overseas at this time of year!

Houston and Geoff Woollard join us.

gathering with the latest update on School progress 

of the PAOCA with a reminder of many of the 
events the country and world experienced in 1963.

A video presentation was shown comprising 
photos gleaned from the PAC archives (thanks to 

encompassing Years 1 (1952) to 12. The musical 
accompaniment included stirring renditions of 
the school songs. Particularly nostalgic were the 

than we are now!

Rob Hunwick proposed the Toast to the School and 
Andrew Binns responded. They both commenced 
in Grade 1 (as did three others present) and were 

discrepancy. Both had come from interstate for the 
lunch.

Rob reflected with humour on baby boomer life as 

with many anecdotes. 

Andrew responded with some of his own 
reminiscences then passed around the roving 

The masters present also contributed.

schoolmates from 50 plus years ago we still 
recognise in them the cheeky lads we knew then — 
and perhaps like them even better!

As one person commented: “the day seemed to 

camaraderie and bonhomie (to make some use of 
Argus Dennis’ French).

The organising committee comprising David 

organisation of and enthusiasm for the event 
deserve high praise.

David Close

Class of 1973 Forty Year Reunion
The men of 1973 gathered together once again 

Princes to celebrate their years of schooling at their 
Forty Year reunion. Sixty one past students who had 

Basedow and Malcolm Gray attended this special 
occasion.

assembling outside the Headmaster’s Office under 

Reunions
Class of 1963
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names to faces. With an escorted walk around the 

the current students have it at school. With new 
modernised facilities including the RED Centre and 
science buildings we just hoped that the current 
students appreciate what they have and we didn’t 
— although we thought we had things pretty good 
in our day!

Then off to the National Wine Centre where Tim 
Moffat opened the luncheon by welcoming all 

Captain) provided the “In Memorium Valete” of 

Kevin Tutt provided an update on the current 
enrolments and future developments of the 
school. Peter Crouch addressed the gathering on 
behalf of the PAOCA President and provided his 
own comments on what this day meant to him 

the Toast to the School.

Bratchell each provided the gathering with their 

that continues to have on them in their family 

the common bonds that bring us together on such 
occasions as this.

Anthony May added his personal touch to the event 
by auctioning a Craig Bowyer print titled “Home 
Game in the Field” marked with the appropriate 

Simon Harvey.

to continue the day’s fellowship and to recount 
their school days and their achievements since 
leaving. It was good to see that the Boarders were 
still supporting the local well into the evening.

still pick out the same blokes that we all grew up 
with during our years at Princes; the only difference 

herding wild cats but we got there in the end.

Michael Bratchell
Boarder 1969–1974 

Class of 1983 Thirty Year Reunion
The 30 Year reunion was held at the National Wine 

some having travelled from interstate and overseas 
including Canada and France. Whilst the venue 

see so many old friends recollecting fondly of days 
gone by. 

Haseloff and several prominent Masters past and 
present.

Ken Watson delivered the message on behalf of 

due to the commitments of the Year 12 Valedictory.

The Toast to the School was delivered by Bill 
Greenslade and the Response by Mark McKenzie 

flash backs into school life.

“Beetle” Shaw) continued in true form of old 

a confessional of incidents at school — an 
opportunity to clear the conscience of the middle 
aged Princes Man!

Executive Officer for putting the event together 
and the patient assistance in locating old friends. 

Alister Willcox. 

heard many times throughout the day and into the 
evening.

Roll on 40 and beyond!

David Saunders

 
30 Year reunionBeauchamp and John Clements at the 40 Year reunion
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Class of 1993 Twenty Year Reunion
On a perfect Adelaide spring day (Friday 11 

the Old Lion for the 20 year reunion. Many had 

significant differences to the campus we knew two 
decades before.

We were lucky to have many Old Reds travel 

Morris and Bowyer. 

There were many more Reds who were keen to 
be there but couldn’t due to distance or family 
and work commitments. Ben Palk provided an 
entertaining delivery of some apologies and 
messages. 

the activities of the Old Scholars including great 
events like the reunions. As well as representing 

affection as both a teacher throughout our time 

With his involvement in sporting and boarding 

featured in his stories.

The group was in great spirits and moved to 
the sunshine of the beer garden to continue 

reminiscing for the afternoon and well into the 
evening. 

Our thanks go to organisers Mark De Garis and Ben 

30 year reunion already.

Ben Palk

Class of 2003 Ten Year Reunion
This year’s Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ Association 
10 Year Reunion was held at The Hackney Hotel 

over 60 Old Reds and a number of current and 

conducted a tour of the school for our benefit and 
it was interesting to see the significant changes 
to the College’s infrastructure that have occurred 

of Old Reds and a great opportunity to catch up 
and share our experiences for the last 10 years and 
discuss some stories from our school days. 

Two Old Reds made an astounding effort to join 
us with Stuart Floyd flying in from Canada and 
Rowan Tape from Hong Kong! Our thanks go to Ben 

their help in organising the event. See you at the 20 
Year Reunion!

Tom Huxtable

 
The Class of 1993

reunion Jackson at the 20 Year reunion

 
10 Year reunion
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Melbourne Dinner
Friday 1 March 2013

After the absence of an Old Collegians dinner 

attendance.

The evening was hosted at The Australian Club 
and with Melbourne turning on the weather it was 
a great opportunity to start the evening on the 

and canapés.

our guest speaker. Jack shared great insight into 

honours of the youngest Captain in the AFL’s 

performance enhancing drugs outrage that has hit 
the AFL. Jack left many a man in the room to muse 
over what might have been.

Hetzel for all attending and taking care of the 

providing an ideal venue for everyone to enjoy.

A great night was had by all and we are looking 
forward to the next Melbourne event.

Matthew Gibb 

Brisbane Dinner
Friday 9 August 2013

host to the Brisbane Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 
30th Annual Dinner. 

The night was a wonderful opportunity for the 
19 Old Reds in attendance to share a laugh while 
regaling one another with anecdotes from their 
time at the school. 

The evening’s festivities took place under the 

(1982–86). The Old Boys were entertained by Ben 
Whitwell (1974–85) who proposed the Toast to the 

received by all.

Attendees included Ralph Parsons (1936–42) and 

the inaugural Brisbane dinner in 1984. Further 
illustrating their commitment to the Old Scholars 

Brisbane dinners over the last 30 years between 
them. Other notable attendees included recent 

and Ronald (1951–55) and Brenton Gibbs (1980–
84).

President) and Ronald Gibbs for making the journey 
in order to attend the dinner. 

Sydney Dinner
Friday 16 August 2013

49 Old Reds that answered the call to gather for 
the Sydney annual dinner at Wolfies Restaurant at 
The Rocks start arriving. The PAOCA flag is hung 

alongside the bar. The name tags start to be 
collected at an increasing rate as they are attached 
to jackets and shirts and then taken to the bar for 
a drink. The bar has been open for half an hour and 

up champagnes and refilling wine glasses. The 
banter and laughter is increasing by the minute. 
The photographer is wandering around snapping 
away. A few of the Old Reds form a small group and 
pose for the camera…smile! 

We have reached 7:00 pm and start to move 
into the dining room. We still have three hours 

used to in assembly awaiting the arrival of the 

the enthusiastic chatter drops to a low hush. It’s my 

bit of housekeeping and read out the 23 apologies 
received. Our database of old boys in NSW is over 
500. We have approximately 150 effective email 
addresses. So to have almost half the old boys 
from this list attending or sending their apology is 
encouraging. 

the entrée is cleared we start the annual round of 

when they were at PAC and what they have been 
doing over the past year. It’s always an enlightening 
and good humoured experience. Main Course is 

plates were traded or anonymously swapped at this 
stage!

the Australian Regular Army in 1991. He has spent 

and Afghanistan. He was appointed a Member in 
the Military Division of the Order of Australia in 
2012. In David’s presentation he discussed how his 
time at PAC shaped his values and life skills which 
he has seamlessly applied in his successful military 
career. An excellent speech with quite a few 
“politically challenging” questions all handled very 
diplomatically by David. A comment I took away 
from David’s speech is that “leadership is a verb not 
a noun.” 

The enthusiastic catch up conversations continued 

Branch Reports
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around the room at a feverish pace and volume. 
All positive signs of a good night! Professor 
Graham Vimpani AM (1956–60) proposed the 
Toast to the School. It was a lovely toast in which 
we remembered all old boys including those who 

updated us on the recent College news and intercol 
events. It seems we have come off second best 
with many of our clashes with Saints and we are all 
hopeful for next year! 

The drinks are starting to slow down as our dinner 
begins to wind up an hour over schedule. A school 

Graham Gann (1951) and our youngest attending 
old boy Oliver Brecht (2008). I would like to make 
special mention to Alan Jacobs (1937) who was 

Malcolm McLachlan (1955) attended with his son 
Alistair (1986) travelling from Adelaide to join him. 
A History of the School was presented to David 
Smith for his efforts to prepare and present his 
speech. 

Next year’s dinner is booked for Friday 22 August 
2014 and all Old Reds far and wide are welcome to 
attend.

Robert Barry

Darwin Dinner
Friday 23 August 2013

The Princes & Saints Combined Old Scholars Dinner 

23 August with four partners of Old Scholars 
attending for the first time. Guests were treated 
to an impromptu tour of the complex through 
the crocodile ponds and reptile displays hosted by 
PAOC old scholar Shaun Gamble (1984–86) and 
then given the opportunity to hold some restrained 

some two year old jumping crocs from the safety 
of a reinforced fence and lengthy fishing poles!

Michael Bratchell (1969–74) provided the 
opening address with a special welcome to Elias 

Anictomatis (Old Blue) and his wife Rosie who 
represented St Peter’s and to the three partners of 
the Old Reds. He also thanked Shaun for providing 

this year’s Dinner. Apologies from both schools 

also provided. 

Tom Fawcett (1956–60) from Adelaide River 
was deemed to be the most elderly gentleman 
in attendance while Andrew Gardner (2001–05) 
was the youngest. Robert Hudson (1959–67) was 
acknowledged for delaying his return to Melbourne 
to attend the dinner. Another successful dinner 

that future events should continue as a combined 
function with partners ensure that our traditions 
continue.

for further details.

Mike Bratchell

Canberra Dinner
Friday 20 September 2013

characters.

depart Canberra with Sarah and their family for 

and the School Chaplain Rev Mark Dickens spoke on 
behalf of Prince Alfred College.

many of the stories did raise a laugh or two. To get 

Positioning System* !

The guest speaker Dr David Headon spoke (for 
approximately 25 minutes) on the topic of “The 

dessert for the entirety of the speech. His speech 

his oratory skills that his mantra of “ ...and finally 
let me end my talk tonight ...“ was repeated nearly 
10 times!

Other Old Reds in attendance were Hamish Arthur 

Hone (1954–65) and Roger Wainwright (1957–61). 
A special thanks to the lovely ladies who attended 

exaggerated stories of our youthful exploits at PAC.

Fred Hamood

David Smith and Robert Barry at the Sydney Dinner
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Naracoorte Race Day
Sunday 10 February 2013

Dwindling numbers at the South East Old 
Collegians’ dinners prompted a new approach to 
get Old Reds together. It was there the idea of 
changing the format from a more formal evening 

formed. And an event it was….. a marquee at the 
Naracoorte Races …. the attendance of horses was 
optional!

were enjoyed. The day started off at 11:00 am 

and after many introductions due to a large cross 
section of ages it was time to settle in for the day. 

and bets were laid! Attendance exceeded 80. 

Although the marquee didn’t have a direct view 
to the racecourse it was well set up. A sit down 
buffet lunch was served around Race 2 catered by 

desserts!

The choice of this particular race meeting was due 
to the central location for our South East members 

These reasons will not phase some or the time may 
not suit others but there were many comments 

next year’s event has been booked for Sunday 9 
February 2014!

David Charlick (1988–1992)

Fleurieu Peninsula Dinner
Friday 17 May

41 Princes Men and partners attended the 
Annual Fleurieu Peninsula Dinner at McCracken 

Regional Reports

Perth Dinner
Friday 1 November 2013

The Perth Old Collegians had a great dinner this 
year at the Royal Freshwater Bay Yacht Club at 

blokes attending. 

Through the dinner there were many recollections 
of times spent at Princes with Jack Ashby (1957–
60) speaking of the more historical and Ben 
Collette (1998–2002) reminiscing the more current. 
It seems that you can change the school but not 
the memories that shaped us all. There was even a 
very vocal rendition of the school song lead by Bill 
Tasker (1956–64) that must have taken the West 
Aussies by surprise!! 

has been made to try and expand our event with a 
social event being planned for April 2014.

Chris Cornish

Guests at the Perth Dinner

Sutton and Tom Martin

Richard Parsons

and Peter Vile (1962) at the Naracoorte Race DayDuncan (2008) at the Fleurieu Peninsula Dinner
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Committee Member Tom Lambert. 

Toast. Rev Rodney James (1959–63) pronounced 
the Grace. Grantley Sims (1949–54) proposed the 
Toast to The School and Andrew Jeffery proposed 
the Toast to the Association to which President 
John responded.

It was wonderful to see Bill McKenzie (1949–52) 

Charlie Rowe and Jonathon Bray from the 2008 

Williamson (1956–65).

The 2014 dinner will be held on Friday 14 March.

Andrew Jeffery

Eyre Peninsula Dinner
Friday 31 May 2013

The Eyre Peninsula Old Scholars Dinner was held 
in Port Lincoln on Friday 31 May. Chairman for the 
evening was Peter Treloar who warmly welcomed 
the thirty seven guests who had travelled from 
across Eyre Peninsula as well as the guests from 

Immediate Past President Graham Burfield.

The Toast to the School was made by Joe Tapley 
(1992–2001) who remembered fondly his time as 
a boarder. Joe spoke of the lifelong friendships he 

memorable piece of poetry! 

The Headmaster responded and spoke of current 
activities and events occurring at the school. He 

room and in the community. He highlighted the 
popularity of boarding at Princes with the boarding 
house virtually full and the exciting plans of a 
brand new boarding house which will offer boys a 
first class boarding facility once complete. 

The Toast to The Association was made by Michael 
Treloar who spoke of the value the old scholars 
offers to its members. He made particular reference 
to the POAC Football Club which currently has four 
teams in the Amateur League. There has been a big 
influx of young men who have recently left school 
which enables them to continue their association 
with Princes.

Graham Burfield responded and spoke of the many 

had performed very well against the arch rivals 
from up the road in the annual events. He spoke of 

community and ever growing list of dinners that 
are occurring around the world. The annual dinner 
in Adelaide is a highlight on the calendar and he 
encouraged anyone interested to attend.

Ties were awarded to Mark and Tim McDonald for 
their many years of support they have given to the 
school and the Association. 

Michael Treloar

Annette and John & Meredith
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The London Old Reds group has continued to grow 
and flourish during another fine year of combined 

Intercol.

New Year Drinks
A reliable cohort attended our first drinks for 
2013 on Thursday 28 February held at the Mitre 
Tavern in Hatton Garden. Whilst unfortunately 
there were some notable apologies including that 

delighted to welcome back an Old Red of some 

Club Legend David “The Great and the Good” Gray 
(1954–62).

MT (1994–98) had the attention of all with his 
delivery of the Toast to Red and Blue. Conversation 
topics ranged from the usual sport and business 

(1994–98) patriotic sartorial coordination in the 

fantastic to have the opportunity on the one 
hand to discuss with Mr Martin his history here in 

“Super Cat” Frearson (1986–89) for what can 
only be described as an incendiary escalation of 
proceedings in the Royal Borough of Chelsea.

Bus from the Mitre to the infamous 151 Bar in 

on the dancefloor. Had anyone needed to wash 

the flailing Princes arms and Saints legs and add a 
dash of water and a pinch of powder to ensure a 
comprehensive spin cycle!

The club stanza of the evening came to a close 
after Super Cat’s disappearance in circumstances 
not unlike those of the late Prime Minister Harold 

Cat”. 

dinner at 4am in China Town after settling what 

threatened to be a heated scuffle with the usual 
Haymarket urchins outside the chosen restaurant.

deeds and endured.

2013 Annual Dinner
The 107th PAOCA London Annual Dinner saw 

the Canadian Room of the East India Club.

The evening heralded a return to the formality of 

Muirhead AM.

Highlights included:

2.   Hilarious State of the Nation Addresses given by 
Patrick Khoo and Leigh “Big Bird” Schelvis.

3.   An impromptu rendition of “The Princes First 
XVIII” by all in attendance during the group 

favourite tune with obvious passion.

4.   Toasts to and gifts for our Living Patron Saint Mr 

as to have bought the group 4 bottles of 

in his honour.  A toast was given in Mr Charlton’s 

PAOCA London gatherings – the Toast to the 
Inner Ratbag:

“The Inner Ratbag

A committed London Chapter member possessing 
that elusive and alchemic mix of scholar and 
troublemaker.  A man who retains a courageous 
sense of humour.  A man who wears with pride 
the true irreverent spirit of the digger.  May we 
all retain a modicum of this spirit and humour in 

challenges warrant.  Gentlemen we drink to Mr 

Best afield after the dinner went to John “Churchill” 

posed for several photographs in front of St Paul’s 

under the duress of the previous evening’s tectonic 

sharpeners. 

The PAOC London Cricket Intercol Team sporting their new 
Baggy Maroons
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overwhelmed by the incredible ground and 

the Home of London Intercol.

New York News
New York Christmas Drinks

residing in and around New York City were brought 
together for the Inaugural Prince Alfred Old 
Collegians’ Association Christmas Drinks at The 
Australian bar in midtown Manhattan.

There were a wide selection of Old Reds at the 

Smyth (2000–04) and Jordan Walsh (2005–09). 

a wide range of Old Reds made the conversation 

teachers which everyone at the event had had 
during their time at PAC!

We are hoping that we can continue the Christmas 

other Old Reds from around the USA and Canada 
will be able to venture to NYC for what was proven 
to be a very enjoyable night with fellow Old Reds.

Brockhoff for making the inaugural PAOCA 
Christmas Drinks in NYC possible. To everyone who 

sharing the experience with you in 2013!

Jordan Walsh

Inaugural New York Dinner
Friday 28 June 2013

144 years after Prince Alfred College opened its 

(or so we believe!). It was an impressive roll call 

Randell. Eighteen Old Scholars attended the dinner 

partners and friends. 

We were fortunate to have Professor Brian Skinner 

to deliver the Toast to the School and to the 
Association. He provided a fascinating insight into 
studying at PAC under the shadow of World War 

subsequent personal and professional development. 
The Headmaster was able to provide a more recent 
update on positive developments at the school — 
useful indeed for those who would have to travel to 
the other side of the world to see the iconic green 
gates in person!

We look forward to regular future events in the Big 
Apple — to strengthen friendships between Old 

bond to the school. 

2001) and Simon White (1982–88) 

Convenor Ed Brockhoff (1997–2001) with Tim Piper (1981–

Elliott Burford (1994–2001)

 

Kevin Tutt at the Inaugural New York Dinner

London Dinner Guests
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Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 
Badminton Club

Achievements in 2013

Junior League: Congratulations to our Division 1 
team which won silver in the first Junior League 

much appreciate the efforts of the players and their 
parents who assist as team managers during the 

Jim Leaney and Kelvin Ching who put the juniors 
through their paces every Sunday morning.

State Representatives: The club is pleased to 
acknowledge the achievements of the following 
club players who have represented the state at 

Surman. We also acknowledge Chris Thirlwell who 
volunteers as state coach at Under 19 and Senior 

Khaw. Congratulations and thanks to all for your 
hard work.

Morialta High School on Sundays the club was 
finally able to move back to its home venue of 
Prince Alfred College in May 2013. During this time 

and extended with a second brand new sports 

lines and lighting have taken some getting used 

Thanks to the PAOCA and staff at PAC for assisting 
with the negotiations on the lease agreement with 
the RED Centre.

Team News

State League finished third in the winter 
competition.

A Grade finished third in the winter competition

C grade finished third in the winter competition.

Social Events/Tournaments

In November 2012 the club held its annual 
Junior Singles tournament with the Liz Ashforth 

Hugo Chapman in the Open Division final. Oscar 
Chapman defeated Callan Bubner to win Division 1 
and in Division 2 Mael Favre defeated Angel Cheung 

In November 2012 the club mixed doubles 
championship (the Brian Semple Trophy) was won 
by Shiyao Yu and Angelique Roebers who defeated 
Jane Olsson and Alex Hanysz in the final.

The club’s annual presentation night was held on 
11 October 2013 at The Kensington Hotel after the 
conclusion of the winter season. The club’s MVP 
awards were presented on the night. 

The club’s annual trip to the Southern Vales 

members enjoying some good food and wine at 
Coriole Winery.

David Olsson
 

www.paocbadminton.com

Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 
Basketball Club
Let me start at the end. The 2013 season ended 
with the greatest day in the Prince Alfred Old 
Collegians’ Basketball Club’s 21 year history. For the 
first time the Club had four teams playing on Grand 
Final day and all four were victorious. 

Our G team crushed Saints D team to win a 
Premiership in their first year. Our F team were 
undefeated winning by two on a buzzer beater 
from Jay Nguyen. The C team took out C grade 
with a gutsy win and in our A team won their 6th 

These reports over recent years have started to 
sound repetitive. We continue to win premierships 
and we continue to have a great time!

2013 once again delivered a brilliant year of 

reports. Every team competed strongly in their 
grade and our players grew in their ability and as 
individuals. 

Our Saturday men’s teams grew once again to a 
new record of seven teams. Our rookie class was 
particularly strong and our talented youngsters 
have a great future ahead of them. 

In NE2 Grade our F’s and G’s took out the A and 
B Grade premierships. Both these teams showed 
great heart and gelled extremely well. The 
enjoyment of the youngsters and veterans alike 
was great to watch.

NE1 Grade saw our D’s and E’s finish third and 
fourth (both above Saints B team) meaning one 
would knock out the other in the finals. After the 

pride.

In C Grade our C’s would emerge victorious in what 
was a great year for a really fun and inspiring team 
to watch. They were probably the fifth or sixth best 

three teams in the A/B grade. 

In the A/B Grade for the second year in a row 

knocking Saints A team out of the finals and our A’s 
would beat our B’s in the prelim before taking out 
the flag. We have a way we like to do things. 

Old Scholars’ Sport
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Our Lady Reds team played their third season 

premiership. 

Player’s Player award winners for best player in 
each Saturday team as voted by teammates were 

and Reid Amos (G).

Returning from injury Stu MacDonald’s ability to 
lead the social aspects of the Club were recognised 
with the award as the Best Club Man. Stu is a 
great person who is liked by everyone he meets 
and he adds so much to the social fabric of our 
club. Nathan Graham in his tenth season received 
Life Membership of the Club and won the Club 
Champion Award after delivering an outstanding 
season. There were games where his scoring was 
unstoppable and after being so close on a handful 
of previous occasions it is great that Nathan has 
finally won the Award.

The season was not without its downside. Tim 
Purgacz has been such a key part of building the 
winning culture of the Club. Unfortunately he 
suffered a likely career ending knee injury early 
in the season and his on court influence will be 
greatly missed. It is great to see that he wants to 
remain a strong part of the off court part of the 
Club and is already finding new ways to contribute.

his 500th recorded match for the Club this season. 
Ben’s contribution to the Club continues to dwarf 

led to this prolonged period of success for the Club. 

and competitive atmosphere for old scholars and 
their friends to play basketball. We are always 
looking for new players of any level to join in the 
fun and add to our Club and we have one of the 
lowest membership fees and student discounts 
available. So if you’re an Old Red looking for a 

http://oldredsbasketball.blogspot.com.au/ for more 
information.

Liam Golding

Prince Alfred Old Collegians’  
Cricket Club
With three teams coming into this season as 

2012–13 was always going to be a challenge for the 
club. Despite this the club performed admirably and 

were in finals contention. Unfortunately only the A 

four runs.

successful team and qualified for its third grand 
final in the past four seasons. The grand final 
went down as one for the record books with a 

premiership. Unfortunately the team couldn’t hold 
on with Grange securing the outright win late on 
day two. Sam Tyler is to be commended once again 
for his outstanding leadership. Sam Hurburgh was 

Batting (458 runs at 32.71) whilst the Murray M 

by Tim Boucaut for the second year running (40 

taking out the batting trophy (217 runs at 21.70). 
The bowling trophy was won by Jackson Southcott 
(17 wickets at 8.88).

unable to deliver at key moments throughout the 
season. Dave Gerner won the batting trophy (224 
runs at 32.00) while Max Burford won the bowling 
trophy for the second year in a row (25 wickets at 
17.40) and also secured the Mark Schwartz Award 
for Best 21 and Under Player.

up against strong competition and in many cases 

trophy for the second year in a row (26 wickets at 
13.88). Ben Lobban was the leading batsman (224 
runs at 37.33) and after more than a decade at 

culminated in winning the club’s most coveted 

the batting trophy (327 runs at 54.50) while club 
veteran Andrew Heitmann won the bowling trophy 
(23 wickets at 14.57).

Matthew Kildea won the Moffat Family Trophy for 
Best Club Man for his two years as Treasurer which 

these funds were set aside to contribute to the Park 
9 pitch redevelopment which is currently underway 
(see below).
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We would like to thank both Prince Alfred College 
and the Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ Association for 
their support in relation to this project to date.

PAOCCC trains on Tuesday and Thursday nights 

welcome. The Club also enters three T20 teams 
in the ATCA competition and has an active social 
program based at The Hackney Hotel.

Further details in relation to the club are available 
at www.paoccc.asn.au

Brad Weidenhofer
2012–13 Chairman

Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 
Football Club
The 2013 season was another step forward for the 
Reds with so much young talent sprinkled across 
the grades leading all four sides to finals action. 
The A Grade was the side that showed the most 

highlight of the season was a six game winning 
streak in the middle of the year where the side 
showed its potential. This winning streak included 
a strong victory over eventual premier Portland. 
The side unfortunately lost to Flinders Park in the 
Elimination Final but has set itself up for success in 
the coming years.

Matt Jackman capped off a great year in the middle 
of the ground by winning the Ross C Johnston 
Trophy for Best and Fairest. Will Hugo was runner 
up and also had a strong showing in the League 
Best and Fairest medal count. A number of other 
players had impressive seasons including Karl 

Year) and Will Curyer.

The B Grade experienced the ultimate heartbreak 
losing their elimination final to a kick after the 
siren. Coach Tom Martin did a great job developing 
his young playing group and the manner in 
which the side went out was very disappointing. 
Youngster Lachlan Wilson won the Best and Fairest 
in an impressive first season. Special mention to 
Scot Tyndall who collected the Division 2 Reserves 
Leading Goalkicker Award.

The C Grade was vastly different to the experienced 
side that had collected four premierships and a 
preliminary final over the previous five years. The 
older heads were replaced by a large group of 

more. The side had an impressive minor round 
finishing 4th on the ladder with the highlight being 
a victory over minor premier SMOSH West Lakes. 
Their season ended in the first week of the finals 
with a seven point loss to Adelaide University. Tim 
Sanders once again took out the Best and Fairest 

up for the League medal. Nick Brooks had a very 
impressive minor round finishing with 91 goals 
taking out the Club Leading Goalkicker Award and 
the Division 8 Leading Goalkicker Award.

The D Grade surprised everyone by making the 
finals in 5th position and then progressing all 

the way through to the Preliminary Final. Coach 
Antony Brabham was extremely proud of how 
his side stood up throughout the finals series 
which included impressive wins over Modbury and 
Salisbury. James Hill won the Best and Fairest for 
the side.

Other highlights from the end of season awards 
night included the presentation of Best Club Man 

Joseph Du Rieu and Most Improved to Max Clarke.

The Club is now looking forward to the 2014 
season with Coach Peter Walsh already signed for 
the upcoming season. Any players interested in 
playing should contact Michael Siciliano (michael@
branomiimports.com.au).

Michael Siciliano

Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 
Hockey Club

playing in the Metro 3’s division of the Hockey 
SA metropolitan competition. Enthusiasm was 

numbers being higher than previous seasons.

The Club had to deal with playing mostly away 
games this year with the delay in availability of 
the PAC hockey pitch due to the completion of the 
construction of the gym and reinstatement of the 
supergrass taking longer than expected. The pitch 
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had been expected to be available from mid to late 

The team had a fairly good year in terms of results 

ability to beat quality opposition. Unfortunately 
we had some losses against teams that finished 

spot in finals. The team had quite a solid defensive 

Matthew Hood. We lacked some hunger and some 
composure in front of goal on occasions during the 
season which would have converted some losses 
into draws or wins.

seven losses. The team finished fifth on the ladder 

five points behind the fourth placed team). Despite 

was good to see some improvement in results this 

last making the finals in 2007. The team managed 

David Pascoe was the leading goal scorer with 11 

with 8 goals each. The award winners for this year 
were: Best and Fairest — James McGregor; and 
Most Improved — James Risby.

I’d like to thank Andrew Baillie for his assistance 
and support again this season in the administration 
and running of the Club both on and off the field. 
Thank you to Sam Tyler who umpired again for us 
in a majority of our games. The Club also thanks 
Tom Ricketts and the Seven Stars Hotel for its 
ongoing support.

The Club will again be fielding one team next 

getting underway in April 2014. We’ll be looking to 
take the next step and break back into the finals 
after falling just short this year. Both new and old 
players are always welcome to come out for a run. 
If you are interested in either returning to hockey 

contact Alex Chapman (M: 0418 313 630 and E: 
chappy14@gmail.com).

Alexander Chapman
PACHC Chairman

Prince Alfred Old Collegians’  
Soccer Club
The 2013 season saw the Prince Alfred Old 
Collegians’ Soccer Club continue to make progress 
in the rebuilding of the club.

The current board of the soccer club took charge 
of the club at the end of 2011 with nine players 
and a severe shortage of funds. Over the past 
two seasons the club has grown to three teams 
comprising a total of 44 registered players. The 
club’s financial position has also improved.

The onfield performance of the club is also 
improving. The A team managed to accrue a 
precious number of wins after a winless 2012 
season. The results for the B and C teams were even 
more encouraging. The B team had a slow start to 
the season but managed to string together a strong 

table.

couple of draws and narrow losses towards the end 
of the season saw them fall out of contention and 
finish a very respectable fourth.

The Club is well positioned for further growth and 
is looking forward to a prosperous 2014 season.

The Club is looking for a major sponsor for 2014 

rates. If you are able to assist please contact me at 
Michael.chrisohoou@gmail.com

Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ Squash 
Club
Thanks to our former secretary Will Gray over the 
past few years our Old Collegians Squash Club has 
been one of the strongest in this state even though 
we have been scattered throughout metropolitan 
Adelaide with teams competing from South 

in competition recording successes this year in the 

Division 1 and Division 2.

courts at the Red centre until this current spring 

at those venues they have been playing at over the 
last few years.

This has drastically reduced our Club’s numbers 
resulting in only two pennant teams competing; 
one in the top Premier League and the other in 

we are building a strong social group of Old Reds at 
all ages and levels. I invite old scholars interested in 
playing for the Old Reds either in pennant or at a 
social level to contact either myself Rex Wilson on 
0412 813 415 or our Club Secretary Mark Esau on 
0418 852 606. 

Rex Wilson
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2013 Honours
The following Old Reds were recipients of the 2013 Australia Day Awards:
Member of the Order of Australia (AM)

Jock Statton AM (1960–63) 
Services to the veteran community of SA

Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM)

David John Motteram OAM (1949–58) 
Services to the community

Donald Gilbert Roach OAM (1941–43) 
For service to veterans and their families

Distinguished Service Medal (DSM)

Colonel David John Smith AM DSM (1983–87) 

The following Old Reds were recipients of the 2013 Queen’s Birthday 
Honours:
Member of the Order of Australia (AM)

Colin Wayne Dunsford AM (1961–65) 

Peter Harold Woodruff AM (1952–59) 

healthcare standards. 

Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM)

Neil Turner Paterson OAM (1956–59) 
For service to the community of the Yorke Peninsula

PAOCA Incorporated
Founded 1878

From down the far years comes the clarion call:

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS
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2013
The following 2013 Alumni were accepted as Life Members of the Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 
Association at their Valedictory held on Thursday 24 October 2013:

New Members
2012
The following 2012 Alumni were accepted as Life Members of the Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ 

George

Weston 

Deland 

Reeder Ricke 
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Obituary
date of publication:

Marriages
There were no Marriages undertaken in the Eric Freak Memorial Chapel.

Funerals
A Memorial Service was held in the Eric Freak Memorial Chapel on 25 January 2013 for ex staff 
member Jonno Johnson.
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Past Presidents
1878–91 J.A. Hartley 1931 R. Vardon 1960 C.L. McKay 1989 T.P. Moffat
1892–93 E.B. Colton 1932 A.L. Bertram 1961 A.J. Clarkson 1990 I.M. Rudd
1894 G.M. Evan 1933 A.G. Collison 1962 A.W. Crompton 1991 P.P. Bacciarelli
1895 G.S. Cotton 1934 S.W. Jeffries 1963 D.L. Davies 1992 A.L. Chapman
1896 A.W. Piper 1935 P.R. Claridge 1964 J.H. Gerard 1993 G.E. Taplin
1897 F.A. Chapman 1936 L.S. Clarkson 1965 R.W. Piper 1994 C.P. Moffat
1898 A. Hill 1937 F.L. Collison 1966 R.B. Craven 1995 C.P. Moffat
1899 J.H. Chinner 1938 A.G. Trott 1967 B.A. Fricker 1996 A.M. Olsson
1900 G.W. Cooper 1939 J. Crompton 1968 D.S. Riceman 1997 A.D.C. Walker
1901 J.W. Grasby 1940 W.J. Hiatt 1969 E.F.W. Hunwick 1998 D.J. Blanch
1902 A.E. Davey 1941 F.T. Cooper 1970 W.M. Johnson 1999 P.A. Crouch
1903 G.W.R. Lee 1942 L.S. Walsh 1971 M.B. McLachlan 2000 R.J. Hall
1904 P.E. Johnstone 1943 F.E. Piper 1972 E.V. Cox 2001 A.J. Brasher
1905–09 W.R. Bayly 1944 H.N. Shepley 1973 J.G. Bundey 2002 S. Heylen
1910–11 A.C. Catt 1945 C.J. Glover 1974 B.K. Hobbs 2003 A.A. Willcox
1912 J.R. Robertson 1946 G.K. Ryder 1975 B.J. Potter 2004 F.G. Hamood
1913–14 N.A. Webb 1947 M.W. Evans 1976 D.J. Tucker 2005 P.B. Brooks
1915–16 W.D. Taylor 1948 J.F.W. Dunn 1977 R.J. Byrne 2006 S.R. Miller
1917–18 A.A.L. Rowley 1949 G.T. Clarke 1978 R.G. Gerard 2007 R.M. Wilson
1919–21 W.S. Kelly 1950 D.A. Clarkson 1979 G.C. Marshall 2008 A.J. Clarkson
1922 R.O. Fox 1951 R.W. Pearson 1980 B.J. Francis 2009 A.J. Clarkson
1923 S.G. Lawrence 1952 L.P.A. Lawrence 1981 D.C. Hassell 2010 F.G. Hamood
1924 H.H. Cowell 1953 R.W.M. Johnson 1982 P.O. Buttery 2011 P.B. Brooks
1925 M. Erichsen 1954 F.H. Chapman 1983 A.M. Olsson 2012 G.B. Burfield
1926 L.D. Waterhouse 1955 N.A. Walsh 1984 A.G. Gerard 2013 J. Jovicevic
1927 T.C. Craven 1956 N. Todd 1985 R.W. Hone
1928 H.B. Piper 1957 F.C. Hassell 1986 G.D. Evans
1929 J.M. Bath 1958 P.E. Clark 1987 N.G.A. MacDonald
1930 W.R. Bayly 1959 N.S. Angel 1988 M.W.B. Thompson

The objects of the Association are:

1. The furtherance of all that appertains to the welfare of Prince Alfred College.

2. The promotion of unity and friendship among the Old Scholars of the College.

3. The maintenance of the interest of Old Scholars of the College.

Old Boys’ Week is observed annually in the last week of July. 

Annual General Meeting 2014

The 136th Annual General Meeting of the Prince Alfred Old Collegians’ Association will be held on Thursday 

Members are requested to note this date in their diaries and make every endeavour to be present.

Archives

the College since 1869. 

 
Email: taldous@pac.edu.au
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Psychology (UniSA); Grad.Dip.Ed. (Secondary) (La Trobe)

Dip.Sec.T. – Kent Town and Wambana

Learning Team Coordinator: ELC

Level Coordinator – Year 8

(UniSA)

and Learning Leader: Specialists (PYP)

Centre (Maternity Leave from Term 4 2012)

Early Learning Centre (Maternity Leave from Term 4 2012)

(Parental Leave Term 4 2013)

Electric/Double Bass

Learning Team Coordinator: ELC

Archaeology (Adelaide) – Lead Teacher: Language B (MYP) 
(Term 1 2013)

Mathematics (MYP) and Teaching and Learning Leader: Project 
Developing Initiatives in Mathematics

Learning Centre

2012/2013)

Sc. (Nursing) – Teaching and Learning Leader: Biology (SACE/
IBD) (Leave from Term 3 2013)

A Tutor

(UniSA) – Teaching and Learning Leader: Physical Education 
(MYP); House Coordinator

(Middle/Senior) (UniSA)

Reception Teacher

Dip. Outdoor Ed. (SACAE)

Computing (UniSA)

Early Learning Centre

Boarding House

Centre for Mathematics

(Adelaide)

Grad.Dip.Ed. (CDU) – Wambana

Park CAE)

Schools

(Adelaide)

in Education (UniSA) – Senior Residential Assistant – 
International Students

(Adelaide)

Teaching and Learning Leader: Project Reception (PYP)

(Flinders)

(Adelaide)

Childhood (UniSA) – Early Learning Centre

(Maternity/Parenting Leave 2013)

Learning Leader: Physical Education (SACE/IBD)

Teaching and Learning Leader: Language A (SACE/IBD)

(Online Education) (Adelaide)

and Learning Leader: Chemistry (SACE/IBD)

Post.Grad.Cert. (Religious Ed.) (UniSA)

Teaching and Learning Leader: Mathematics (SACE/IBD)

Learning Leader: Research Project (SACE/IBD) and Accounting 
and Economics (SACE/IBD)
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Learning Centre

Masters Teaching (UniSA)

Dip.Ed.Couns. (UniSA)

Learning Leader: Physics (SACE/IBD) and STEM 

Learning Leader: Accounting and Economics (SACE/IBD) (Term 
4 2013)

Director of Music Performance

Scotts Creek Outdoor Centre

Dip.Ed. (UniSA)

(UniSA) – Deputy Head of Boarding; CAS Coordinator; 
Coordinator Outdoor Education

(Queensland University of Technology) – VET Coordinator 

New York)

Grad.Dip.Sec.Ed. Science & Drama (SACAE) – Teaching and 
Learning Leader: Science (MYP)

History (Deakin) – Teaching and Learning Leader: History 
(SACE/IBD); Senior Residential Assistant: Academic Success

Teaching and Learning Leader: Technology (MYP)

Leader: Technology (SACE/IBD)

(Design and Technology) (Canberra)

Childhood) (UniSA) – Early Learning Centre (Maternity Leave 
Term 4 2013)

Chess Coordinator

(Adelaide)

and Senior Schools

Teaching and Learning Leader: The Arts (MYP)

Secondary) (UniSA) – Teaching and Learning Leader: eLearning 

Grad.Dip. (Teaching and Learning) (CDU)

Student Success Team (PYP)

Studies (St Lucia)

Compliance Manager and Acting Teaching and Learning Leader: 
Research Project (SACE/IBD) (Term 4 2013)

International Student Marketing and Recruitment

Teaching and Learning Leader: Language A (MYP) 

Counselling (UniSA) – Director of Cricket; Teaching and 
Learning Leader: Humanities (MYP)

Newcastle)

Leader: Language B (SACE/IBD)

(LaTrobe) (Leave 2013)

(University of York) – GAP Student 

Mr D Attiwill (2010) – Chef Manager

Ms S Bayly (2012) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Director of Strings
Ms K Bielak (2010) – Second Chef
Ms N Bills (2012) – Catering Assistant
Mr S Bills (2011) – Catering Assistant/Relief Caretaker
Ms B Bogdanovic (2008) – Cleaner (Maternity Leave from May 
2013)

Director School Services & Director of Organisational 
Development

TAFE) – Learning Support SSO

Director

Learning Centre and Acting Learning Team Coordinator: ELC 
(Term 4 2013)

TAFE) – Learning Support SSO

School
Mr H Bubner (2013) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Mr J Buckley (2010) – Housekeeping
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Mr E Carter (2012) – Housekeeping/Property Services

Mrs K Chapman (2013) – Cleaner

Mr MY Cheong (2013) – Catering Assistant
Mrs S Chisholm (2013) – Student Success Team
Mr M Clarke (2012) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Mr G Collins (2005) – ICT Customer Service Officer
Mr C Comerford (2013) – OSHC/Vacation Care/Housekeeping/
Catering Assistant
Ms P Cook (2005) – Housekeeper

Mrs P Coupe (1987) – Housekeeping

Technician

Miss A Daley (2012) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant
Mr A Daws (2008) – Project Manager Building Developments

Preparatory School

Mr C Downing (2010) – ICT Systems Engineer

Certificate (MBHA SA) – Early Learning Centre Administrator
Miss M Dyer (2010) – Receptionist
Mr G Ellis (2013) – Housekeeping/Catering Assistant
Mrs C Fagioli (2006) – Laundry Assistant

Operations

Ms YL Fu (2011) – Catering Assistant
Ms A Galbraith (2010) – Catering Assistant
Mr D Gamage (2013) – ICT Support
Ms P Gelal (2010) – Catering Assistant

Mrs M W Gleaves (1979) – Executive Assistant to the 
Headmaster

Mr C Graetz (2013) – Catering Assistant
Mr J Graetz (2013) – Catering Assistant/Lifeguard RED Centre
Mr N Greb (2007) – Housekeeping/Property Services/Relief 
Caretaker

Vacation Care Director

Mrs C Harris (2013) – Cert.III Library and Information Studies 
(TAFE); Dip.Lib.Info.Studies (NT Uni); B.Arts (Library and 
Information Science) (Charles Sturt Uni); M.Appl.Sc. (Library 

Manager 

Mrs M L Harris (formerly Targett) (2008) – Cleaner
Mr J Healy (2012) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Creek

2013)

Mr M Howson (2013) – School Operations/Housekeeping 

Services Casual

Management (NEIS) – Director School Operations

Ms C Hung (2011) – Catering and Facilities Assistant

Vacation Care Director (from July 2012)
Mr K Irvine (2000) – Housekeeping
Miss S Issah (2013) – OSHC Assistant

Psychologist

Creek
Mrs M Jensen (nee Shearing) (2012) – Outdoor Education 

ELC (Maternity Leave from Term 4 2013)
Mr B Kellow (2013) – Housekeeping/School Operations 
Assistant
Mr M Kellow (2011) – Property Services Supervisor

Ms R Khan (2010) – Catering Assistant

Learning Centre (from Term 4 2013)

School
Ms C Lanzendorfer (2009) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Ms J Ledgard (2008) – Cleaner
Mr D Lee (2013) – Housekeeping/School Operations Assistant

Mr W K Leung (2012) – Catering Assistant 

and Teaching and Learning
Mr Z Liu (2010) – Catering Assistant and Relief Caretaker
Mr S Louch (2013) – Catering/Housekeeping Assistant

Creek

Counsellor

Miss K Mason (2012) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Boarding

School

Uniform Shop

Mr G Mills (2011) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant
Ms J Moore (2010) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant

Creek
Mr D Mugavin (2011) – Catering Assistant
Ms K Mullarvey (2013) – Cook/Catering Assistant
Ms L Napper (2011) – Catering Assistant
Mr B Nicholas (2008) – Cleaner
Mr R Oatley (2011) – Head Groundsman

Miss N Ong (1987) – Catering and Events Assistant

Mr N Patitsas (2011) – Groundsman
Mr P Penn (2011) – Groundsman
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Mr I Pilkington (2007) – ICT Customer Service Officer
Mr G Pippett (2013) – Housekeeping/School Operations 
Assistant

Dip.Lab.Tech. (AIMLT) – Laboratory Technician
Mrs J S Porter (2008) – Foundation Assistant and Acting 
Facilities and Events Coordinator

Wambana
Mr J Quinzi (2011) – EduKart

Rowing and RED Centre Manager

Recruitment
Ms A Rees (2005) – Preparatory School Assistant

Miss K Robb (2012) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant
Ms M Roberts (1997) – Admissions Registrar

Creek

Strategy
Mrs S Sayers (2010) – Catering Assistant
Miss R Schnoor (2013) – Catering Assistant
Mr M Selway (2009) – Housekeeping 
Mr W Selway (2010) – Housekeeping 

Communication Technology
Mr P A Sillett (1989) – Technician
Mr T Simmonds (2011) – Assistant Head Groundsman

Department

Support SSO
Mr D Thomas (2007) – Property Services Manager
Mr D Thompson (2012) – Housekeeping/Property Services 

Relations 

Ms M Turner (2012) – Catering Assistant

Officer

Learning Centre
Ms L Wang (2011) – Catering Assistant
Mr S Wang (2013) – Catering Assistant

Miss K Whitehead (2011) – OSHC/Vacation Care Assistant
Mrs D L Wilson (1998) – Academic Registrar

Mr R Wyld (2013) – Housekeeping Assistant
Mr X Yang (2011) M. Information Technology (UniSA) – ICT 
Customer Service Officer

Boarding House Staff
Mr W Bittner (2013)
Mr P Clark (2012)
Mr N Croft (2010)
Mr J Garrett (2013) 

(Middle and Secondary) (UniSA)
Ms S Letinic (2013)
Mr S Nystrom (2012) 
Ms PJ Oliver (2009) 

Mr D Russell (2013)

Ms J Toh (2011)
Mr R Williams (2012) 
Ms H Would (2011)
Kent Town Swim
Mr J Allen (2013) – Instructor
Miss J Ash (2013) – Instructor
Miss C Badcock (2013) – Instructor

Mr B Brewerton (2013) – Instructor
Mr C Brewerton (2013) – Instructor

Miss S Copson (2013) – Instructor
Miss L Dunton (2013) – Instructor
Mr R Favell (2013) – Instructor
Mrs D Ferres (2013) – Instructor
Mr D Gill (2013) – Instructor
Ms E Graham (2013) – Instructor
Mr A Gwinnett (2013) – Instructor
Miss B Hanna (2013) – Instructor
Miss K Hurrell (2013) – Instructor
Miss W Ireland (2013) – Instructor
Miss A Jackson (2013) – Administrator and Instructor
Miss E Jackson (2013) – Instructor
Miss M Johns (2013) – Instructor

Mr M Mason (2013) – Instructor
Ms J McKenzie (2013) – Instructor
Mr A Pope (2013) – Head Coach
Ms K Schultz (2012) – Administrator
Ms K Spigiel (2013) – Instructor

Miss M Trezise (2013) – Instructor

Mr K Whait (2013) – Instructor

Single Studies Music Tutors

Clarinet

Electric/Double Bass 

– Drums/Percussion

Clarinet

Trombone

(Adelaide) – Drums/Percussion

(Melbourne) – Violin/Viola
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Centre

Langley Room
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Cooper Room
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Mead Room
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Edgerley Room
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Chapple Room
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Preparatory School

Reception
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 1
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 2
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 3
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 4
Cotton

Salvete in Italics  Valete In Bold
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Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 5
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 6
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Middle School

Year 7
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 8
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 9
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Salvete in Italics  Valete In Bold
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Waterhouse

Senior School

Year 10
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 11
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Year 12
Cotton

Taylor

Watsford

Waterhouse

Salvete in Italics  Valete In Bold
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